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Configuring PPP and MP 

PPP overview 
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) is a point-to-point link layer protocol. It provides user authe ntication, 
supports synchronous/asynchronous communication, and allows for easy extension. 

PPP includes the following protocols: 
• Link control protocol (LCP)—Establishes, tears down, and monitors data links. 
• Network control protocol (NCP)—Negotiates the packet format and type for data links. 
• Authentication protocols—Authenticate users. Protocols include the following: 

 Password Authentication Protocol (PAP).  
 Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP).  
 Microsoft CHAP (MS-CHAP).  
 Microsoft CHAP Version 2 (MS-CHAP-V2). 

PPP link establishment process 
Figure 1 shows the PPP link establishment process. 

Figure 1 PPP link establishment process 

 
 

1. Initially, PPP is in Link Dead phase. After the physical layer goes up, PPP enters the Link 
Establishment phase (Establish). 

2. In the Link Establishment phase, the LCP negotiation is performed. The LCP configuration 
options include Authentication-Protocol, Maximum-Receive-Unit (MRU), Magic-Number, 
Protocol-Field-Compression (PFC), Address-and-Control-Field-Compression (ACFC), and MP.  

 If the negotiation fails, LCP reports a Fail event, and PPP returns to the Dead phase.  
 If the negotiation succeeds, LCP enters the Opened state and reports an Up event, 

indicating that the underlying layer link has been established. At this time, the PPP link is not 
established for the network layer, and network layer packets cannot be transmitted over the 
link. 

3. If authentication is configured, the PPP link enters the Authentication phase, where PAP, CHAP, 
MS-CHAP, or MS-CHAP-V2 authentication is performed.  

 If the client fails to pass the authentication, LCP reports a Fail event and enters the Link 
Termination phase. In this phase, the link is torn down and LCP goes down.  

 If the client passes the authentication, LCP reports a Success event. 
4. If a network layer protocol is configured, the PPP link enters the Network-Layer Protocol phase 

for NCP negotiation, such as IPCP negotiation and IPv6CP negotiation.  
 If the NCP negotiation succeeds, the link goes up and becomes ready to carry negotiated 

network-layer protocol packets.  
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 If the NCP negotiation fails, NCP reports a Down event and enters the Link Termination 
phase. 

If the interface is configured with an IP address, the IPCP negotiation is performed. IPCP 
configuration options include IP addresses and DNS server IP addresses. After the IPCP 
negotiation succeeds, the link can carry IP packets. 

5. After the NCP negotiation is performed, the PPP link remains active until either of the following 
events occurs: 

 Explicit LCP or NCP frames close the link.  
 Some external events take place (for example, the intervention of a user). 

For more information about PPP, see RFC 1661. 

PPP authentication 
PPP supports the following authentication methods:  
• PAP—PAP is a two-way handshake authentication protocol using the username and password. 

PAP sends username/password pairs in plain text over the network. If authentication packets 
are intercepted in transit, network security might be threatened. For this reason, it is suitable 
only for low-security environments. 

• CHAP—CHAP is a three-way handshake authentication protocol. 
CHAP transmits usernames but not passwords over the network. It transmits the result 
calculated from the password and random packet ID by using the MD5 algorithm. It is more 
secure than PAP. The authenticator may or may not be configured with a username. As a best 
practice, configure a username for the authenticator, which makes it easier for the peer to verify 
the identity of the authenticator. 

• MS-CHAP—MS-CHAP is a three-way handshake authentication protocol. 
MS-CHAP differs from CHAP as follows: 

 MS-CHAP uses CHAP Algorithm 0x80. 
 MS-CHAP provides authentication retry. If the peer fails authentication, it is allowed to 

retransmit authentication information to the authenticator for reauthentication. The 
authenticator allows a peer to retransmit a maximum of three times. 

• MS-CHAP-V2—MS-CHAP-V2 is a three-way handshake authentication protocol. 
MS-CHAP-V2 differs from CHAP as follows: 

 MS-CHAP-V2 uses CHAP Algorithm 0x81. 
 MS-CHAP-V2 provides two-way authentication by piggybacking a peer challenge on the 

Response packet and an authenticator response on the Acknowledge packet. 
 MS-CHAP-V2 supports authentication retry. If the peer fails authentication, it is allowed to 

retransmit authentication information to the authenticator for reauthentication. The 
authenticator allows a peer to retransmit a maximum of three times. 

 MS-CHAP-V2 supports password change. If the peer fails authentication because of an 
expired password, it will send the new password entered by the user to the authenticator for 
reauthentication. 

PPP for IPv4 
On IPv4 networks, PPP negotiates the IP address and DNS server address during IPCP negotiation. 

IP address negotiation 
IP address negotiation enables one end to assign an IP address to the other. 

An interface can act as a client or a server during IP address negotiation: 
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• Client—Obtains an IP address from the server. Use the client mode when the device accesses 
the Internet through an ISP.  

• Server—Assigns an IP address to the client. Before you configure the IP address of the server, 
you must perform one of the following tasks: 

 Configure a local address pool and associate the pool with the ISP domain.  
 Specify an IP address or an address pool for the client on the interface. 

When IP address negotiation is enabled on a client, the server selects an IP address for the client in 
the following sequence: 
1. If the AAA server configures an IP address or address pool for the client, the server selects that 

IP address or an IP address from the pool. The IP address or address pool is configured on the 
AAA server instead of the PPP server. For information about AAA, see Security Configuration 
Guide. 

2. If an address pool is associated with the ISP domain used during client authentication, the 
server selects an IP address from the pool. 

3. If an IP address or address pool is specified for the client on the interface of the server, the 
server selects that IP address or an IP address from that pool. 

DNS server address negotiation 
IPCP negotiation can determine the DNS server IP address.  

When the device is connected to a host, configure the device as the server to assign the DNS server 
IP address to the host.  

When the device is connected to an ISP access server, configure the device as the client. Then, the 
device can obtain the DNS server IP address from the ISP access server.  

PPP for IPv6 
On IPv6 networks, PPP negotiates only the IPv6 interface identifier instead of the IPv6 address and 
IPv6 DNS server address during IPv6CP negotiation. 

IPv6 address assignment 
PPP cannot negotiate the IPv6 address.  

The client can get an IPv6 global unicast address through the following methods: 
• Method 1—The client obtains an IPv6 prefix in an RA message. The client then generates an 

IPv6 global unicast address by combining the IPv6 prefix and the negotiated IPv6 interface 
identifier. The IPv6 prefix in the RA message is determined in the following sequence:  

 IPv6 prefix authorized by AAA. 
 RA prefix configured on the interface. 
 Prefix of the IPv6 global unicast address configured on the interface. 

For information about the ND protocol, see Layer 3—IP Services Configuration Guide. 
• Method 2—The client requests an IPv6 global unicast address through DHCPv6. The server 

assigns an IPv6 address to the client from the address pool authorized by AAA. If no 
AAA-authorized address pool exists, DHCPv6 uses the address pool that matches the server's 
IPv6 address to assign an IPv6 address to the client. For information about DHCPv6, see Layer 
3—IP Services Configuration Guide. 

• Method 3—The client requests prefixes through DHCPv6 and assigns them to downstream 
hosts. The hosts then uses the prefixes to generate global IPv6 addresses. This method uses 
the same principle of selecting address pools as method 2. 

The device can assign a host an IPv6 address in either of the following ways: 
• When the host connects to the device directly or through a bridge device, the device can use 

method 1 or method 2. 
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• When the host accesses the device through a router, the device can use method 3 to assign an 
IPv6 prefix to the router. The router assigns the prefix to the host to generate an IPv6 global 
unicast address. 

IPv6 DNS server address assignment 
On IPv6 networks, two methods are available for the IPv6 DNS address assignment: 
• AAA authorizes the IPv6 DNS address and assigns this address to the host through RA 

messages. 
• The DHCPv6 client requests an IPv6 DNS address from the DHCPv6 server. 

MP overview 
Multilink PPP (MP) allows you to bin d multiple PP P links into one MP bundle for i ncreasing 
bandwidth. If a packet is larger than the minimum packet size for fragmentation, MP fragments the 
packet and distributes the fragments across multiple PPP links to the pee r. The peer reassembles 
them into one packet and passes the packet to the network layer. 

In addition to increasing bandwidth, MP also provides link-layer load sharing, which can implement 
backup. MP fragmentation can reduce transmission delay, especially on low-speed links. 

MP is available to all physical or virtual interfaces with PPP encapsulation enabled, including serial, 
ISDN BRI/PRI, and PPPoX (PPPoE, PPPoA, or PPPoFR) interfaces. In MP configuration, as a best 
practice, include only one type of interfaces in an MP bundle. 

Configuring PPP 
PPP configuration task list 

Tasks at a glance 
(Optional.) Configuring PPP authentication 

(Optional.) Configuring the polling feature 

(Optional.) Configuring PPP negotiation 

(Optional.) Enabling PPP link quality monitoring 

(Optional.) Enabling PPP accounting 

(Optional.) Configuring the nas-port-type attribute 
 

Configuring PPP authentication 
You can configure several authentication modes simultaneously. In L CP negotiation, the 
authenticator negotiates with the peer in the sequence of configured authentication modes until the 
LCP negotiation succeeds. If the re sponse packet from the  peer carries a recommended 
authentication mode, the authenticator directly uses the auth entication mode if it finds the mode 
configured. 

Configuring PAP authentication 
To configure the authenticator: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the authenticator 
to authenticate the peer by 
using PAP. 

ppp authentication-mode pap 
[ [ call-in ] domain { isp-name | 
default enable isp-name } ] 

By default, PPP authentication is 
disabled.  

4. Configure local or remote 
AAA authentication. 

For local AAA authentication, the 
username and password of the 
peer must be configured on the 
authenticator. 
For remote AAA authentication, 
the username and password of 
the peer must be configured on 
the remote AAA server. 
For more information about AAA 
authentication, see Security 
Configuration Guide. 

The username and password 
configured for the peer must be 
the same as those configured on 
the peer. 

 

To configure the peer: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the PAP username 
and password sent from the 
peer to the authenticator 
when the peer is 
authenticated by the 
authenticator by using PAP. 

ppp pap local-user username 
password { cipher | simple } 
string 

By default, when being 
authenticated by the authenticator 
by using PAP, the peer sends null 
username and password to the 
authenticator. 
For security purposes, the 
password specified in plaintext 
form and ciphertext form will be 
stored in encrypted form. 

 

Configuring CHAP authentication 
Depending on whether the authenticator is configured with a username, the configuration of CHAP 
authentication includes the following types:  
• Configuring CHAP authentication when the authenticator name is configured 

To configure the authenticator: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the authenticator 
to authenticate the peer by 
using CHAP. 

ppp authentication-mode 
chap [ [ call-in ] domain 
{ isp-name | default enable 
isp-name } ] 

By default, PPP authentication 
is disabled.  
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Step Command Remarks 

4. Configure a username for 
the CHAP authenticator. ppp chap user username 

The default setting is null. 
The username you configure for 
the authenticator must be the 
same as the local username you 
configure for the authenticator 
on the peer.  

5. Configure local or remote 
AAA authentication. 

For local AAA authentication, 
the username and password of 
the peer must be configured on 
the authenticator. 
For remote AAA authentication, 
the username and password of 
the peer must be configured on 
the remote AAA server. 
For more information about AAA 
authentication, see Security 
Configuration Guide. 

The username configured for 
the peer must be the same as 
that configured on the peer. 
The passwords configured for 
the authenticator and peer must 
be the same. 

 

To configure the peer: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure a username for 
the CHAP peer. ppp chap user username 

The default setting is null. 
The username you configure 
for the peer here must be the 
same as the local username 
you configure for the peer on 
the authenticator. 

4. Configure local or remote 
AAA authentication. 

For local AAA authentication, the 
username and password of the 
authenticator must be configured 
on the peer. 
For remote AAA authentication, 
the username and password of 
the authenticator must be 
configured on the remote AAA 
server. 
For more information about AAA 
authentication, see Security 
Configuration Guide. 

The username configured for 
the authenticator must be the 
same as that configured on the 
authenticator. 
The passwords configured for 
the authenticator and peer 
must be the same. 

 

• Configuring CHAP authentication when no authenticator name is configured 
To configure the authenticator: 

 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 
3. Configure the authenticator to 

authenticate the peer by using 
CHAP. 

ppp authentication-mode chap 
[ [ call-in ] domain { isp-name | 
default enable isp-name } ] 

By default, PPP 
authentication is disabled. 

4. Configure local or remote AAA 
authentication. 

For local AAA authentication, the 
username and password of the 
peer must be configured on the 
authenticator. 
For remote AAA authentication, 
the username and password of 
the peer must be configured on 
the remote AAA server. 
For more information about AAA 
authentication, see Security 
Configuration Guide. 

The username configured 
for the peer must be the 
same as that configured 
on the peer. 
The passwords configured 
for the authenticator and 
peer must be the same. 

 

To configure the peer: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure a username for 
the CHAP peer. ppp chap user username 

The default setting is null. 
The username you configure on 
the peer must be the same as 
the local username you 
configure for the peer on the 
authenticator. 

4. Set the CHAP 
authentication password. 

ppp chap password { cipher | 
simple } string 

The default setting is null. 
The password you set on the 
peer must be the same as the 
password you set for the peer 
on the authenticator. 
For security purposes, the 
password specified in plaintext 
form and ciphertext form will be 
stored in encrypted form. 

 

Configuring MS-CHAP or MS-CHAP-V2 authentication 
When you configure MS-CHAP or MS-CHAP-V2 authentication, follow these guidelines: 
• The device can only act as an authenticator for MS-CHAP or MS-CHAP-V2 authentication. 
• L2TP supports only MS-CHAP authentication. 
• MS-CHAP-V2 authentication supports password change only when using RADIUS. 

To configure MS-CHAP or MS-CHAP-V2 authentication when the authenticator name is configured: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 
3. Configure the authenticator 

to authenticate the peer by 
using MS-CHAP or 
MS-CHAP-V2. 

ppp authentication-mode 
{ ms-chap | ms-chap-v2 } 
[ [ call-in ] domain { isp-name | 
default enable isp-name } ] 

By default, PPP authentication is 
disabled. 

4. Configure a username for the 
MS-CHAP or MS-CHAP-V2 
authenticator. 

ppp chap user username 
The username for the 
authenticator must be the same 
on the local and peer devices. 

5. Configure local or remote 
AAA authentication. 

For local AAA authentication, the 
username and password of the 
peer must be configured on the 
authenticator. 
For remote AAA authentication, 
the username and password of 
the peer must be configured on 
the remote AAA server. 
For more information about AAA 
authentication, see Security 
Configuration Guide. 

The username and password of 
the peer configured on the 
authenticator or remote AAA 
server must be the same as those 
configured on the peer. 

 

To configure MS-CHAP or MS-CHAP-V2 authentication when no authenticator name is configured: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the 
authenticator to 
authenticate the 
peer by using 
MS-CHAP or 
MS-CHAP-V2. 

ppp authentication-mode { ms-chap | 
ms-chap-v2 } [ [ call-in ] domain 
{ isp-name | default enable isp-name } ]

By default, PPP authentication is 
disabled. 

4. Configure local or 
remote AAA 
authentication. 

For local AAA authentication, the 
username and password of the peer 
must be configured on the authenticator.
For remote AAA authentication, the 
username and password of the peer 
must be configured on the remote AAA 
server. 
For more information about AAA 
authentication, see Security 
Configuration Guide. 

The username and password of the 
peer configured on the 
authenticator or remote AAA server 
must be the same as those 
configured on the peer. 

 

Configuring the polling feature 
The polling feature checks PPP link state.  

On an interface that uses PPP encapsulation, the link layer sends keepalives at keepalive intervals 
to detect the availability of the peer. If the interface fails to receive keepalives when the keepalive 
retry limit is reached, it tears down the link and reports a link layer down event. 

To set the keepalive retry limit, use the timer-hold retry command.  

On a slow li nk, increase the keep alive interval to  prevent false shutd own of the interface. This 
situation might occur when keepalives are delayed because a large packet is being transmitted on 
the link. 
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The keepalive interval must be smaller than the negotiation timeout time. 

To disable sending of keepalives, set the keepalive interval to 0. 

To configure the polling feature: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Set the keepalive interval. timer-hold seconds The default setting is 10 seconds. 

4. Set the keepalive retry limit. timer-hold retry retries The default setting is 5. 
 

Configuring PPP negotiation 
PPP negotiation includes the following parameters: 
• Negotiation timeout time. 
• IP address negotiation. 
• IP segment match. 
• DNS server IP address negotiation. 
• ACFC negotiation. 
• PFC negotiation. 

Configuring the PPP negotiation timeout time 
The device starts the PPP  negotiation timeout ti mer after sendi ng a packet. If no respo nse is 
received before the timer expires, the device sends the packet again. 

If two ends of a PPP link vary greatly in the LCP  negotiation packet processing rate, configure the 
delay timer on the end wit h a higher p rocessing rate. The LCP negotiation delay timer prevents 
frequent LCP negotiation packet retransmission. After the physical layer comes up, PPP starts LCP 
negotiation when the delay timer expires. If PPP receives LCP negotiation packets before the delay 
timer expires, it starts LCP negotiation immediately. 

To configure the PPP negotiation timeout time: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the negotiation 
timeout time. ppp timer negotiate seconds The default setting is 3 seconds. 

4. (Optional.) Configure the 
LCP negotiation delay timer. ppp lcp delay milliseconds 

By default, PPP starts LCP 
negotiation after the physical layer 
is up. 

 

Configuring IP address negotiation 
To configure the device as the client: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Enable IP address 
negotiation. ip address ppp-negotiate 

By default, IP address negotiation 
is not enabled. 
This command is mutually 
exclusive with the ip address 
command. For more information 
about the ip address command, 
see Layer 3—IP Services 
Command Reference. 

 

Configure the server to assign an IP address to a client by using the following methods: 
• Method 1: Specify an IP address for the client on the server interface. 
• Method 2: Specify a PPP or DHCP address pool on the server interface. 
• Method 3: Associate a PPP or DHCP address pool with an ISP domain. 

For clients requiring no authentication, you can use either method 1 or method 2, but not both. 

For clients requiring authentication, you can use one or more of the three methods, but cannot use 
method 1 and method 2 at the same time. When multiple methods are configured, method 3 takes 
precedence over method 1 or method 2. 

PPP supports IP address assignment from a PPP or DHCP address pool. If you use a pool name that 
identifies both a PPP address pool and a DHCP address pool, the system use s the PPP address 
pool. When assigning IP address to users through a PPP address pool, make sure the PPP address 
pool excludes the gateway IP address of the PPP address pool. 

To configure the device as the server (Method 1): 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the interface to 
assign an IP address to the 
peer. 

remote address ip-address 
By default, an interface does not 
assign an IP address to the 
peer. 

4. Configure an IP address for the 
interface. ip address ip-address By default, no IP address is 

configured on an interface. 
 

To configure the device as the server (Method 2: Specify a PPP address pool): 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Configure a PPP address pool.
ip pool pool-name 
start-ip-address [ end-ip-address ] 
[ group group-name ] 

By default, no PPP address 
pool is configured. 

3. (Optional.) Configure a 
gateway address for the PPP 
address pool. 

ip pool pool-name gateway 
ip-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 

By default, the PPP address 
pool is not configured with a 
gateway address. 
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Step Command Remarks 

4. (Optional.) Configure a PPP 
address pool route. 

ppp ip-pool route ip-address 
{ mask-length | mask } 
[ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 
[ vsrp-instance 
vsrp-instance-name ] 

By default, no PPP address 
pool route exists. 
The destination network of the 
PPP address pool route must 
include the PPP address pool. 

5. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

6. Configure the interface to 
assign an IP address from the 
configured PPP address pool 
to the peer. 

remote address pool pool-name
By default, an interface does not 
assign an IP address to the 
peer. 

7. Configure an IP address for the 
interface. ip address ip-address 

By default, no IP address is 
configured on an interface. 
This command is optional when 
the PPP address pool has been 
configured with a gateway 
address. 

 

To configure the device as the server (Method 2: Specify a DHCP address pool): 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Configure DHCP. 

• If the server acts as a DHCP 
server, configure the DHCP 
server and a DHCP address 
pool on the server. 

• If the server acts as a DHCP 
relay agent, configure the 
DHCP relay agent on the 
server, and configure a 
DHCP address pool on the 
remote DHCP server. In 
addition, you must enable 
the DHCP relay agent to 
record relay entries, and 
configure a DHCP relay 
address pool. 

For information about 
configuring DHCP, see Layer 3 
IP Services Configuration 
Guide. 

3. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

4. Configure the interface to 
assign an IP address from the 
configured DHCP address pool 
to the peer. 

remote address pool pool-name
By default, an interface does not 
assign an IP address to the 
peer. 

5. Configure an IP address for the 
interface. ip address ip-address By default, no IP address is 

configured on an interface. 

6. (Optional.) Use the PPP 
usernames as the DHCP client 
IDs. 

remote address dhcp 
client-identifier username 

By default, the PPP usernames 
are not used as the DHCP client 
IDs. 

 

To configure the device as the server (Method 3: Associate a PPP address pool with an ISP domain): 
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Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Configure a PPP address pool.
ip pool pool-name 
start-ip-address [ end-ip-address ] 
[ group group-name ] 

By default, no PPP address 
pool is configured. 

3. (Optional.) Configure a 
gateway address for the PPP 
address pool. 

ip pool pool-name gateway 
ip-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 

By default, the PPP address 
pool is not configured with a 
gateway address. 

4. (Optional.) Configure a PPP 
address pool route. 

ppp ip-pool route ip-address 
{ mask-length | mask } 
[ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 
[ vsrp-instance 
vsrp-instance-name ] 

By default, no PPP address 
pool route exists. 
The destination network of the 
PPP address pool route must 
include the PPP address pool. 

5. Enter ISP domain view. domain isp-name N/A 

6. Associate the ISP domain with 
the configured PPP address 
pool for address assignment. 

authorization-attribute ip-pool 
pool-name 

By default, no PPP address 
pool is associated. 
For more information about this 
command, see Security 
Command Reference. 

7. Return to system view. quit N/A 

8. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

9. Configure an IP address for the 
interface. ip address ip-address 

By default, no IP address is 
configured on an interface. 
This command is optional when 
the PPP address pool is 
configured with a gateway 
address. 

 

To configure the device a s the server (Method 3: Associ ate a DHCP address pool with an ISP  
domain): 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Configure DHCP. 

• If the server acts as a DHCP 
server, configure the DHCP 
server and a DHCP address 
pool on the server. 

• If the server acts as a DHCP 
relay agent, configure the 
DHCP relay agent on the 
server, and configure a 
DHCP address pool on the 
remote DHCP server. In 
addition, you must enable 
the DHCP relay agent to 
record relay entries, and 
configure a DHCP relay 
address pool. 

For information about 
configuring DHCP, see Layer 3 
IP Services Configuration 
Guide. 

3. Enter ISP domain view. domain isp-name N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

4. Associate the ISP domain with 
the configured DHCP address 
pool for address assignment. 

authorization-attribute ip-pool 
pool-name 

By default, no DHCP address 
pool is associated. 
For more information about this 
command, see Security 
Command Reference. 

5. Return to system view. quit N/A 

6. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

7. Configure an IP address for the 
interface. ip address ip-address By default, no IP address is 

configured on an interface. 

8. (Optional.) Use the PPP 
usernames as the DHCP client 
IDs. 

remote address dhcp 
client-identifier username 

By default, the PPP usernames 
are not used as the DHCP client 
IDs. 

 

Enabling IP segment match 
This feature enables the local interface to check whether its IP address and the IP address of the 
remote interface are in the same network segment. If they are not, IPCP negotiation fails. 

To enable IP segment match: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Enable IP segment match. ppp ipcp remote-address match By default, this feature is 
disabled. 

 

Configuring DNS server IP address negotiation 
Configure DNS server settings depending on the role of your device in PPP negotiation.  
• Configuring the local end as the client 

During PPP negotiation, the server will assign a DNS server IP address only for a client 
configured with the ppp ipcp dns request command. For some special devices to forcibly 
assign DNS server IP addresses to clients that do not initiate requests, configure the ppp ipcp 
dns admit-any command on these devices. 
To configure the local end as the client: 

 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Enable the device to 
request the peer for a DNS 
server IP address. 

ppp ipcp dns request 
By default, a client does not 
request its peer for a DNS 
server IP address. 
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Step Command Remarks 

4. Configure the device to 
accept the DNS server IP 
addresses assigned by the 
peer even though it does 
not request the peer for the 
DNS server IP addresses. 

ppp ipcp dns admit-any 

By default, a device does not 
accept the DNS server IP 
addresses assigned by the peer 
if it does not request the peer for 
the DNS server IP addresses. 
This command is not necessary 
if the ppp ipcp dns request 
command is configured. 

 

• Configuring the local end as the server 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Specify the primary and 
secondary DNS server IP 
addresses to be allocated 
to the peer in PPP 
negotiation. 

ppp ipcp dns 
primary-dns-address 
[ secondary-dns-address ] 

By default, a device does not 
allocate DNS server IP 
addresses to its peer if the peer 
does not request them. 

 

Configuring ACFC negotiation 
PPP can compress the address and control fields of PPP packets to increase the payload size. 

ACFC negotiation notifies the peer th at the loca l end can receive packets carrying compressed 
address and control fields. 

ACFC negotiation is im plemented at the LCP  negotiation stage. After the ACFC negotiation 
succeeds, PPP does not  include the address and control fields in non-L CP packets. To ensure 
successful LCP negotiation, PPP does not apply the compression to LCP packets. 

As a best practice, use the ACFC configuration option on low-speed links. 

To configure the local end to send ACFC requests: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the local end to 
send ACFC requests by 
including the ACFC option in 
outbound LCP negotiation 
requests. 

ppp acfc local request 
By default, the local end does not 
include the ACFC option in 
outbound LCP negotiation 
requests. 

 

To configure the local end to reject ACFC requests received from the peer: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure the local end to 
reject ACFC requests 
received from the peer. 

ppp acfc remote-reject 
By default, the local end accepts 
the ACFC requests from the 
remote peer, and performs ACFC 
on frames sent to the peer. 

 

Configuring PFC negotiation 
PPP can compress the protocol field of PPP packets from 2 bytes to 1 byte to increase the payload 
size.  

PFC negotiation notifies the peer that the local end can receive packets with a single-byte protocol 
field.  

PFC negotiation is implemented at the LCP negotiation stage. After PFC negotiation is completed, 
the device compresses the protocol field of sent non-LCP packets. If the first eight bits of the protocol 
field are all zeros, the device does not add those bits into the pa cket. To ensure successful LCP 
negotiation, PPP does not apply the compression to LCP packets.  

As a best practice, use this configuration option on low-speed links. 

To configure the local end to send PFC requests: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the local end to 
send PFC requests by 
including the PFC option in 
outbound LCP negotiation 
requests. 

ppp pfc local request 
By default, the local end does not 
include the PFC option in 
outbound LCP negotiation 
requests. 

 

To configure the local end to reject PFC requests received from the peer: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure the local end to 
reject PFC requests received 
from the peer. 

ppp pfc remote-reject 
By default, the device accepts 
PFC requests received from the 
peer, and performs PFC on 
frames sent to the peer. 

 

Enabling PPP link quality monitoring 
PPP link quality monitoring (LQM) monitors the quality (packet loss ratio and packet error ratio) of 
PPP links (including those in MP bundles) in real time. 

If PPP LQM is not enabled, each end of a PPP link periodically sends keepalives to its peer. If PPP 
LQM is enabled, Link Quality Reports (LQRs) packets replace keepalives to monitor the link. 

The system uses received LQR packets to measure the link quality. If two consecutive measure d 
results are below the close-percentage, the system shuts down the link. Then the system measures 
the link quality at an interval that is ten times the LQR interval. If three consecutive measured results 
are higher than the PPP LQM resume-percentage, the system brings up the link.  

A shut-down link must experience a minimum of 30 keepalive intervals before it can come up again. 
As a best practice, do not set the keepalive interval to a large value. 

If you enable PPP LQM on both sides of a PPP link, make sure both sides have the same PPP LQM 
settings. Typically, there is no need to enable PPP LQM on both sides of a PPP link.  

As a best practice, do not enable PPP LQM on a DDR dial-up link because DDR tears the link down 
when the link is closed by LQM. Then LQM cannot send LQR packets to resume the link. 

To enable PPP LQM: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Enable PPP LQM. 
ppp lqm close-percentage 
close-percentage 
[ resume-percentage 
resume-percentage ] 

By default, PPP LQM is 
disabled.  

4. Configure the interface to 
periodically send LCP echo 
packets when LQM detects a 
low quality link. 

ppp lqm lcp-echo [ packet size ] 
[ interval seconds ] 

By default, the interface does 
not send LCP echo packets 
when LQM detects a low 
quality link. 
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Enabling PPP accounting 
PPP accounting collects PPP statistics, including the numbers of received an d sent PPP packets 
and bytes. AAA can use t he PPP statistics for ac counting. For more information about AAA, see  
Security Configuration Guide. 

To enable PPP accounting: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Enable PPP accounting. 
ppp account-statistics enable 
[ acl { acl-number | name 
acl-name } ] 

By default, PPP accounting is 
disabled. 

 

Configuring the nas-port-type attribute 
The nas-port-type attribute is used for RADIUS authentication and accounting. For information about 
the nas-port-type attribute, see RFC 2865. 

To configure the nas-port-type attribute: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter VT interface view. interface virtual-template 
number N/A 

3. Configure the nas-port-type 
attribute. 

nas-port-type { 802.11 | adsl-cap 
| adsl-dmt | async | cable | 
ethernet | g.3-fax | hdlc | idsl | 
isdn-async-v110 | 
isdn-async-v120 | isdn-sync | 
piafs | sdsl | sync | virtual | 
wireless-other | x.25 | x.75 | 
xdsl } 

By default, the nas-port-type 
attribute is determined by the 
service type and link type of the 
PPP user (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1 Default nas-port-type attribute 

Service type Link type Nas-port-type attribute 

PPPoE  
Layer 3 virtual Ethernet interface xdsl 

Other interfaces ethernet 

PPPoA Any xdsl 

L2TP Any virtual 
 

Configuring MP 
VT interfaces are used to configure VA interfaces. After binding multiple PPP links into an MP link, 
you must create a VA interface for the MP link to exchange data with the peers. 
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VT interfaces support authentication. The device fi nds a VT interface for a peer according to the 
username provided by the peer. The device then creates a bundle that corresponds to an MP link 
based on the VT settings. 

MP can create multiple bundles using the same VT interface. Each bundle is an MP link. From the 
perspective of the network layer, these links form a point-to-multipoint topology. 

The system uses usernames or terminal descriptors to distinguish multiple MP links under one VT 
interface. The following binding modes are available: 
• authentication—Binds links by using authentication usernames. Each authentication 

username corresponds to one bundle. The username is sent by the peer to the authenticator in 
PAP, CHAP, MS-CHAP, or MS-CHAP-V2 authentication. 

• descriptor—Binds links by using descriptors. Each descriptor corresponds to one bundle. A 
descriptor is received from the peer during LCP negotiation and uniquely identifies the peer. 

• both—Binds links by using both the authentication username and descriptor. 

MP configuration task list 

Tasks at a glance 
(Optional.) Configuring MP by using a VT interface 

(Optional.) Configuring short sequence number header format negotiation 

(Optional.) Configuring the MP endpoint descriptor 

(Optional.) Configuring LFI 
 

Configuring MP by using a VT interface 
You can use either of the following methods to configure MP by using a VT interface: 
• Bind physical interfaces to the VT interface by using the ppp mp virtual-template command.  

 If authentication is not configured, the system binds links according to the descriptor of the 
peer.  

 If authentication is configured, the system binds links according to the username, the 
descriptor of the peer, or both. 

• Associate a username with the VT interface. After the user passes authentication, the system 
finds the VT interface associated with the username and bundles links according to the 
username and the descriptor of the peer. To ensure a successful link negotiation, configure the 
ppp mp command and two-way authentication (PAP, CHAP, MS-CHAP, or MS-CHAP-V2) on 
the bundled interfaces. 

When you configure MP by using a VT interface, follow these guidelines: 
• The ppp mp command and the ppp mp virtual-template command are mutually exclusive on 

an interface.  
• You must use the same method to configure the interfaces to be bundled . 
• To use one-way authentication, associate physical interfaces with a VT interface on one end 

and associate a username with the VT interface on the other end. 
• Configure a VT interface to provide only one service, such as MP, L2TP, or PPPoE. 

Configuring MP by using a VT interface 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

2. Create a VT interface and enter 
its view. interface virtual-template number 

If the VT interface already 
exists, you enter its view 
directly. 

3. (Optional.) Set the interface 
description. description text 

By default, the description 
of a VT interface is interface 
name Interface, for 
example, 
Virtual-Template1 
Interface. 

4. Set the keepalive interval. timer-hold seconds The default setting is 10 
seconds. 

5. Set the keepalive retry limit. timer-hold retry retries The default setting is 5. 

6. Set the MTU size of the 
interface. mtu size The default setting is 1500 

bytes. 

7. Set the expected bandwidth of 
the VT interface. bandwidth bandwidth-value 

By default, the expected 
bandwidth (in kbps) is the 
interface baud rate divided 
by 1000. 

8. (Optional.) Specify a primary 
traffic processing slot for the 
interface (in IRF mode). 

service slot slot-number 
By default, no primary traffic 
processing slot is specified 
for an interface. 

9. (Optional.) Specify a backup 
traffic processing slot for the 
interface (in IRF mode). 

service standby slot slot-number 
By default, no backup traffic 
processing slot is specified 
for an interface. 

10. (Optional.) Restore the default 
settings for the VT interface. default N/A 

11. Return to system view. quit N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

12. Associate a physical interface 
or a username with the VT 
interface. 

• (Method 1) Bind a physical 
interface to the VT interface: 
a. Enter interface view: 

interface interface-type 
interface-number 

b. Bind the interface to the 
specified VT interface, and 
enable MP for the interface: 
ppp mp virtual-template 
number 

c. (Optional.) Configure PPP 
authentication (see 
"Configuring PPP 
authentication.") 

• (Method 2) Associate a 
username to the VT interface: 
d. Associate a VT interface to a 

username: 
ppp mp user username 
bind virtual-template 
number 

e. Enter interface view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 

f. Enable MP for the interface: 
ppp mp 

g. Configure PPP 
authentication (see 
"Configuring PPP 
authentication.") 

By default, a physical 
interface is enabled with 
PPP and not bound to any 
VT interface. 
PPP authentication does 
not affect MP when Method 
1 is used. 
By default, a VT interface is 
not bound to any username.

13. Configure other MP 
parameters. 

See "Configuring other optional 
parameters." N/A 

 

Configuring other optional parameters 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter MP VT interface or 
dialer interface view. 

interface { dialer | 
virtual-template } number 

For more information about 
configuring MP parameters in 
dialer interface view, see 
"Configuring DDR." 

3. Set the binding mode. 
ppp mp binding-mode 
{ authentication | both | 
descriptor } 

By default, both the username 
and the descriptor are used for 
MP binding. 

4. (Optional.) Set the maximum 
number of links in an MP 
bundle. 

ppp mp max-bind max-bind-num The default setting is 16. 
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Step Command Remarks 

5. (Optional.) Set the minimum 
number of links in an MP 
bundle. 

ppp mp min-bind min-bind-num 

The default setting is 0, which 
means MP dialup depends on 
traffic detection. 
This command is available only 
in dialer interface view. 
The minimum number cannot be 
greater than the maximum 
number set with the ppp mp 
max-bind command. 

6. Set the minimum size of MP 
fragments. ppp mp min-fragment size The default setting is 128 bytes.

7. Configure the MP sort buffer 
size factor. ppp mp sort-buffer-size size The default setting is 1. 

8. (Optional.) Configure the 
timer for MP to wait for the 
expected fragment. 

ppp mp timer lost-fragment 
seconds 

By default, the timer is 30 
seconds. 

9. (Optional.) Disable MP 
fragmentation. ppp mp fragment disable 

By default, MP fragmentation is 
enabled. 
When this command is 
configured on an interface, the 
ppp mp lfi enable and ppp mp 
min-fragment commands do 
not take effect on the interface. 

 

Configuring short sequence number header format 
negotiation 

By default, an MP bundle receives and transmits fragments with long sequence numbers. 
• To receive fragments with short sequence numbers, the local end should request the peer to 

transmit short sequence numbers during LCP negotiation. After the negotiation succeeds, the 
peer transmits fragments with short sequence numbers. 

• To transmit fragments with short sequence numbers, the local end should ask the peer to send 
a request for receiving short sequence numbers during LCP negotiation. After the negotiation 
succeeds, the local end transmits fragments with short sequence numbers. 

The sequence number format (long or short) of an MP bundle depends on the configuration of the 
first channel joining the MP bundle. 

To negotiate the use of short sequence numbers on a dialer MP bundle, configure the command on 
the dialer interfaces and the ISDN D channels. To negotiate the use of short sequence numbers on a 
common MP bundle, use the command on all its channels. Note that the command will cause PPP 
re-negotiation. 

To configure short sequence number header format negotiation for MP: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 
3. Trigger MP short sequence number 

header negotiation, specifying that 
the interface receive fragments with 
short sequence numbers after the 
negotiation succeeds. 

ppp mp short-sequence 
By default, long sequence 
number header format 
negotiation is performed. 

 

Configuring the MP endpoint descriptor 
When MP is configured by using a VT interface, an MP endpoint makes link binding decisions based 
on the remote endpoint descriptors. It assigns the links that receive the same endpoint descriptor to 
the same bundle. To avoid incorrect link binding on a VT interface, make sure the link descriptors 
used by different devices are unique. You must re-configure an endpoint descriptor for a device if the 
default endpoint descriptor (device name) cannot uniquely identify the MP bundle at the remote end. 

If the endpoint descriptor exceeds 20 bytes, the first 20 bytes are taken as the endpoint descriptor. 

To configure the MP endpoint descriptor of an interface for LCP negotiation: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure the MP endpoint 
descriptor. ppp mp endpoint endpoint N/A 

 

Configuring LFI 
Real-time packets, such as Telnet and VoIP packets, might be blocked or delayed on a low-speed 
interface.  

To reduce delays and jitters on low-speed links, LFI fragments large packets into small fragments. 
The fragments are reassembled at the destination. 

Figure 2 illustrates the LF I process. When larg e packets and small voice p ackets arrive at a 
WFQ-enabled interface, LFI performs the following operations: 
• Fragments the large packets into small fragments.  
• Adds the fragments to the queues along with the voice packets. 

Figure 2 LFI 
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To configure LFI: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter VT interface view. 
interface { dialer | 
virtual-template } 
mp-number 

N/A 

3. Enable LFI. ppp mp lfi enable 

By default, LFI is disabled. 
Disabling LFI also removes the 
user-configured settings of the 
maximum LFI fragment delay and 
size. 

4. Set the maximum LFI fragment 
transmission delay and the 
maximum LFI fragment size (in 
bytes). 

• ppp mp lfi 
delay-per-frag time 

• ppp mp lfi 
size-per-frag size 

By default, the maximum LFI 
fragment transmission delay is 10 
ms, and the maximum LFI 
fragment size is the expected 
bandwidth of the interface times 
the maximum delay divided by 8. 

 

Displaying and maintaining PPP and MP 
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 

Task Command 

Display information about PPP access users.

display ppp access-user { interface interface-type 
interface-number [ count ] | ip-address ip-address | 
ipv6-address ipv6-address | username user-name | 
user-type { lac | lns | pppoa | pppoe } [ count ] } 

Display PPP address pools. display ip pool [ pool-name | group group-name ] 

Display information about VT interfaces. display interface [ virtual-template [ interface-number ] ] 
[ brief [ description | down ] ] 

Display MP information. display ppp mp [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 

Log off a PPP user. 

reset ppp access-user { ip-address ipv4-ip-address 
[ vpn-instance ipv4-vpn-instance-name ] | ipv6-address 
ipv6-address [ vpn-instance ipv6-vpn-instance-name ] | 
username user-name } 
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Configuring PPPoE 
Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet  (PPPoE) extends PPP  by transporting PPP  frames 
encapsulated in Ethernet over point-to-point links. 

PPPoE specifies the methods for establishing PPPoE sessions and encapsulating PPP frames over 
Ethernet. PPPoE requires a point-to-point relationship between peers instead of a point-to-multipoint 
relationship as in multi-access environments such as Ethernet. PPPoE provides Internet access for 
the hosts in an Etherne t through a  remote a ccess device and implem ent access control, 
authentication, and a ccounting on a per-host basis. Integrating the low cost of Ethernet  and 
scalability and management functions of PPP, PPPoE gained popularity in variou s application 
environments, such as residential access networks. 

For more information about PPPoE, see RFC 2516. 

PPPoE network structure 
PPPoE uses the client/server model. The PPPoE client initiates a connection request to the PPPoE 
server. After session negotiation between them is complete, a session is established between them, 
and the PPPoE server provides access control, authentication, and accounting to the PPPoE client. 

Depending on the starting point of the PPPoE session, the following network structures are 
available: 
• As shown in Figure 3, the PPPoE session is established between routers (Router A and Router 

B). All hosts share one PPPoE session for data transmission without being installed with 
PPPoE client software. This network structure is typically used by enterprises. 

Figure 3 Network structure 1 
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Figure 4 Network structure 2 

 
 

Configuring the PPPoE server 
Configuring a PPPoE session 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a VT interface and 
enter VT interface view. 

interface virtual-template 
number N/A  

3. Set PPP parameters. See "Configuring PPP." 
If authentication is needed, use 
the PPPoE server as the 
authenticator. 

4. Enable MRU verification. ppp lcp echo mru verify 
[ minimum value ] 

By default, MRU verification is 
disabled. 

5. Return to system view. quit N/A 

6. Enter Layer 3 Ethernet 
interface/subinterface, VLAN 
interface, Layer 3 aggregate 
interface/subinterface, 
VE-L3VPN 
interface/subinterface, or 
EFM interface/subinterface 
view. 

interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

7. Enable the PPPoE server on 
the interface and bind this 
interface to the specified VT 
interface. 

pppoe-server bind 
virtual-template number 

By default, the PPPoE server is 
disabled on the interface. 

8. (Optional.) Configure an 
access concentrator (AC) 
name for the PPPoE server. 

pppoe-server tag ac-name name

By default, the AC name for the 
PPPoE server is the device 
name. 
PPPoE clients can choose a 
PPPoE server according to the 
AC name. The PPPoE client on 
HPE devices do not support this 
feature. 

9. (Optional.) Enable the 
PPPoE server to support the 
ppp-max-payload tag and 
specify a range for the PPP 
maximum payload. 

pppoe-server tag 
ppp-max-payload [ minimum 
minvalue maximum maxvalue ] 

By default, The PPPoE server 
does not support the 
ppp-max-payload tag. 
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Step Command Remarks 
10. (Optional.) Set a service 

name for the PPPoE server 
pppoe-server tag service-name 
name 

By default, the PPPoE server 
does not have a service name. 

11. (Optional) Set the response 
delay time for user access. 

pppoe-server access-delay 
delay-time 

By default, no response delay 
time is set. 

12. Return to system view. quit N/A 

13. Configure the PPPoE server 
to perform authentication, 
authorization, and 
accounting for PPP users. 

See Security Configuration Guide. N/A  

 

Setting the maximum number of PPPoE sessions 
PPPoE can establish a session when none of the following limits are reached: 
• Limit for a user on an interface. 
• Limit for a VLAN on an interface. 
• Limit on an interface. 
• Limit on an IRF member device. (In IRF mode.) 
• Limit on a device. (In standalone mode.) 

New maximum number settings apply only to subsequently established PPPoE sessions. 

The maximum number of PPPoE sessions supported by a device varies by license or device model.  

The maximum number of  PPPoE sessions set for a device cannot be greater than the maximum  
number of PPPoE sessions supported by the device. (In standalone mode.) 

The total maximum number of PPPoE sessions set for all cards or IRF member devices cannot be 
greater than the maximum number of PPPoE sessions supported by the device. (In IRF mode.) 

To configure the maximum number of PPPoE sessions: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter Layer 3 Ethernet 
interface/subinterface, VLAN 
interface, Layer 3 aggregate 
interface/subinterface, 
VE-L3VPN 
interface/subinterface, or 
EFM interface/subinterface 
view. 

interface interface-type 
interface-number 

The PPPoE server is enabled on 
the interface. 

3. Set the maximum number of 
PPPoE sessions on an 
interface. 

pppoe-server session-limit 
number 

By default, the number of PPPoE 
sessions on an interface is not 
limited. 

4. Set the maximum number of 
PPPoE sessions for a VLAN 
on an interface. 

pppoe-server session-limit 
per-vlan number 

By default, the number of PPPoE 
sessions for a VLAN on an 
interface is not limited. 

5. Set the maximum number of 
PPPoE sessions for a user 
on an interface. 

pppoe-server session-limit 
per-mac number 

By default, a user is allowed to 
create a maximum of 100 PPPoE 
sessions. 

6. Return to system view. quit N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 
7. Set the maximum number of 

PPPoE sessions on a device 
(in standalone mode). 

pppoe-server session-limit total 
number 

By default, the number of PPPoE 
sessions on a device is not 
limited. 

8. Set the maximum number of 
PPPoE sessions on an IRF 
member device (in IRF 
mode). 

pppoe-server session-limit slot 
slot-number total number 

By default, the number of PPPoE 
sessions on an IRF member 
device is not limited. 

 

Limiting the PPPoE access rate 
The device can limit the rate at which a user (identified by an MAC address) can create PPPoE 
sessions on an interface. If the num ber of PPPoE requests within the monitoring time exceeds the 
configured threshold, the device discards the excessive requests, and outputs log messages. If the 
blocking time is set to 0, the device does not block any requests, and it only outputs log messages. 

The device uses a monitoring table and a blocking table to control PPP access rates: 
• Monitoring table—Stores a maximum of 8000 monitoring entries. Each entry records the 

number of PPPoE sessions created by a user within the monitoring time. When the monitoring 
entries reach the maximum, the system stops monitoring and blocking session requests from 
new users. The aging time of monitoring entries is determined by the session-request-period 
argument. When the timer expires, the system starts a new round of monitoring for the user. 

• Blocking table—Stores a maximum of 8000 blocking entries. The system creates a blocking 
entry if the access rate of a user reaches the threshold, and blocks requests from that user. 
When the blocking entries reach the maximum number, the system stops blocking session 
requests from new users and it only outputs log messages. The aging time of the blocking 
entries is determined by the blocking-period argument. When the timer expires, the system 
starts a new round of monitoring for the user. 

If the access rate setting is changed, the system removes all monitoring and blocking entries, and 
uses the new settings to limit PPPoE access rates.  

To limit the PPPoE access rate: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter Layer 3 Ethernet 
interface/subinterface, VLAN 
interface, Layer 3 aggregate 
interface/subinterface, 
VE-L3VPN 
interface/subinterface, or 
EFM interface/subinterface 
view. 

interface interface-type 
interface-number 

The PPPoE server is enabled on 
the interface. 

3. Set the PPPoE access limit.  
pppoe-server throttle per-mac 
session-requests 
session-request-period 
blocking-period 

By default, the PPPoE access 
rate is not limited. 

4. Display information about 
blocked users (in standalone 
mode). 

display pppoe-server 
throttled-mac [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

Available in any view. 

5. Display information about 
blocked users (in IRF mode). 

display pppoe-server 
throttled-mac { slot slot-number | 
interface interface-type 
interface-number } 

Available in any view. 
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Configuring the nas-port-id attribute 
The PPPoE server on a BAS device uses the RADIUS nas-port-id attribute to send the access line ID 
received from a DSLAM device to the RADIUS server. The access line ID includes the circuit-id and 
remote-id. The RADIUS server compa res the rece ived nas-port-id attribute with the local line ID  
information to verify the location of the user.  

You can configure the content of the nas-port-id  attribute that the PPPoE s erver sends to the 
RADIUS server.  

To configure the nas-port-id attribute: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter Layer 3 Ethernet 
interface/subinterface, VLAN 
interface, Layer 3 aggregate 
interface/subinterface, 
VE-L3VPN 
interface/subinterface, or 
EFM interface/subinterface 
view. 

interface interface-type 
interface-number 

The PPPoE server is enabled on 
the interface. 

3. Configure the content of the 
nas-port-id attribute.  

pppoe-server access-line-id 
content { all [ separator ] | 
circuit-id | remote-id } 

By default, the nas-port-id 
attribute contains only the 
circuit-id. 

4. Configure the nas-port-id 
attribute to include the BAS 
information automatically. 

pppoe-server access-line-id 
bas-info [ cn-163 ] 

By default, the nas-port-id 
attribute does not include the BAS 
information automatically. 

5. Configure the PPPoE server 
to trust the access line ID in 
received packets. 

pppoe-server access-line-id 
trust 

By default, the PPPoE server 
does not trust the access line ID 
in received packets. 

6. Configure the format that is 
used to parse the circuit-id. 

pppoe-server access-line-id 
circuit-id parse-mode 
{ cn-telecom | tr-101 } 

The default mode is TR-101. 

7. Configure the transmission 
format for the circuit-id. 

pppoe-server access-line-id 
circuit-id trans-format { ascii | 
hex } 

The default format is a string of 
characters. 

8. Configure the transmission 
format for the remote-id. 

pppoe-server access-line-id 
remote-id trans-format { ascii | 
hex } 

The default format is a string of 
characters. 

 

Configuring a VA pool 
The PPPoE server creates a VA interface for a PPPoE session to transmit packets between PPPoE 
and PPP, and remove s the VA interface when the us er goes offline. Creating and removin g VA 
interfaces take time.  

You can configure VA pools to improve the performance of PPPoE s ession establishment and 
termination. A VA pool contains a group of automatically numbered VA interfaces. The PPPoE server 
selects a VA interface from the pool for a requesting user and release the VA interface  when the user 
goes offline. When a VA pool is exh austed, the system creates VA interfaces for ne w PPPoE 
sessions, and removes those VA interfaces when the users go offline. 

On a VT interface, you can create one global VA pool and one regional VA pool per member device 
for interfaces bound with the VT interface.  
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• The global VA pool contains VA interfaces for logical interfaces that might span multiple devices, 
such as Ethernet aggregate interfaces.  

• The regional VA pool contains VA interfaces for interfaces that do not span multiple devices, 
such as Ethernet interfaces.  

When you configure a VA pool, follow these guidelines: 
• To change the capacity of a VA pool, you must delete the previous configuration, and 

reconfigure the VA pool.  
• Creating or removing a VA pool takes time. During the process of creating or removing a VA 

pool, users can go online or offline, but the VA pool does not take effect. 
• If the system fails to create a VA pool because of insufficient resources, you can view the 

available resources by using the display pppoe-server va-pool command. 
• VA pools are memory intensive. Set their capacity depending on your network requirements. 
• Deleting a VA pool does not log off the users who are using VA interfaces in the VA pool. 

To configure a VA pool: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a VA pool (in 
standalone mode). 

pppoe-server virtual-template 
template-number va-pool 
va-volume 

By default, no VA pool exists. 

3. Create a VA pool (in IRF 
mode). 

pppoe-server virtual-template 
template-number [ slot 
slot-number ] va-pool va-volume 

By default, no VA pool exists. 

 

Clearing PPPoE sessions 
To clear PPPoE sessions on the PPPoE server: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter user view. user-view N/A 

2. Clear PPPoE sessions. 
reset pppoe-server { all | 
interface interface-type 
interface-number | 
virtual-template number } 

N/A 

 

Configuring a PPPoE client 
PPPoE client configuration includes dialer interface configuration and PPPoE session configuration. 

A PPPoE session can operate in one of the following modes: 
• Permanent mode—A PPPoE session is established immediately when the line is physically up. 

This type of session remains until the physical link comes down or until the session is 
disconnected. 

• On-demand mode—A PPPoE session is established when there is a demand for data 
transmission instead of when the line is physically up. It is terminated when idled for a specific 
period of time. 

• Diagnostic mode—A PPPoE session is established immediately after the device 
configurations finish. The device automatically terminates the PPPoE session and then tries to 
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re-establish a PPPoE session at a pre-configured interval. By establishing and terminating 
PPPoE sessions periodically, you can monitor the operating status of the PPPoE link. 

The PPPoE session operating mode is determined by your configuration on the dialer interface: 
• Permanent mode—Used when you set the link idle time to 0 by using the dialer timer idle 

command and do not configure the dialer diagnose command. 
• On-demand mode—Used when you set the link idle time to a non-zero value by using the 

dialer timer idle command and do not configure the dialer diagnose command. 
• Diagnostic mode—Used when you configure the dialer diagnose command. 

Configuring a dialer interface 
Before establishing a PPPoE session, you must first create a dialer interface and configure bundle 
DDR on the interface. Each PPPoE session uniquely corresponds to a dialer bundle, and each dialer 
bundle uniquely corresponds to a dialer interface. A PPPoE session uniquely corresponds to a dialer 
interface. 

For more informatio n about configuring dialer interfaces, bundle DDR, and dialer bu ndles, see 
"Configuring DDR." 

Configuring a dialer interface for a PPPoE client 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a dialer access 
group and configure a dial 
access control rule. 

dialer-group dialer-group rule 
{ protocol-name { deny | permit } | acl 
{ acl-number | name acl-number } 

By default, no dialer group 
exists. 

3. Create a dialer interface and 
enter its view. interface dialer number N/A 

4. Assign an IP address to the 
interface. 

ip address { address mask | 
ppp-negotiate } 

By default, no IP address is 
configured. 

5. Enable bundle DDR on the 
interface. dialer bundle enable By default, no DDR is 

enabled. 

6. Associate the interface with 
the dial access control rule 
by associating the interface 
with the corresponding 
dialer access group. 

dialer-group group-number 
By default, a dialer interface is 
not assigned to any dialer 
group. 

7. Configure the link-idle 
timeout timer. dialer timer idle idle [ in | in-out ] 

The default setting is 120 
seconds. 
When this timer is set to 0 
seconds, the PPPoE session 
operates in permanent mode. 
Otherwise, the PPPoE 
session operates in 
on-demand mode. 

8. Configure the DDR 
application to operate in 
diagnostic mode. 

dialer diagnose [ interval interval ] 

By default, the DDR 
application operates in 
non-diagnostic mode. 
When DDR operates in 
diagnostic mode, the link-idle 
timeout timer is ignored. 
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Step Command Remarks 

9. Set the auto-dial interval. dialer timer autodial autodial-interval

The default setting is 300 
seconds. 
In permanent or diagnostic 
mode, DDR starts the 
auto-dial timer after the link is 
disconnected and originates a 
new call when the auto-dial 
timer expires. 
As a best practice, set a 
shorter auto-dial interval for 
DDR to soon originate a new 
call. 

10. Set the MTU for the dialer 
interface mtu size 

By default, the MTU on a 
dialer interface is 1500 bytes.
The dialer interface fragments 
a packet that exceeds the 
configured MTU, and adds a 
2-byte PPP header and a 
6-byte PPPoE header to each 
fragment. You should modify 
the MTU of a dialer interface 
to make sure the total length 
of any fragment packet is less 
than the MTU of the physical 
interface. 

 

Configuring a PPPoE session 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter Layer 3 Ethernet 
interface/subinterface, VLAN 
interface, or WLAN Ethernet 
interface view. 

interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Create a PPPoE session and 
specify a dialer bundle for the 
session. 

pppoe-client 
dial-bundle-number number 
[ no-hostuniq ] 

By default, no PPPoE 
sessions are created. 
The number argument in 
this command must take 
the same value as the 
configured dialer interface 
number. 

 

Resetting a PPPoE session 
After you reset a PPPoE session in permanent mode, the device establishes a new PPPoE session 
when the autodial timer expires. 

After you reset a PPPoE session in on-demand mode, the device establishes a new PPPoE session 
when there is a demand for data transmission. 

To reset a PPPoE session: 
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Step Command Remarks 

1. Reset a PPPoE session. reset pppoe-client { all | 
dial-bundle-number number } Available in user view. 

 

Displaying and maintaining PPPoE 
Displaying and maintaining PPPoE server 

Execute display commands in any view. 
 

Task Command 

Display summary information for PPPoE 
sessions (in standalone mode). 

display pppoe-server session summary [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

Display summary information for PPPoE 
sessions (in IRF mode). 

display pppoe-server session summary { slot 
slot-number | interface interface-type interface-number } 

Display packet statistics for PPPoE sessions 
(in standalone mode). 

display pppoe-server session packet [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

Display packet statistics for PPPoE sessions 
(in IRF mode). 

display pppoe-server session packet { slot slot-number 
| interface interface-type interface-number } 

Display information about blocked users (in 
standalone mode). 

display pppoe-server throttled-mac [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

Display information about blocked users (in 
IRF mode). 

display pppoe-server throttled-mac { slot slot-number | 
interface interface-type interface-number } 

Display VA pool information. display pppoe-server va-pool 
 

Displaying and maintaining PPPoE client 
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 

Task Command 

Display summary information for a PPPoE 
session. 

display pppoe-client session summary 
[ dial-bundle-number number ] 

Display the protocol packet statistics for a 
PPPoE session. 

display pppoe-client session packet 
[ dial-bundle-number number ] 

Clear the protocol packet statistics for a PPPoE 
session. 

reset pppoe-client session packet 
[ dial-bundle-number number ] 

 

PPPoE configuration examples 
PPPoE server configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 5, Host A and Host B run PPPoE client dialup software. The PPPoE server on the 
router performs local authentication and assigns IP addresses to the clients. 
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Figure 5 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
# Create a PPPoE user. 
<Router> system-view 

[Router] local-user user1 class network 

[Router-luser-network-user1] password simple pass1 

[Router-luser-network-user1] service-type ppp 

[Router-luser-network-user1] quit 

# Configure Virtual-Template 1 to use CHAP for authentication and use a PPP address pool for IP 
address assignment. 
[Router] interface virtual-template 1 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] ppp authentication-mode chap domain system 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] ppp chap user user1 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] remote address pool 1 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] ip address 1.1.1.1 255.0.0.0 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] quit 

# Configure a PPP address pool that contains nine assignable IP addresses. 
[Router] ip pool 1 1.1.1.2 1.1.1.10 

# Enable the PPPoE server on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 1. 
[Router] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 1 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Configure local authentication for the default ISP domain (system). 
[Router] domain system 

[Router-isp-system] authentication ppp local 

[Router-isp-system] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Verify that Host A and Host B can ac cess the Internet by using  username user1 and password 
pass1. (Details not shown.) 
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PPPoE server IP address assignment through the local 
DHCP server configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 6, configure the PPPoE server as a DHCP server to assign an IP address to the 
host. 

Figure 6 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
# Configure Virtual-Template 10 to use PAP for authentication and use a DHCP address pool for IP 
address assignment, and configure an IP address for Virtual-Template 10. 
<Router> system-view 

[Router] interface virtual-template 10 

[Router-Virtual-Template10] ppp authentication-mode pap 

[Router-Virtual-Template10] remote address pool pool1 

[Router-Virtual-Template10] ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.0 

[Router-Virtual-Template10] quit 

# Enable the PPPoE server on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 10. 
[Router] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 10 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Enable DHCP. 
[Router] dhcp enable 

# Configure DHCP address pool pool1. 
[Router] dhcp server ip-pool pool1 

[Router-dhcp-pool-pool1] network 1.1.1.0 24 

[Router-dhcp-pool-pool1] quit 

# Create a PPPoE user. 
[Router] local-user user1 class network 

[Router-luser-network-user1] password simple pass1 

[Router-luser-network-user1] service-type ppp 

[Router-luser-network-user1] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Log in to the router by using username user1 and password pass1. 

# Display information about IP addresses assigned by the DHCP server. 
[Router] display dhcp server ip-in-use 

IP address       Client identifier/    Lease expiration      Type 

                 Hardware address 

1.1.1.2          3030-3030-2e30-3030-  Unlimited             Auto(C) 

                 662e-3030-3033-2d45- 
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                 7468-6572-6e65-74 

The output shows that the router has assigned an IP address to the host. 

PPPoE server IP address assignment through a remote 
DHCP server configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 7, configure the PPPoE server as a D HCP relay agent to relay an IP  address 
from the DHCP server to the host. 

Figure 7 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Router A as the PPPoE server: 

# Configure Virtual-Template 10 to use PAP for authentication and use a DHCP address pool 
for IP address assignment, and configure an IP address for Virtual-Template 10. 
<RouterA> system-view 

[RouterA] interface virtual-template 10 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template10] ppp authentication-mode pap 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template10] remote address pool pool1 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template10] ip address 2.2.2.1 255.255.255.0 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template10] quit 

# Enable the PPPoE server on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 
10. 
[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 10 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Enable DHCP. 
[RouterA] dhcp enable 

# Enable recording of relay entries on the relay agent. 
[RouterA] dhcp relay client-information record 

# Create DHCP relay address pool pool1. 
[RouterA] dhcp server ip-pool pool1 

# Specify a gateway address for the clients in pool1. 
[RouterA-dhcp-pool-pool1] gateway-list 2.2.2.2 export-route 

# Specify a DHCP server for pool1. 
[RouterA-dhcp-pool-pool1] remote-server 10.1.1.1 

[RouterA-dhcp-pool-pool1] quit 

# Specify an IP address for GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip address 10.1.1.2 24 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

# Create a PPPoE user. 
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[RouterA] local-user user1 class network 

[RouterA-luser-network-user1] password simple pass1 

[RouterA-luser-network-user1] service-type ppp 

[RouterA-luser-network-user1] quit 

2. Configure Router B as a DHCP server. 
# Enable DHCP. 
<RouterB> system-view 

[RouterB] dhcp enable 

# Create DHCP address pool pool1, and specify a primary subnet and a gateway address for 
DHCP clients. 
[RouterB] dhcp server ip-pool pool1 

[RouterB-dhcp-pool-pool1] network 2.2.2.0 24 

[RouterB-dhcp-pool-pool1] gateway-list 2.2.2.1 

[RouterB-dhcp-pool-pool1] quit 

# Specify an IP address for GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[RouterB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ip address 10.1.1.1 24 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Configure a static route to the PPPoE server. 
[RouterB] ip route-static 2.2.2.0 24 10.1.1.2 

Verifying the configuration 
# Log in to Router A by using username user1 and password pass1. 

# Display relay entries on the DHCP relay agent on Router A. 
[RouterA] display dhcp relay client-information 

Total number of client-information items: 1 

Total number of dynamic items: 1 

Total number of temporary items: 0 

IP address       MAC address      Type        Interface            VPN name 

2.2.2.3          00e0-0000-0001   Dynamic     VA1                  N/A 

# Display information about the assigned IP addresses on Router B. 
[RouterB] display dhcp server ip-in-use 

IP address       Client identifier/    Lease expiration      Type 

                 Hardware address 

2.2.2.3          00e0-0000-0001        Unlimited             Auto(C) 

The output shows that Router B has assigned an IP address to the host. 

PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment through ND and 
IPv6CP negotiation configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 8, configure the PPPoE server to advertise the following information to the host: 
• IPv6 prefix in RA messages. 
• IPv6 interface identifier during IPv6CP negotiation. 

The host uses the IPv6 prefix and IP v6 interface identifier to g enerate an I Pv6 global u nicast 
address.  
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Figure 8 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
# Create Virtual-Template 10. 
<Router> system-view 

[Router] interface virtual-template 10 

# Configure Virtual-Template 10 to use PAP to authenticate the peer. 
[Router-Virtual-Template10] ppp authentication-mode pap domain system 

# Configure an IPv6 address for Virtual-Template 10. 
[Router-Virtual-Template10] ipv6 address 2001::1 64 

# Enable Virtual-Template 10 to advertise RA messages. 
[Router-Virtual-Template10] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 

[Router-Virtual-Template10] quit 

# Enable the PPPoE sever on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 10. 
[Router] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 10 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Configure a PPPoE user. 
[Router] local-user user1 class network 

[Router-luser-network-user1] password simple pass1 

[Router-luser-network-user1] service-type ppp 

[Router-luser-network-user1] quit 

# Configure an IPv6 prefix authorized to the user in the ISP domain. 
[Router] domain system 

[Router-isp-system] authorization-attribute ipv6-prefix 2003:: 64 

[Router-isp-system] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display PPP user information on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[Router] display ppp access-user interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

Interface   Username     MAC address     IP address  IPv6 address               IPv6 PDPrefix 

VA0         user1      0000-5e08-9d00  -          2003::9CBC:3898:0:605   - 

PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment through DHCPv6 
configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 9, configure the PPPoE server to assi gn an IPv6 address to the host th rough 
DHCPv6. 
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Figure 9 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
# Create Virtual-Template 10. 
<Router> system-view 

[Router] interface virtual-template 10 

# Configure Virtual-Template 10 to use PAP to authenticate the peer. 
[Router-Virtual-Template10] ppp authentication-mode pap domain system 

# Configure an IPv6 address for Virtual-Template 10. 
[Router-Virtual-Template10] ipv6 address 3001::1 64 

# Enable Virtual-Template 10 to advertise RA messages. 
[Router-Virtual-Template10] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 

# Configure the host to use the DHCPv6 protocol to obtain IPv6 addresses. 
[Router-Virtual-Template10] ipv6 nd autoconfig managed-address-flag 

# Enable the DHCPv6 server feature. 
[Router-Virtual-Template10] ipv6 dhcp select server 

[Router-Virtual-Template10] quit 

# Enable the PPPoE sever on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 10. 
[Router] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 10 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Configure DHCPv6 address pool 1 with network 3001::/32. 
[Router] ipv6 dhcp pool pool1 

[Router-dhcp6-pool-pool1] network 3001::/32 

[Router-dhcp6-pool-pool1] quit 

# Configure a PPPoE user. 
[Router] local-user user1 class network 

[Router-luser-network-user1] password simple pass1 

[Router-luser-network-user1] service-type ppp 

[Router-luser-network-user1] quit 

# Configure an IPv6 pool attribute authorized to the user in the ISP domain. 
[Router] domain system 

[Router-isp-system] authorization-attribute ipv6-pool pool1 

[Router-isp-system] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display PPP user information on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[Router] display ppp access-user interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

Interface     Username        MAC address     IP address       IPv6 address    IPv6 PDPrefix 

VA0          user1          0000-5e08-9d00  -             3001::2        - 
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Example for configuring PPPoE server IPv6 address 
assignment through prefix delegation by DHCPv6 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 10, configure the PPPoE server to assign a prefix to Router A through DHCPv6. 
Router A then assigns the prefix to the host for it to generate an IPv6 address. 

Figure 10 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
# Create Virtual-Template 10. 
<RouterB> system-view 

[RouterB] interface virtual-template 10 

# Configure Virtual-Template 10 to use PAP to authenticate the peer. 
[RouterB-Virtual-Template10] ppp authentication-mode pap domain system 

# Configure an IPv6 address for Virtual-Template 10. 
[RouterB-Virtual-Template10] ipv6 address 2001::1 64 

# Enable Virtual-Template 10 to advertise RA messages. 
[RouterB-Virtual-Template10] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 

# Enable the DHCPv6 server feature. 
[RouterB-Virtual-Template10] ipv6 dhcp select server 

[RouterB-Virtual-Template10] quit 

# Enable the PPPoE sever on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 10. 
[RouterB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 10 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Create prefix pool 6, and specify prefix 4001::/32 with assigned prefix length 42. 
[RouterB] ipv6 dhcp prefix-pool 6 prefix 4001::/32 assign-len 42 

# Create address pool 1, spec ify the subnet 4001::/64 for dynam ic allocation in pool 1, and apply 
prefix pool 6 to address pool 1. 
[RouterB] ipv6 dhcp pool pool1 

[RouterB-dhcp6-pool-pool1] network 4001::/64 

[RouterB-dhcp6-pool-pool1] prefix-pool 6 

[Router-dhcp6-pool-pool1] quit 

# Configure a PPPoE user. 
[RouterB] local-user user1 class network 

[RouterB-luser-network-user1] password simple pass1 

[RouterB-luser-network-user1] service-type ppp 

[RouterB-luser-network-user1] quit 

# Configure an IPv6 pool attribute authorized to the user in the ISP domain. 
[RouterB] domain system 

[RouterB-isp-system] authorization-attribute ipv6-pool pool1 
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Verifying the configuration 
# Verify that Router B has assigned a prefix to Router A. 
[RouterB] display ipv6 dhcp server pd-in-use 

Pool: 1 

 IPv6 prefix                                 Type      Lease expiration 

 4001::1/42                                  Auto(O)   Jul 10 19:45:01 2013 

Then, Router A can assign the prefix 4001::1/42 to the host who uses the prefix to generate an IPv6 
global unicast address. 

PPPoE server RADIUS-based IP address assignment 
configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 11, configure the PPPoE server to meet the following requirements: 
• The PPPoE server uses the RADIUS server to perform authentication, authorization, and 

accounting for access users  
• The RADIUS server assigns access users a PPP address pool named pool1 and a VPN 

instance named vpn1. 
• Users in vpn1 obtain IP addresses from PPP address pool pool1. 

Figure 11 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the MPLS L3VPN feature. 

For the two ends of VPN 1 to communicate with each other, specify the same route target 
attributes on the two PEs (Router A and Router B). This example describes only the 
authentication-related configuration on the PE that is connected to the PPPoE client. For 
information about configuring MPLS L3VPN, see MPLS Configuration Guide. 

2. Configure the RADIUS server: 
This example uses Free RADIUS that runs in the Linux operating system. 
# Add the following text to the client.conf file to configure RADIUS client information. 
client 10.1.1.1/24 { 

secret = radius 
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shortname = sr88 

} 

Where, secret represents the shared key for authentication, authorization, and accounting. 
# Add the following text to the users.conf file to configure legal user information. 
user1  Auth-Type == CHAP,User-Password := pass1 

          Service-Type = Framed-User, 

          Framed-Protocol = PPP, 

          Framed-IPv6-Pool = "pool1", 

          XXX-VPN-Instance = "vpn1",  

3. Configure Router A: 
a. Configure the PPPoE server: 

# Configure Virtual-Template 1 to use CHAP for authentication and use ISP domain dm1 as 
the authentication domain. 
<RouterA> system-view 

[RouterA] interface virtual-template 1 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] ppp authentication-mode chap domain dm1 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] quit 

# Create a PPP address pool that contains nine assignable IP addresses. 
[RouterA] ip pool pool1 1.1.1.2 1.1.1.10 group 1 

# Specify gateway address 1.1.1.1 and VPN instance vpn1 for pool1. 
[RouterA] ip pool pool1 gateway 1.1.1.1 vpn-instance vpn1 

# Configure a PPP address pool route for pool1. 
[RouterA] ppp ip-pool route 1.1.1.1 24 vpn-instance vpn1 

# Enable the PPPoE server on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to 
Virtual-Template 1. 
[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 1 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

b. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1, and enter its view. 
[RouterA] radius scheme rs1 

# Specify the primary authentication server and the primary accounting server. 
[RouterA-radius-rs1] primary authentication 10.1.1.2 

[RouterA-radius-rs1] primary accounting 10.1.1.2 

# Set the shared key for secure communication with the server to radius in plain text. 
[RouterA-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 

[RouterA-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 

# Exclude domain names in the usernames sent to the RADIUS server. 
[RouterA-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 

[RouterA-radius-rs1] quit 

c. Configure an authentication domain: 
# Create an ISP domain named dm1. 
[RouterA] domain dm1 

# In ISP domain dm1, perform RADIUS authentication, authorization, and accounting for 
users based on scheme rs1. 
[RouterA-isp-dm1] authentication ppp radius-scheme rs1 

[RouterA-isp-dm1] authorization ppp radius-scheme rs1 
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[RouterA-isp-dm1] accounting ppp radius-scheme rs1 

[RouterA-isp-dm1] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Verify that Host A can successfully ping CE. (Details not shown.) 

# Verify that the PPPoE client has obtained an IP address from pool1. 
[RouterA] display ip pool pool1 

Group name: 1 

  Pool name       Start IP address    End IP address     Free    In use 

  pool1           1.1.1.2             1.1.1.10           8       1 

In use IP addresses: 

  IP address      Interface 

  1.1.1.2         VA0 

PPPoE client in permanent mode configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 12, Router A serves as a PPPoE server. Configure Router B as a PPPoE client 
operating in permanent mode. 

Figure 12 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Router A as the PPPoE server: 

# Configure an IP address for Virtual-Template 1 and specify an IP address for the peer. 
<RouterA> system-view 

[RouterA] interface virtual-template 1 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] ip address 1.1.1.1 255.0.0.0 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] remote address 1.1.1.2 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] quit 

# Enable the PPPoE server on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 
1. 
[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 1 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

2. Configure Router B as the PPPoE client: 
# Create dialer access group 1 and configure a dial access control rule for it. 
<RouterB> system-view 

[RouterB] dialer-group 1 rule ip permit 

# Enable bundle DDR on Dialer 1. 
[RouterB] interface dialer 1 

[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer bundle enable 

# Associate Dialer 1 with dialer access group 1. 
[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer-group 1 
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[RouterB-Dialer1] quit 

# Configure Dialer 1 to obtain an IP address through PPP negotiation. 
[RouterB-Dialer1] ip address ppp-negotiate 

# Configure a PPPoE session that corresponds to dialer bundle 1 (dialer bundle 1 corresponds 
to Dialer 1). 
[RouterB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-client dial-bundle-number 1 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Configure the PPPoE session to operate in permanent mode. 
[RouterB] interface dialer 1 

[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer timer idle 0 

# Set the DDR auto-dial interval to 60 seconds. 
[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer timer autodial 60 

[RouterB-Dialer1] quit 

# Configure a static route. 
[RouterB] ip route-static 1.1.1.1 255.0.0.0 dialer 1 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display summary information about the PPPoE session established between Router B and Router 
A (PPPoE server). 
[RouterB-Dialer1] display pppoe-client session summary 

Bundle ID    Interface    VA          RemoteMAC      LocalMAC       State 

1      1     GE1/0/1      VA0         00e0-1400-4300 00e0-1500-4100 SESSION 

PPPoE client in on-demand mode configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 13, Router A serves as a PPPoE server. Configure Router B as a PPPoE client 
operating in on-demand mode, and set the link idle-timeout timer to 150 seconds. 

Figure 13 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Router A as the PPPoE server: 

# Configure an IP address for Virtual-Template 1 and specify an IP address for the peer. 
<RouterA> system-view 

[RouterA] interface virtual-template 1 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] ip address 1.1.1.1 255.0.0.0 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] remote address 1.1.1.2 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] quit 

# Enable the PPPoE server on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 
1. 
[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 1 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 
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2. Configure Router B as the PPPoE client. 
# Create dialer access group 1 and configure a dial access control rule for it. 
<RouterB> system-view 

[RouterB] dialer-group 1 rule ip permit 

# Enable bundle DDR on Dialer 1. 
[RouterB] interface dialer 1 

[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer bundle enable 

# Associate Dialer 1 with dialer access group 1. 
[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer-group 1 

[RouterB-Dialer1] quit 

# Configure Dialer 1 to obtain an IP address through PPP negotiation. 
[RouterB-Dialer1] ip address ppp-negotiate 

# Configure a PPPoE session that corresponds to dialer bundle 1 (dialer bundle 1 corresponds 
to Dialer 1). 
[RouterB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-client dial-bundle-number 1 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Configure a static route. 
[RouterB] ip route-static 1.1.1.1 255.0.0.0 dialer 1 

# Set the link-idle timeout timer to 150 seconds. 
[RouterB] interface dialer 1 

[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer timer idle 150 

[RouterB-Dialer1] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display summary information about the PPPoE session established between Router B and Router 
A (PPPoE server). 
[RouterB-Dialer1] display pppoe-client session summary 

Bundle ID    Interface    VA          RemoteMAC      LocalMAC       State 

1      1     GE1/0/1      VA0         00e0-1400-4300 00e0-1500-4100 SESSION 

PPPoE client in diagnostic mode configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 14, Router A serves as a PPPoE server. Configure Router B as a PPPoE client 
operating in diagnostic mode, and set the diagnostic interval to 200 seconds. 

Figure 14 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Router A as the PPPoE server: 

# Configure an IP address for Virtual-Template 1 and specify an IP address for the peer. 
<RouterA> system-view 

[RouterA] interface virtual-template 1 
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[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] ip address 1.1.1.1 255.0.0.0 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] remote address 1.1.1.2 

[RouterA-Virtual-Template1] quit 

# Enable the PPPoE server on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 
1. 
[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/ 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 1 

[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

2. Configure Router B as the PPPoE client. 
# Create dialer access group 1 and configure a dial access control rule for it. 
<RouterB> system-view 

[RouterB] dialer-group 1 rule ip permit 

# Enable bundle DDR on Dialer 1. 
[RouterB] interface dialer 1 

[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer bundle enable 

# Associate Dialer 1 with dialer access group 1. 
[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer-group 1 

[RouterB-Dialer1] quit 

# Configure Dialer 1 to obtain an IP address through PPP negotiation. 
[RouterB-Dialer1] ip address ppp-negotiate 

# Configure a PPPoE session that corresponds to dialer bundle 1 (dialer bundle 1 corresponds 
to Dialer 1). 
[RouterB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pppoe-client dial-bundle-number 1 

[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

# Configure the PPPoE session to operate in diagnostic mode, and set the diagnostic interval to 
200 seconds. 
[RouterB] interface dialer 1 

[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer diagnose interval 200 

# Set the DDR auto-dial interval to 10 seconds. 
[RouterB-Dialer1] dialer timer autodial 10 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display summary information about the PPPoE session established between Router B and Router 
A (PPPoE server). 
[RouterB-Dialer1] display pppoe-client session summary 

Bundle ID    Interface    VA          RemoteMAC      LocalMAC       State 

1      1     GE1/0/1      VA0         00e0-1400-4300 00e0-1500-4100 SESSION 
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Configuring L2TP 

Overview 
The Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP) is a Virtual Private Dialup Network (VPDN) tunneling protocol. 
L2TP sets up point-to-point tunnels across a public network (for example, the Internet) and transmits 
encapsulated PPP frames (L2TP packets) over the tunnels. With L2TP, remote users can access the 
private networks through L2TP tunnels after connecting to a public network by using PPP. 

As a Layer 2 VPN technology, L2TP provides a secure, cost-effective solution for remote users to 
access private networks. 

Typical L2TP networking 
Figure 15 L2TP network diagram 

 
 

As shown in Figure 15, a typical L2TP network has the following components: 
• Remote system—A remote system is usually a remote user's host or a remote branch's device 

that needs to access the private network. 
• LAC—An L2TP access concentrator (LAC) is both PPP and L2TP capable. It is usually a 

network access server (NAS) located at a local ISP, which provides access services mainly for 
PPP users. 
An LAC is an endpoint of an L2TP tunnel and lies between an LNS and a remote system. It 
encapsulates packets received from a remote system by using L2TP and then sends the 
encapsulated packets to the LNS. It decapsulates packets received from the LNS and then 
sends the decapsulated packets to the intended remote system. 

• LNS—An L2TP network server (LNS) is both PPP and L2TP capable. It is usually an edge 
device on an enterprise network. 
An LNS is the other endpoint of an L2TP tunnel. It is the logical termination point of a PPP 
session tunneled by the LAC. L2TP extends the termination point of a PPP session from a NAS 
to an LNS by establishing a tunnel. 

L2TP message types and encapsulation structure 
L2TP uses the following types of messages:  
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• Control messages—Used to establish, maintain, and delete L2TP tunnels and sessions. 
Control messages are transmitted over a reliable control channel, which supports flow control 
and congestion control.  

• Data messages—Used to encapsulate PPP frames, as shown in Figure 16. Data messages 
are transmitted over an unreliable data channel and are not retransmitted when packet loss 
occurs. Data messages can use sequence numbers to reorder packets that are disordered 
during transport. 

Figure 16 Data message format 

 
 

As shown in Figure 17, both control messages and data messages are encapsulated in UDP 
datagrams. 

Figure 17 L2TP encapsulation structure 

 
 

L2TP tunnel and session 
An L2TP tunnel is a virtual point-to-poi nt connection between an LAC and an LNS. Multiple L2TP  
tunnels can be established between an LNS and a n LAC. An L2TP tunnel can carry one or more 
L2TP sessions. Each L2TP session corresponds to a PPP session and is multiplexed on an L2TP 
tunnel. An L2TP session is established between the LAC and LNS when an end-to-end PPP session 
is established between a remote system and the LNS. Data frames fo r the PPP session are 
transmitted over the tunnel between the LAC and LNS. 

L2TP tunneling modes and tunnel establishment process 
L2TP tunneling modes include NAS-initiated, client-initiated, and LAC-auto-initiated. 

NAS-initiated tunneling mode 
As shown in Figure 18, a remote system dials in to the LAC through a PPPoE/I SDN network. The 
LAC initiates a tunneling request to the LNS over the Internet. 

Figure 18 NAS-initiated tunneling mode 

 
 

A NAS-initiated tunnel has the following characteristics: 
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• The remote system only needs to support PPP, and it does not need to support L2TP. 
• Authentication and accounting of the remote system can be implemented on the LAC or LNS. 

Figure 19 NAS-initiated tunnel establishment process 

 
 

As shown in Figure 19, the following workflow is used to establish a NAS-initiated tunnel: 
1. A remote system (Host A) initiates a PPP connection to the LAC (Device A). 
2. The remote system and LAC perform PPP LCP negotiation. 
3. The LAC authenticates PPP user information of Host A by using PAP or CHAP. 
4. The LAC sends the authentication information (username and password) to its RADIUS server 

(RADIUS server A) for authentication. 
5. RADIUS server A authenticates the user and returns the result. 
6. The LAC initiates an L2TP tunneling request to the LNS (Device B) when the following 

conditions exist: 
 The user passes the authentication.  
 The user is determined to be an L2TP user according to the username or the ISP domain to 

which the user belongs. 
7. If tunnel authentication is needed, the LAC and LNS send CHAP challenge messages to 

authenticate each other before successfully establishing an L2TP tunnel. 
8. The LAC and LNS negotiate to establish L2TP sessions. 
9. The LAC sends PPP user information and PPP negotiation parameters to the LNS. 
10. The LNS sends the authentication information to its RADIUS server (RADIUS server B) for 

authentication. 
11. RADIUS server B authenticates the user and returns the result. 
12. If the user passes the authentication, the LNS assigns a private IP address to the remote 

system (Host A). 
13. The PPP user can access internal resources of the enterprise. 

(1) Call setup

(2) LCP negotiation

(3) PAP or CHAP 
authenticaion

(4) Access request

(5) Access accept

(6) Tunnel setup request

(7) CHAP authentication (challenge/response)

(9) Send user information and LCP negotiation 
parameters

(10) Access request

(11) Acesss accept

(12) Assign an IP address

LAC
Device A

LNS
Device BRADIUS server A RADIUS server BRemote system

Host A

(13) Access the enterprise network

(8) Setup a session
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In steps 12 and 13, the L AC forwards packets for the remote sy stem and LNS. Host A  and LAC 
exchange PPP frames, and the LAC and LNS exchange L2TP packets. 

Client-initiated tunneling mode 
As shown in Figure 20, a remote system running L2TP (LAC client) has a public IP address to 
communicate with the LNS through th e Internet. T he LAC cli ent can dire ctly initiate a tunneling 
request to the LNS without any dedicated LAC devices. 

Figure 20 Client-initiated tunneling mode 

 
 

A client-initiated tunnel has the following characteristics: 
• A client-initiated tunnel has higher security because it is established between a remote system 

and the LNS. 
• The remote system must support L2TP and be able to communicate with the LNS. This causes 

poor expandability. 

As shown in Figure 21, the workflow for establishing a client-initiated tunnel is similar to that for 
establishing a NAS-initiated tunnel. (Details not shown.) 

Figure 21 Client-initiated tunnel establishment process 

 
 

LAC-auto-initiated tunneling mode 
In NAS-initiated mode, a remote s ystem must successfully dial in to the LAC through PPPoE or 
ISDN. 

In LAC-auto-initiated mode, you can use the l2tp-auto-client command on the LAC to trigger the 
LAC to initiate a tunneling request to the LNS. When a remote system accesses the private network, 
the LAC forwards data through the L2TP tunnel. 
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Figure 22 LAC-auto-initiated tunneling mode 

 
 

An LAC-auto-initiated tunnel has the following characteristics: 
• The connection between a remote system and the LAC is not confined to a dial-up connection 

and can be any IP-based connection. 
• An L2TP session is established immediately after an L2TP tunnel is established. Then, the LAC 

and LNS, acting as the PPPoE client and PPPoE server, respectively, perform PPP negotiation. 
• An L2TP tunnel can carry only one L2TP session. 
• The LNS assigns a private IP address to the LAC instead of to the remote system. 

As shown in Figure 23, the workflow for establishing an LAC-auto-initiated tunnel is similar to that for 
establishing a NAS-initiated tunnel. (Details not shown.) 

Figure 23 Establishment process for LAC-auto-initiated tunnels 

 
 

L2TP features 
• Flexible identity authentication mechanism and high security—L2TP by itself does not 

provide security for connections. However, it has all the security features of PPP and allows for 
PPP authentication (CHAP or PAP). L2TP can also cooperate with IPsec to improve security for 
tunneled data. 

• Multiprotocol transmission—L2TP tunnels PPP frames, which can be used to encapsulate 
packets of multiple network layer protocols. 

• RADIUS authentication—An LAC or LNS can send the username and password of a remote 
user to a RADIUS server for authentication. 

LAN Internet

Remote system
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Private 
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L2TP tunnel

LAC auto initiated
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• Private address allocation—An LNS can dynamically allocate private addresses to remote 
users. This facilitates address allocation for private internets (RFC 1918) and improves security. 

• Flexible accounting—Accounting can be simultaneously performed on the LAC and LNS. 
This allows bills to be generated on the ISP side and charging and auditing to be processed on 
the enterprise gateway. L2TP can provide accounting data, including inbound and outbound 
traffic statistics (in packets and bytes) and the connection's start time and end time. The AAA 
server uses these data for flexible accounting.  

• Reliability—L2TP supports LNS backup. When the connection to the primary LNS is torn down, 
an LAC can establish a new connection to a secondary LNS. This redundancy enhances the 
reliability of L2TP services. 

• Issuing tunnel attributes by RADIUS server to LAC—In NAS-initiated mode, the tunnel 
attributes can be issued by the RADIUS server to the LAC. For the LAC to receive these 
attributes, enable L2TP and configure remote AAA authentication for PPP users on the LAC. 
When an L2TP user dials in to the LAC, the LAC as the RADIUS client sends the user 
information to the RADIUS server. The RADIUS server authenticates the PPP user, returns the 
result to the LAC, and issues L2TP tunnel attributes for the PPP user to the LAC. The LAC then 
sets up an L2TP tunnel and sessions based on the issued L2TP tunnel attributes. 

Table 2 Tunnel attributes that can be issued by the RADIUS server 

Attribute number Attribute name Description 

64 Tunnel-Type Tunnel type, which can only be L2TP. 

65 Tunnel-Medium-Type Transmission medium type for the tunnel, which 
can only be IPv4. 

67 Tunnel-Server-Endpoint IP address of the LNS. 

69 Tunnel-Password Key used to authenticate a peer of the tunnel. 

81 Tunnel-Private-Group-I
D 

Group ID for the tunnel. 
The LAC sends this value to the LNS for the LNS to 
perform an operation accordingly. 

82 Tunnel-Assignment-ID 

Assignment ID for the tunnel. 
It is used to indicate the tunnel to which a session is 
assigned. L2TP users with the same 
Tunnel-Assignment-ID, Tunnel-Server-Endpoint, 
and Tunnel-Password attributes share an L2TP 
tunnel. 

90 Tunnel-Client-Auth-ID 
Tunnel name. 
It is used to indicate the local tunnel. 

 

The RADIUS server can issue only one set of the L2TP tunnel attributes in a RADIUS packet. 
The RADIUS-issued tunnel attributes override the tunnel attributes manually configured on the 
LAC, but not vice versa. 

• L2TP tunnel switching—Also called multihop L2TP tunneling. As shown in Figure 24, the 
Layer 2 tunnel switch (LTS) terminates L2TP packets from each LAC as an LNS. It then sends 
these packets to a destination LNS as an LAC. 
L2TP tunnel switching has the following features: 

 Simplified configuration and deployment—When LACs and LNSs are in different 
management domains:  
− All LACs consider the LTS as an LNS and do not need to differentiate LNSs on the 

network.  
− All LNSs consider the LTS as an LAC and are not affected by the addition or deletion of 

LACs. 
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 L2TP tunnel sharing—Different users can share the same L2TP tunnel between the LAC 
and the LTS. The LTS distributes data of different users to different LNSs. 

Figure 24 L2TP tunnel switching network diagram 

 
 

L2TP-based EAD 
EAD authenticates PPP users that pass the access authentication. PPP users that pass EAD 
authentication can a ccess network re sources. PPP users that  fail EAD authentication can only 
access the resources in the quarantine areas. 

EAD uses the following procedure: 
1. The iNode client uses L2TP to access the LNS. After the client passes the PPP authentication, 

the CAMS/IMC server assigns isolation ACLs to the LNS. The LNS uses the isolation ACLs to 
filter incoming packets. 

2. After the IPCP negotiation, the LNS sends the IP address of the CAMS/IMC server to the iNode 
client. The server IP address is permitted by the isolation ACLs. 

3. The CAMS/IMC server authenticates the iNode client and performs security check for the iNode 
client. If the iNode client passes security check, the CAMS/IMC server assigns security ACLs 
for the iNode client to the LNS. The iNode client can access network resources. 

Protocols and standards 
• RFC 1661, The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) 
• RFC 1918, Address Allocation for Private Internets 
• RFC 2661, Layer Two Tunneling Protocol "L2TP" 
• RFC 2868, RADIUS Attributes for Tunnel Protocol Support 

L2TP configuration task list 
When you configure L2TP, perform the following tasks: 
1. Determine the network devices needed according to the networking environment.  

 For NAS-initiated mode and LAC-auto-initiated mode, configure both the LAC and the LNS.  
 For client-initiated mode, you only need to configure the LNS. 

2. Configure the devices based on the intended role (LAC or LNS) on the network. 

To configure a device as an LAC in NAS-initiated or LAC-auto-initiated mode, complete the following 
tasks: 
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Tasks at a glance Remarks 
(Required.) Configuring basic L2TP capabilities N/A 

Configuring an LAC: 
• (Required.) Configuring an LAC to initiate tunneling requests for a 

user 
• (Required.) Specifying LNS IP addresses 
• (Optional) Configuring the source IP address of L2TP tunnel 

packets 
• (Optional.) Enabling transferring AVP data in hidden mode 
• (Required.) Configuring AAA authentication on an LAC 
• (Required.) Configuring an LAC to automatically establish an L2TP 

tunnel 

The first and fifth tasks are 
required for NAS-initiated mode 
and unnecessary for 
LAC-auto-initiated mode. 
The last task is required for 
LAC-auto-initiated mode and 
unnecessary for NAS-initiated 
mode. 

(Optional.) Configuring optional L2TP parameters: 
• Configuring L2TP tunnel authentication 
• Setting the Hello interval 
• Enabling session flow control 
• Setting the DSCP value of L2TP packets 
• Assigning a tunnel peer to a VPN 
• Setting the TSA ID of the LTS 

N/A 

 

To configure a devi ce as an L NS in NAS-initiated, client-initiated, or LA C-auto-initiated mode, 
complete the following tasks: 
 

Tasks at a glance 

(Required.) Configuring basic L2TP capabilities 

Configuring an LNS: 
• (Required.) Creating a VT interface 
• (Optional.) Configuring a VA pool  
• (Required.) Configuring an LNS to accept L2TP tunneling requests from an LAC 
• (Optional.) Configuring user authentication on an LNS 
• (Optional.) Configuring AAA authentication on an LNS 
• (Optional.) Configuring IMSI/SN binding authentication 

(Optional.) Configuring optional L2TP parameters: 
• Configuring L2TP tunnel authentication 
• Setting the Hello interval 
• Enabling session flow control 
• Setting the DSCP value of L2TP packets 
• Assigning a tunnel peer to a VPN 
• Setting the TSA ID of the LTS 

(Optional.) Enabling L2TP-based EAD 
 

Configuring basic L2TP capabilities 
Basic L2TP capability configuration includes the following tasks: 
• Enabling L2TP—L2TP must be enabled for L2TP configurations to take effect. 
• Creating an L2TP group—An L2TP group is intended to represent a group of parameters. 

This enables not only flexible L2TP configuration on devices, but also one-to-one and 
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one-to-many networking applications for LACs and LNSs. An L2TP group has local significance 
only. However, the relevant settings of the L2TP groups on the LAC and LNS must match. For 
example, the local tunnel name configured on the LAC must match the tunnel peer name 
configured on the LNS. 

• Configuring the local tunnel name—The local tunnel name identifies the tunnel at the local 
end during tunnel negotiation between an LAC and an LNS. 

To configure basic L2TP capabilities: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enable L2TP. l2tp enable By default, L2TP is disabled. 

3. Create an L2TP group, 
specify its mode, and enter 
its view. 

l2tp-group group-number mode 
{ lac | lns } 

By default, no L2TP group is 
created. 
Specify the mode as lac on the 
LAC side and as lns on the LNS 
side. 

4. Specify the local tunnel 
name. tunnel name name 

Optional. 
By default, the device name is 
used. 

 

Configuring an LAC 
An LAC establishes tunnels with LNSs and forwards packets between LNSs and remote systems. 

Configuring an LAC to initiate tunneling requests for a user 
This task configures an LAC to initiate tunneling requests to an LNS for a user. When the PPP user 
information matches the specified user, the LAC determines that the PPP user is an L2TP user and 
initiates tunneling requests to the LNS. 

You can specify a user by configuring one of the following items: 
• Fully qualified name—The LAC initiates tunneling requests to the LNS only if the username of 

a PPP user matches the configured fully qualified name. 
• Domain name—The LAC initiates tunneling requests to the LNS only if the ISP domain name 

of a PPP user matches the configured domain name. 

To configure an LAC to initiate tunneling requests for a user: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view in 
LAC mode. 

l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
lac ] N/A 

3. Configure the LAC to initiate 
tunneling requests for a user. 

user { domain domain-name | 
fullusername user-name } 

By default, an LAC does not 
initiate tunneling requests for any 
users. 
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Specifying LNS IP addresses 
You can specify up to five LNS IP  addresses. The LAC initiates an L2TP tunneling request to its  
specified LNSs consecutively in their configuration order until it receives an acknowledgment from 
an LNS. That LNS then becomes the tunnel peer. 

To specify LNS IP addresses: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view in 
LAC mode. 

l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
lac ] N/A 

3. Specify LNS IP addresses. lns-ip { ip-address }&<1-5> By default, no LNS IP addresses 
are specified. 

 

Configuring the source IP address of L2TP tunnel packets 
As a best practice to ensure high availability, use the IP address of a l oopback interface as the 
source IP address of L2TP tunnel packets on the LAC. If equal cost routing paths exist between the 
LAC and LNS, you must use the IP address of a loopback interface as the source IP address of L2TP 
tunnel packets. To do so, use the source-ip command or u se the RADIUS server to a ssign a 
loopback interface address. 

To configure the source IP address of L2TP tunnel packets: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view in 
LAC mode. 

l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
lac ] N/A 

3. Configure the source IP 
address of L2TP tunnel 
packets. 

source-ip ip-address 
By default, the source IP address 
of L2TP tunnel packets is the IP 
address of the egress interface. 

 

Enabling transferring AVP data in hidden mode 
L2TP uses Attribute Value Pairs (A VPs) to tr ansmit tunnel negotiation parameters, session 
negotiation parameters, and user authentication information. Transferring AVP data in hidden mode 
can hide sensitive AVP data such as user passwords. This feature encrypts AVP data with the key 
configured by using the tunnel password command before transmission. 

This configuration takes effect only when the tunnel authentication feature is enabled. For more  
information about configuring tunnel authentication, see "Configuring L2TP tunnel authentication." 

To enable transferring AVP data in hidden mode: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view in 
LAC mode. 

l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
lac ] N/A 

3. Enable transferring AVP data 
in hidden mode. tunnel avp-hidden By default, AVP data is 

transferred in plain text. 
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Configuring AAA authentication on an LAC 
You can configure AAA authentication an LAC to authenticate the remote dialup users and initiate a 
tunneling request only for qualified users. A tunnel will not be established for unqualified users. 

The device supports both local AAA authentication and remote AAA authentication. 
• For local AAA authentication, create a local user and configure a password for each remote 

user on the LAC. The LAC then authenticates a remote user by matching the provided 
username and password with those configured locally. 

• For remote AAA authentication, configure the username and password of each user on the 
RADIUS/HWTACACS server. The LAC then sends the remote user's username and password 
to the server for authentication. 

For more information about configuring AAA authentication, see Security Configuration Guide. 

To enable AAA authentication on an LAC, you also need to configure PAP or CHAP authentication for 
PPP users o n the user a ccess interfaces. For information about configuring PAP or CHAP, see 
"Configuring PPP and MP." 

Configuring an LAC to automatically establish an L2TP 
tunnel 

To configure an LAC to automatically establish an L2TP tunnel, perform the following tasks: 
• Create a virtual PPP interface and configure an IP address for the interface. 
• In virtual PPP interface view, use the ppp pap or ppp chap command to configure the side to 

be authenticated by PPP as follows:  
 Specify the PPP authentication method for the PPP user.  
 Configure the username and password of the PPP user.  

The LNS then authenticates the PPP user. For more information, see "Configuring PPP and 
MP." 

• Trigger the LAC to automatically establish an L2TP tunnel. 

To configure an LAC to automatically establish an L2TP tunnel: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a virtual PPP interface 
and enter its view. 

interface virtual-ppp 
interface-number 

By default, no virtual PPP 
interface is created. 

3. Configure the IP address of the 
virtual PPP interface. 

• Assign an IP address to the 
virtual PPP interface. 
ip address address mask 

• Enable IP address 
negotiation on the virtual 
PPP interface. 
ip address ppp-negotiate

By default, no IP address is 
configured. 

4. Configure the peer to be 
authenticated. See "Configuring PPP and MP." N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

5. Configure the LAC to 
automatically establish an 
L2TP tunnel with the LNS. 

l2tp-auto-client l2tp-group 
group-number 

By default, an LAC does not 
establish an L2TP tunnel. 
An L2TP tunnel automatically 
established in LAC-auto-initiated 
mode exists until you remove the 
tunnel by using the undo 
l2tp-auto-client or undo 
l2tp-group group-number 
command. 

6. (Optional.) Set the description 
for the interface. description text 

By default, the description of an 
interface is in the format of 
interface-name Interface, for 
example, Virtual-PPP254 
Interface. 

7. Set the MTU size of the 
interface. mtu size The default setting is 1500 bytes.

8. (Optional.) Set the keepalive 
interval. timer-hold seconds The default setting is 10 seconds.

9. (Optional.) Set the keepalive 
retry limit. timer-hold retry retries The default setting is 5. 

10. (Optional.) Specify a primary 
traffic processing slot for the 
interface (in IRF mode). 

service slot slot-number 
By default, no primary traffic 
processing slot is specified for an 
interface. 

11. (Optional.) Specify a backup 
traffic processing slot for the 
interface (in IRF mode). 

service standby slot 
slot-number 

By default, no backup traffic 
processing slot is specified for an 
interface. 

12. (Optional.) Set the expected 
bandwidth for the interface. bandwidth bandwidth-value 

By default, the expected 
bandwidth (in kbps) is interface 
baudrate divided by 1000. 

13. (Optional.) Restore the default 
settings for the interface. default N/A 

14. (Optional.) Bring up the 
interface. undo shutdown By default, an interface is up. 

 

Configuring an LNS 
An LNS re sponds to the tunneli ng requests from an LAC, auth enticates users, and assigns IP 
addresses to users.  

Creating a VT interface 
After an L2TP session is established, a virtual access (VA) interface is needed for data exchange 
with the peer. The system will dynamically create VA interfaces based on the parameters of th e 
virtual template (VT) interface. To configure an LNS, first create a VT interface and configure the 
following parameters for it: 
• Interface IP address. 
• Authentication mode for PPP users. 
• IP addresses allocated by the LNS to PPP users. 

For information about configuring VT interfaces, see "Configuring PPP and MP" and Layer 3—IP 
Services Configuration Guide. 
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Configuring a VA pool 
A VA pool contains a group of VA interfaces. You can configure a VA pool to improve the performance 
of establishing or terminating L2TP connections. The LNS selects a VA interface from the pool for a 
requesting user and releases the VA interface when the u ser goes offline. When a VA pool is 
exhausted, the system creates a VA interface for an L2TP connection and deletes it when the user 
goes offline. 

Configuration guidelines 
When you configure a VA pool, follow these guidelines: 
• A VT interface can be associated with only one VA pool. To change the capacity of a VA pool, 

delete the previous configuration and reconfigure the VA pool.  
• Creating or deleting a VA pool takes time. During the process of creating or deleting a VA pool, 

users can come online or go offline, but the VA pool does not take effect. 
• The system might create a VA pool that contains VA interfaces less than the specified number 

because of insufficient resources. To view the number of available VA interfaces and the current 
state of the VA pool, use the display l2tp va-pool command. 

• Create a VA pool with an appropriate capacity, because a VA pool occupies much system 
memory. 

• Deleting a VA pool does not log off the users who are using VA interfaces in the VA pool. 

Configuration procedure 
To configure a VA pool: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a VA pool. 
l2tp virtual-template 
template-number va-pool 
va-volume 

By default, no VA pool is created.

 

Configuring an LNS to accept L2TP tunneling requests from 
an LAC 

When receiving a tunneling request, an LNS performs the following operations: 
• Determines whether to accept the tunneling request by checking whether the name of the 

tunnel peer (LAC) matches the one configured. 
• Determines the VT interface to be used for creating the VA interface. 

To configure an LNS to accept L2TP tunneling requests from an LAC: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view in LNS 
mode. 

l2tp-group group-number 
[ mode lns ] N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure the LNS to accept 
tunneling requests from an 
LAC and specify the VT 
interface to be used for tunnel 
setup. 

• If the L2TP group number 
is 1: 
allow l2tp 
virtual-template 
virtual-template-number 
[ remote remote-name ] 

• If the L2TP group number 
is not 1: 
allow l2tp 
virtual-template 
virtual-template-number 
remote remote-name 

By default, an LNS denies 
tunneling requests from any LAC.
If the L2TP group number is 1, the 
remote remote-name option is 
optional. If you do not specify this 
option, the LNS accepts tunneling 
requests from any LAC. 

 

Configuring user authentication on an LNS 
An LNS can be configured to authenticate a user that has passed authentication on the L AC to 
increase security. In this case, the user is authenticated once on the LAC and once on the LNS. An 
L2TP tunnel can be established only when both authentications succeed. 

An LNS provides the following authentication methods in ascending order of priority: 
• Proxy authentication—The LNS uses the LAC as an authentication proxy. The LAC sends the 

LNS all user authentication information from users and the authentication method configured on 
the LAC itself. The LNS then checks the user validity according to the received information and 
the locally configured authentication method. 

• Mandatory CHAP authentication—The LNS uses CHAP authentication to reauthenticate 
users who have passed authentication on the LAC. 

• LCP renegotiation—The LNS ignores the LAC proxy authentication information and performs 
a new round of LCP negotiation with the user. 

The LNS chooses an authentication method depending on your configuration. 
• If you configure both LCP renegotiation and mandatory CHAP authentication, the LNS uses 

LCP renegotiation. 
• If you configure only mandatory CHAP authentication, the LNS performs CHAP authentication 

for users after proxy authentication succeeds. 
• If you configure neither LCP renegotiation nor mandatory CHAP authentication, the LNS uses 

the LAC for proxy authentication. 

Configuring mandatory CHAP authentication 
When mandatory CHAP authentication is configured, a user who uses an LAC to initiate tun neling 
requests is authenticated by both the  LAC a nd the LNS. Som e users mi ght not supp ort the 
authentication on the LNS. In this situation, do not enable this feature, because CHAP authentication 
on the LNS will fail. 

For this feature to take effect, you must also configure CHAP authentication for the PPP user on the 
VT interface of the LNS. 

To configure mandatory CHAP authentication: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view in 
LNS mode. 

l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
lns ] N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure mandatory CHAP 
authentication. mandatory-chap 

By default, CHAP authentication 
is not performed on an LNS. 
This command is effective only on 
NAS-initiated L2TP tunnels. 

 

Configuring LCP renegotiation 
To establish a NAS-initiated L2TP tunnel, a user first negotiates with the LAC at the start of a PPP 
session. If the negotiation succeeds, the LAC initiates an L2TP tunneling request and sends user 
information to the LNS. The LNS then authenticates the user according to the proxy authentication 
information received. 

For the LNS not to accept LCP negotiation parameters, configure this feature to perform a new round 
of LCP negotiation between the LNS and the user. In this case, the LNS authenticates the user by 
using the authentication method configured on the corresponding VT interface. 

If you enable LCP renegotiation but configure no authentication for the corresponding VT interface, 
the LNS does not perform an additional authentication for users. 

To configure the LNS to perform LCP renegotiation with users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 

1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view in 
LNS mode. 

l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
lns ] N/A 

3. Configure the LNS to 
perform LCP renegotiation 
with users. 

mandatory-lcp 

By default, an LNS does not 
perform LCP renegotiation with 
users. 
This command is effective only on 
NAS-initiated L2TP tunnels. 

 

Configuring AAA authentication on an LNS 
After you configure AAA authentication on an LN S, the LNS can authenti cate the usernames and 
passwords of remote access users. If a user passes AAA authentication, the user can communicate 
with the LNS to access the private network. 

Configure AAA authentication on the LNS in one of the following cases: 
• LCP renegotiation is not configured in NAS-initiated mode. 
• The VT interface is configured with PPP user authentication and LCP renegotiation is 

configured in NAS-initiated mode.  
• The VT interface is configured with PPP user authentication in client-initiated mode or 

LAC-auto-initiated mode. 

LNS side AAA configurations are similar to those on an LAC (see "Configuring AAA authentication on 
an LAC"). 

Configuring IMSI/SN binding authentication 

Step Command Remarks 

1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

2. Enter VT interface view. interface virtual-template 
interface-number N/A 

3. Configure IMSI/SN binding 
authentication information. 

• (Method 1) Enable the LNS 
to initiate IMSI/SN binding 
authentication requests. 
ppp lcp imsi request 
ppp lcp sn request 

• (Method 2) Configure the 
separator for the received 
authentication information. 
ppp user accept-format 
imsi-sn split splitchart 

Use one of the methods. 
By default, the LNS does not 
initiate IMSI/SN binding 
authentication requests.. 
By default, no separator is 
configured for the received 
authentication information 

4. (Optional.) Replace the client 
username with the IMSI or 
SN information for 
authentication. 

ppp user replace { imsi | sn } By default, the client username is 
used for authentication. 

 

Configuring optional L2TP parameters 
The optional L2TP parameter configuration tasks apply to both LACs and LNSs. 

Configuring L2TP tunnel authentication 
Tunnel authentication allows the LAC and LNS to authenticate each other. Either the LAC or the LNS 
can initiate a tunnel authentication request.  

You can enable tunnel authentication on both sides or either side. 

To ensure a successful tunnel establishment when tunnel authentication is enabled on both sides or 
either side, set the same non-null key on the LAC and the LNS. To set the tunnel authentication key, 
use the tunnel password command. 

When neither side is enabled with tunnel authentication, the key settings of the LAC and the LNS do 
not affect the tunnel establishment. 

To ensure tunnel security, enable tunnel authentication.  

For the tunnel authentication key change to take effect, change the tunnel authentication key before 
tunnel negotiation is performed.  

To configure L2TP tunnel authentication: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view. l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
{ lac | lns } ] N/A 

3. Enable L2TP tunnel 
authentication. tunnel authentication By default, L2TP tunnel 

authentication is enabled. 

4. Set the tunnel 
authentication key. 

tunnel password { cipher | simple } 
string By default, no key is set. 
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Setting the Hello interval 
To check the connectivity of a tunnel, the LAC and LNS periodically send each other Hello packets. 
At receipt of a Hello packet, the LAC or LNS returns a response packet. If the LAC or LNS receives 
no response packets from the peer within the Hello interval, it retransmits  the Hello pac ket. If it 
receives no response packets from t he peer after transmitting the Hello pack et five ti mes, it 
considers the L2TP tunnel to be down. 

To set the Hello interval: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view. l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
{ lac | lns } ] N/A 

3. Set the Hello interval. tunnel timer hello hello-interval The default setting is 60 seconds.
 

Enabling session flow control 
This feature add s sequence numbers to transmitte d packets and  uses them to reorder pa ckets 
arriving out of order and to detect lost packets. 

This feature take s effect on both sent  and re ceived L2TP data messa ges. The L2TP  sessions 
support this feature if either the LAC or LNS is enabled with this feature. 

To enable session flow control: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view. l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
{ lac | lns } ] N/A 

3. Enable the session flow 
control feature. tunnel flow-control By default, this feature is 

disabled. 
 

Setting the DSCP value of L2TP packets 
The DSCP field is the first 6 bits of the IP ToS byte. This field marks the priority of IP packets for 
forwarding. This feature sets the DSCP value for t he IP packet when L2TP encapsulates a PPP 
frame into an IP packet. 

To set the DSCP value of L2TP packets: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view. l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
{ lac | lns } ] N/A 

3. Set the DSCP value of 
L2TP packets. ip dscp dscp-value The default setting is 0. 
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Assigning a tunnel peer to a VPN 
By default, the device transmits L2TP control messages and data messages over the public network. 
With this feature, the device transmits them in a VPN by searching the routing table in the VPN. 

When one L2TP endpoint is in a VP N, assign th e peer endpoint to the VPN for correct packet 
forwarding between the two endpoints. 

To assign the tunnel peer to a VPN: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter L2TP group view. l2tp-group group-number [ mode 
{ lac | lns } ] N/A 

3. Assign the tunnel peer to 
a VPN. vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 

By default, a tunnel peer belongs 
to the public network. 
The tunnel peer and the physical 
port connecting to the tunnel peer 
should belong to the same VPN. 
The VPN to which this physical 
port belongs is configured by 
using the ip binding 
vpn-instance command. 

 

Setting the TSA ID of the LTS 
To detect loops, the LTS compares the configured TSA ID with each TSA ID AVP in a received ICRQ 
packet. 
• If a match is found, a loop exists. The LTS immediately tears down the session. 
• If no match is found, the LTS performs the following operations: 

 Encapsulates the configured TSA ID into a new TSA ID AVP.  
 Appends it to the packet.  
 Sends the packet to the next hop LTS. 

To avoid loop detection errors, make sure the TSA ID of each LTS is unique. 

To set the TSA ID of the LTS: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Set the TSA ID of the LTS 
and enable L2TP loop 
detection on the LTS. 

l2tp tsa-id tsa-id 
By default, the TSA ID of the LTS 
is not configured, and L2TP loop 
detection is disabled on the LTS. 

 

Enabling L2TP-based EAD 
Configuration guidelines 

Follow these guidelines when you configure L2TP-based EAD: 
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• EAD authentication fails if no ACLs or rules are configured on the CAMS/IMC server even if 
EAD is enabled on the LNS. 

• The LNS can use different ACLs to filter packets from different iNode clients. 
• As a best practice, use EAD authentication for iNode clients on the Internet and use Portal 

authentication for iNode clients on a LAN. 

Configuration prerequisites 
Make sure Portal, AAA, RADIUS, and the security service server are configured as required before 
you enable L2TP-based EAD. For more information about AAA, RADIUS, and Portal, see Security 
Configuration Guide. For more information about the security service configuration, see CAMS EAD 
help and iMC EAD help.  

Configuration procedure 
To enable L2TP-based EAD: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a VT interface and 
enter its view 

interface virtual-template 
interface-number N/A 

3. Enable L2TP-based EAD. ppp access-control enable By default, L2TP-based EAD is 
disabled. 

 

Displaying and maintaining L2TP 
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 

Task Command 
Display L2TP tunnel information. display l2tp tunnel [ statistics ] 

Display L2TP session information. display l2tp session [ statistics ] 

Display information about temporary L2TP 
sessions. display l2tp session temporary 

Display information about virtual PPP interfaces. display interface [ virtual-ppp [ interface-number ] ] 
[ brief [ description | down ] ] 

Display information about L2TP VA pools. display l2tp va-pool 

Disconnect an L2TP tunnel. reset l2tp tunnel { id tunnel-id | name remote-name } 

Clear the statistics for virtual PPP interfaces. reset counters interface [ virtual-ppp 
[ interface-number ] ] 
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L2TP configuration examples 
Configuration example for NAS-initiated L2TP tunnel 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 25, a PPP user is connected to an LNS through an LAC. 

Set up an L2TP tunnel between the LAC and LNS to allow the PPP user to access the corporate 
network. 

Figure 25 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the LAC: 

# Configure IP addresses for the interfaces. (Details not shown.)  
# Create a local user named vpdnuser, set the password, and enable the PPP service. 
<LAC> system-view 

[LAC] local-user vpdnuser class network 

[LAC-luser-network-vpdnuser] password simple Hello 

[LAC-luser-network-vpdnuser] service-type ppp 

[LAC-luser-network-vpdnuser] quit 

# Configure local authentication for PPP users in ISP domain system. 
[LAC] domain system 

[LAC-isp-system] authentication ppp local 

[LAC-isp-system] quit 

# Create Virtual-Template 1, specify its PPP authentication mode as CHAP, and use address 
pool 1 to assign IP addresses to the PPP users. 
[Router] interface virtual-template 1 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] ppp authentication-mode chap domain system 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] ppp chap user vpdnuser 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] remote address pool 1 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] ip address 1.1.1.1 255.0.0.0 

[Router-Virtual-Template1] quit 

# Configure PPP address pool 1. 
[Router] ip pool 1 1.1.1.2 1.1.1.10 

# Enable PPPoE server on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 and bind the interface to Virtual-Template 1. 
[Router] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] pppoe-server bind virtual-template 1 

[Router-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

# Enable L2TP. 
[LAC] l2tp enable 

# Create L2TP group 1 in LAC mode. 
[LAC] l2tp-group 1 mode lac 
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# Configure the local tunnel name as LAC. 
[LAC-l2tp1] tunnel name LAC 

# Specify PPP user vpdnuser as the condition for the LAC to initiate tunneling requests. 
[LAC-l2tp1] user fullusername vpdnuser  

# Specify the LNS IP address as 1.1.2.2. 
[LAC-l2tp1] lns-ip 1.1.2.2 

# Enable tunnel authentication, and specify the tunnel authentication key as aabbcc.  
[LAC-l2tp1] tunnel authentication 

[LAC-l2tp1] tunnel password simple aabbcc 

[LAC-l2tp1] quit 

2. Configure the LNS: 
# Configure IP addresses for the interfaces. (Details not shown.)  
# Create a local user named vpdnuser, set the password, and enable the PPP service. 
<LNS> system-view 

[LNS] local-user vpdnuser class network 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] password simple Hello 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] service-type ppp 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] quit 

# Configure local authentication for PPP users in ISP domain system. 
[LNS] domain system 

[LNS-isp-system] authentication ppp local 

[LNS-isp-system] quit 

# Enable L2TP. 
[LNS] l2tp enable 

# Create a PPP address pool. 
[LNS] ip pool aaa 192.168.0.10 192.168.0.20 

[LNS] ip pool aaa gateway 192.168.0.1 

# Create Virtual-Template 1, specify its PPP authentication mode as CHAP, and use address 
pool aaa to assign IP addresses to the PPP users. 
[LNS] interface virtual-template 1 

[LNS-virtual-template1] ppp authentication-mode chap domain system 

[LNS-virtual-template1] remote address pool aaa 

[LNS-virtual-template1] quit 

# Create L2TP group 1 in LNS mode. 
[LNS] l2tp-group 1 mode lns 

# Configure the local tunnel name as LNS. 
[LNS-l2tp1] tunnel name LNS 

# Specify Virtual-Template 1 for receiving calls from an LAC. 
[LNS-l2tp1] allow l2tp virtual-template 1 remote LAC 

# Enable tunnel authentication, and specify the tunnel authentication key as aabbcc. 
[LNS-l2tp1] tunnel authentication 

[LNS-l2tp1] tunnel password simple aabbcc 

[LNS-l2tp1] quit 

3. On the remote system, enter vpdnuser as the username and Hello as the password in the 
dial-up network window to dial a connection. 
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Verifying the configuration 
After the dial-up connection is established, the remote system can obtain an IP address and can ping 
the private IP address of the LNS. 

# On the LNS, use the display l2tp tunnel command to check the established L2TP tunnels. 
[LNS] display l2tp tunnel 

LocalTID RemoteTID State         Sessions RemoteAddress    RemotePort RemoteName  

196      3542      Established   1        1.1.2.1          1701       LAC 

# On the LNS, use the display l2tp session command to check the established L2TP sessions. 
[LNS] display l2tp session 

LocalSID      RemoteSID      LocalTID      State 

2041          64             196           Established 

Configuration example for client-initiated L2TP tunnel 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 26, a PPP user directly initiates a tunneling reque st to the LNS to access the 
corporate network. 

Figure 26 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the LNS:  

# Configure IP addresses for the interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
# Configure the route between the LNS and the remote host. (Details not shown.) 
# Create a local user named vpdnuser, set the password, and enable the PPP service. 
[LNS] local-user vpdnuser class network 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] password simple Hello 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] service-type ppp 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] quit 

# Configure local authentication for PPP users in ISP domain system. 
[LNS] domain system 

[LNS-isp-system] authentication ppp local 

[LNS-isp-system] quit 

# Enable L2TP. 
[LNS] l2tp enable 

# Create a PPP address pool. 
[LNS] ip pool aaa 192.168.0.10 192.168.0.20 

[LNS] ip pool aaa gateway 192.168.0.1 

# Create Virtual-Template 1, specify its PPP authentication mode as CHAP, and use address 
pool aaa to assign IP addresses to the PPP users. 
[LNS] interface virtual-template 1 
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[LNS-virtual-template1] ppp authentication-mode chap domain system 

[LNS-virtual-template1] remote address pool aaa 

[LNS-virtual-template1] quit 

# Create L2TP group 1 in LNS mode. 
[LNS] l2tp-group 1 mode lns 

# Configure the local tunnel name as LNS. 
[LNS-l2tp1] tunnel name LNS 

# Specify Virtual-Template 1 for receiving calls. 
[LNS-l2tp1] allow l2tp virtual-template 1 

# Disable tunnel authentication. 
[LNS-l2tp1] undo tunnel authentication 

2. Configure the remote host: 
# Configure the IP address of the remote host as 2.1.1.1, and configure a route to the LNS 
(1.1.2.2). 
# Create a virtual private network connection by using the Windows system, or install the L2TP 
LAC client software, such as WinVPN Client.  
# Complete the following configuration procedure (the procedure depends on the client 
software): 

 Specify the PPP username as vpdnuser and the password as Hello. 
 Specify the Internet interface address of the security gateway as the IP address of the LNS. 

In this example, the Ethernet interface for the tunnel on the LNS has an IP address of 
1.1.2.2. 

 Modify the connection attributes: set the protocol to L2TP, the encryption attribute to 
customized, and the authentication mode to CHAP. 

Verifying the configuration 
# On the remote host, initiate the L2TP connection. After the connection is established, the remote 
host can obtain the IP address 192.168.0.2 and ping the private IP address of the LNS (192.168.0.1). 

# On the LNS, use the display l2tp session command to check the established L2TP session. 
[LNS-l2tp1] display l2tp session 

LocalSID      RemoteSID      LocalTID      State 

89            36245          10878         Established 

# On the LNS, use the display l2tp tunnel command to check the established L2TP tunnel. 
[LNS-l2tp1] display l2tp tunnel 

LocalTID RemoteTID State         Sessions RemoteAddress    RemotePort RemoteName  

10878    21        Established   1        2.1.1.1          1701       PC 

Configuration example for LAC-auto-initiated L2TP tunnel 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 27, configure the LAC to establi sh an L2TP tunnel with the LNS in  
LAC-auto-initiated mode. When the PPP user initiates a connection, it uses the established tunnel to 
access the corporate network. 
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Figure 27 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the LNS: 

# Configure IP addresses for the interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
# Create a local user named vpdnuser, set the password, and enable the PPP service. 
<LNS> system-view 

[LNS] local-user vpdnuser class network 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] password simple Hello 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] service-type ppp 

[LNS-luser-network-vpdnuser] quit 

# Create a PPP address pool. 
[LNS] ip pool aaa 192.168.0.10 192.168.0.20 

[LNS] ip pool aaa gateway 192.168.0.1 

# Create Virtual-Template 1, specify its PPP authentication mode as PAP, and use address 
pool aaa to assign IP addresses to the PPP users. 
[LNS] interface virtual-template 1 

[LNS-virtual-template1] ppp authentication-mode pap 

[LNS-virtual-template1] remote address pool aaa 

[LNS-virtual-template1] quit 

# Configure local authentication for PPP users in ISP domain system. 
[LNS] domain system 

[LNS-isp-system] authentication ppp local 

[LNS-isp-system] quit 

# Enable L2TP, and create L2TP group 1 in LNS mode. 
[LNS] l2tp enable 

[LNS] l2tp-group 1 mode lns 

# Configure the local tunnel name as LNS, and specify Virtual-Template 1 for receiving 
tunneling requests from an LAC. 
[LNS-l2tp1] tunnel name LNS 

[LNS-l2tp1] allow l2tp virtual-template 1 remote LAC 

# Enable tunnel authentication, and configure the authentication key as aabbcc. 
[LNS-l2tp1] tunnel authentication 

[LNS-l2tp1] tunnel password simple aabbcc 

[LNS-l2tp1] quit 

# Configure a static route so that packets destined for the PPP user will be forwarded through 
the L2TP tunnel. 
[LNS] ip route-static 10.2.0.0 16 192.168.0.10 

2. Configure the LAC: 
# Configure IP addresses for the interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
# Enable L2TP. 
<LAC> system-view 

[LAC] l2tp enable 

Internet

LACRemote host LNS
L2TP tunnel

LAN
10.2.0.0/16

GE1/0/1
3.3.3.2/24

GE1/0/1
3.3.3.1/24

Corporate 
10.1.0.0/16

10.2.0.1 10.1.0.1
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# Create L2TP group 1 in LAC mode. 
[LAC] l2tp-group 1 mode lac 

# Configure the local tunnel name as LAC, and specify the IP address of the tunnel peer (LNS). 
[LAC-l2tp1] tunnel name LAC 

[LAC-l2tp1] lns-ip 3.3.3.2 

# Enable tunnel authentication, and configure the authentication key as aabbcc. 
[LAC-l2tp1] tunnel authentication 

[LAC-l2tp1] tunnel password simple aabbcc 

[LAC-l2tp1] quit 

# Create Virtual-PPP 1. Configure its username and password as vpdnuser and Hello and 
PPP authentication as PAP. 
[LAC] interface virtual-ppp 1 

[LAC-Virtual-PPP1] ip address ppp-negotiate 

[LAC-Virtual-PPP1] ppp pap local-user vpdnuser password simple Hello 

[LAC-Virtual-PPP1] quit 

# Configure a static route so that packets destined for the corporate network will be forwarded 
through the L2TP tunnel. 
[LAC] ip route-static 10.1.0.0 16 virtual-ppp 1 

# Trigger the LAC to establish an L2TP tunnel with the LNS. 
[LAC] interface virtual-ppp 1 

[LAC-Virtual-PPP1] l2tp-auto-client l2tp-group 1 

3. On the remote host, configure the LAC as the gateway. 

Verifying the configuration 
# On the LNS, use the display l2tp session command to display the established L2TP session. 
[LNS] display l2tp session 

LocalSID      RemoteSID      LocalTID      State 

21409         3395           4501          Established 

# On the LNS, use the display l2tp tunnel command to display the established L2TP tunnel. 
[LNS] display l2tp tunnel 

LocalTID RemoteTID State         Sessions RemoteAddress    RemotePort RemoteName  

4501     524       Established   1        3.3.3.1          1701       LAC 

# On the LNS, verify that you can ping 10.2.0.1, a p rivate network address on the LAC side. This 
indicates that hosts on 10 .2.0.0/16 and those on 10 .1.0.0/16 can communicate with each other 
through the L2TP tunnel. 
[LNS] ping -a 10.1.0.1 10.2.0.1 

Ping 10.2.0.1 (10.2.0.1): 56 data bytes, press CTRL_C to break 

56 bytes from 10.2.0.1: icmp_seq=0 ttl=128 time=1.000 ms 

56 bytes from 10.2.0.1: icmp_seq=1 ttl=128 time=1.000 ms 

56 bytes from 10.2.0.1: icmp_seq=2 ttl=128 time=1.000 ms 

56 bytes from 10.2.0.1: icmp_seq=3 ttl=128 time=1.000 ms 

56 bytes from 10.2.0.1: icmp_seq=4 ttl=128 time=1.000 ms 

 

--- Ping statistics for 10.2.0.1 --- 

5 packet(s) transmitted, 5 packet(s) received, 0.0% packet loss 

round-trip min/avg/max/std-dev = 1.000/1.000/1.000/0.000 ms 
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Troubleshooting L2TP 
Symptom 1: Failure to access the private network 

The remote system cannot access the private network. 

Analysis and solution 
Possible reasons for the access failure include the following: 
• Tunnel setup failure, which might occur in the following cases: 

 The address of the LNS is set incorrectly on the LAC (see the lns-ip command). 
 No L2TP group is configured on the LNS to receive tunneling requests from the tunnel peer 

(see the allow command). 
 Tunnel authentication fails. Tunnel authentication must be enabled on both the LAC and the 

LNS, and the tunnel authentication keys configured on the two sides must match. 
• PPP negotiation failure, which might occur for the following reasons: 

 Usernames, passwords, or both are incorrectly configured on the LAC or are not configured 
on the LNS. 

 The LNS cannot allocate addresses. In this case, check whether IP address negotiation 
settings are correct on the remote system and LNS. 

 The authentication type is inconsistent. For example, if the peer does not support MS-CHAP 
(the default authentication type for a VPN connection created on Windows 2000), the PPP 
negotiation will fail. In this case, change the authentication type to CHAP on Windows 2000. 

Symptom 2: Data transmission failure 
Data transmission fails. A connection is established, but data cannot be transmitted. For example, 
the LAC and LNS cannot ping each other. 

Analysis and solution 
Possible reasons for the data transmission failure are as follows: 
• No route is available. The LAC must have a route to the private network behind the LNS, and 

vice versa. Otherwise, data transmission fails. You can use the display ip routing-table 
command on the LAC and LNS to check whether the expected routes are present. If not, 
configure a static route or a dynamic routing protocol. 

• Congestion occurs on the Internet backbone, and the packet loss ratio is high. L2TP data 
transmission is based on UDP, which does not provide the packet error control feature. If the 
line is unstable, the LAC and LNS might be unable to ping each other. 
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Configuring DDR 

Overview 
Routers use dial-on-demand routing (DDR) for the following purposes: 
• Setting up a dialup connection when communication needs arise. 
• Tearing down the connection when the communication is complete. 

Interfaces in DDR 
DDR uses the following dialup interfaces: 
• Physical interfaces—Physical interfaces that support DDR. 
• Dialer interfaces—Logical interfaces used for DDR parameter configurations. 

The device supports configuring DDR on only dialer interfaces. 

DDR types 
Depending on how DDR calls are triggered, DDR includes packet-triggered DDR, auto-dial DDR, 
and route-triggered DDR. 

Packet-triggered DDR 
You can define packets on a dialup interface as interesting and uninteresting by configuring access 
control rules. Only interesting packets trigger outgoing calls and reset the link idle-timeout timer. 

Before a dialup connection is establi shed, uninteresting packets will be dropped. After a dialup 
connection is established, uninteresting packets can be forwarded. When the link idle-timeout timer 
expires, DDR disconnects the connection. 

For more information about interesting and uninteresting packets, see "Associating a dial rule with a 
dialup interface." 

Auto-dial DDR 
DDR automatically initiates a di alup connection to the remote e nd upon router startup without 
requiring a triggering packet. If the connectio n cannot be established, it will re try at the auto-dial  
interval. The established connection will not disconnect due to the idle-timeout timer expiration. 

Route-triggered DDR 
You can configure networks to be monitored and then associate a dialup interface with the networks. 
When no routes to the monitored networks exist, DDR creates a secondary link from the dialup 
interface to forward traf fic. After the secon dary link is activated, the syst em regularly checks the 
status of the primary link. When the p rimary link recovers, the secondary link is di sconnected 
immediately or after the secondary link disconnection delay, depending on your configuration. 

DDR configuration task lists 
Packet-triggered DDR configuration task list 

Tasks at a glance 
(Required.) Configuring basic settings for DDR 
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Tasks at a glance 
(Required.) Associating a dial rule with a dialup interface 

(Required.) Configuring bundle DDR 

(Required.) Configuring attributes for a dialup interface 

(Optional.) Disconnecting a dialup link 
 

Auto-dial DDR configuration task list 

Tasks at a glance 
(Required.) Configuring basic settings for DDR 

(Required.) :Configuring bundle DDR 

(Required.) Configuring attributes for a dialup interface 

(Required.) Configuring auto-dial 

(Optional.) Disconnecting a dialup link 
 

Route-triggered DDR configuration task list 

Tasks at a glance 
(Required.) Configuring basic settings for DDR 

(Required.) Configuring bundle DDR 

(Required.) Configuring attributes for a dialup interface 

(Required.) Configuring dynamic route backup through DDR 
• Creating a dynamic route backup group 
• Assigning a dialup interface to a dynamic route backup group 
• Setting the secondary link disconnection delay 
• Setting the warm-up timer for dynamic route backup 

(Optional.) Disconnecting a dialup link 
 

Configuring basic settings for DDR 
Dialup interfaces support PPP, IP, RIP, and OSPF. For information about configuring these protocols, 
see "Configuring PPP and MP," Layer 3—IP Services Configuration Guide, and Layer 3—IP Routing 
Configuration Guide. 

The device supports only PPPoE-based DDR. A dialer interface can be configured to act as only the 
initiator end of bundle DDR. You must configure PPP commands on the dialer interface. 

Associating a dial rule with a dialup interface 
A dial rule determines when a dialup interface in itiates DDR calls. You need to configure dial rules 
only on the initiator of DDR calls. 

You can configure a dial rule to match only IP packets or use an ACL to match packets.  
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Permitted protocol p ackets or p ackets that ma tch a permit statement of an ACL are interesting 
packets. When receiving an interesting packet, DDR performs one of the following operations: 
• Sends it out and resets the idle-timeout timer if a link is present. 
• Initiates a new call to establish a link if no link is present. 

Denied protocol packets or packets that match a deny statement of an ACL  are uninte resting 
packets. When receiving an uninteresting packet, DDR performs one of the following operations: 
• Sends it out without resetting the idle-timeout timer if a link is present. 
• Drops it if no link is present. 

For DDR to forward packets correctly, configure a dial rule and associate it with the dialup interface. 

To associate a dial rule with a dialup interface:  
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a dialer group and 
configure a dial rule. 

dialer-group group-number rule 
{ ip | ipv6 } { deny | permit | acl 
{ acl-number | name acl-name } }

By default, no dialer group is 
created. 

3. Enter dialup interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

4. Associate the dialer group 
with the dialup interface. dialer-group group-number 

By default, a dialup interface is not 
associated with a dialer group. 
A dialup interface can be 
associated with only one dialer 
group. 

 

Configuring bundle DDR 
To configure a dialer interface to place calls, enable DDR on the dialer interface. At the initiator end, 
the system selects a dialer interface according to the dialer-group rule command configuration.  

The initiator end can optionally authenticate the receiving end. To authenticate the receiving end, 
configure PAP or CHAP authentication on the dialer interface. 

To configure a dialer interface to place calls: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a dialer interface and 
enter its view. interface dialer number N/A 

3. Enable bundle DDR on the 
interface. dialer bundle enable By default, bundle DDR is 

disabled. 
 

Configuring attributes for a dialup interface 
Use the following attributes when configuring a dialup interface to improve dial efficiency. 
• Link idle-timeout timer—Starts upon establishment of a link. When the timer expires, DDR 

disconnects the link. 
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• Holddown timer—Starts upon disconnection of a link. The call attempt to bring up this link can 
be made only after the timer expires. This timer prevents a remote stored program controlled 
switch (SPCS) from being overloaded. 

• Wait-carrier timer—Limits the amount of time DDR waits for a connection to be established for 
a call. A wait-carrier timer starts when a call is placed. If the connection is not established before 
the timer expires, DDR terminates the call.  

• Buffer queue length—Length of a buffer queue. With a buffer queue, the dialup interface 
buffers the packet until a connection is available for packet sending. If no connection is 
available when a dialup interface without a buffer queue receives a packet, the dialup interface 
drops the packet. 

To configure attributes for a dialup interface:  
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter dialup interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Set the link idle-timeout 
timer. dialer timer idle idle [ in | in-out ]

By default, the timer is 120 
seconds, and only outgoing 
interesting packets reset this 
timer. 

4. Set the holddown timer. dialer timer enable interval The default setting is 5 seconds. 

5. Set the wait-carrier timer. dialer timer wait-carrier 
wait-carrier The default setting is 60 seconds.

6. Set the buffer queue length. dialer queue-length packets By default, packets are not 
buffered. 

7. Set a description. description text 
The default setting is in the format 
of interface-name Interface, for 
example, Dialer1 Interface. 

8. Set the keepalive interval. timer-hold seconds The default setting is 10 seconds.

9. Set the keepalive retry limit. timer-hold retry retries 
The default setting is five.  
A link is removed after the 
keepalive retry limit is reached. 

10. Set the MTU. mtu size The default setting is 1500 bytes.

11. Set the expected bandwidth. bandwidth bandwidth-value 
By default, the expected 
bandwidth (in kbps) is the 
interface baud rate divided by 
1000. 

12. (Optional.) Specify a primary 
traffic processing slot for the 
interface (in IRF mode). 

service slot slot-number 
By default, no primary traffic 
processing slot is specified for an 
interface. 

13. (Optional.) Specify a backup 
traffic processing slot for the 
interface (in IRF mode). 

service standby slot 
slot-number 

By default, no backup traffic 
processing slot is specified for an 
interface. 

14. Restore the default settings. default N/A 

15. Bring up the dialup interface. undo shutdown By default, a dialup interface is up.
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Configuring auto-dial 
With auto-dial enabled, DDR automatically dials a connection to the remote end upon router startup 
without requiring a trigge ring packet. If the conne ction cannot be established, it will retry at the 
auto-dial interval. The est ablished connection does not disco nnect due to the idle-timeo ut timer 
expiration as it would in packet-triggered DDR. 

To configure auto-dial:  
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter dialup interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. (Optional.) Set the auto-dial 
interval. 

dialer timer autodial 
autodial-interval 

The default setting is 300 
seconds.  

 

Configuring dynamic route backup through DDR 
The dynamic route backup feature creates a dialup connection to a network when no valid route on 
the primary link is available to the network. This feature is mainly used to back up dynamic routes. It 
can also back up static routes and direct routes. 

To use this feature, you must  create a dynamic route backup group and define a network to be  
monitored. When a dialu p interface i s assigned to the dynamic route backup group, the system 
monitors the routes by using the following process: 
1. The system identifies whether a minimum of one valid route exists to the monitored network. 
2. If a minimum of one valid route exists with an egress interface outside the dynamic route 

backup group, the system determines that the primary link is up. 
3. If no valid route exists, the system determines that the primary link is down and unusable. Then, 

DDR creates a secondary link on the backup interface to forward traffic. During this process, the 
system periodically checks the primary link status. 

4. When the primary link recovers, the secondary link can be brought down either immediately or 
after the secondary link disconnection delay, depending on the configuration.  

Some routing protocols (such as BGP) use the optimal routes by default. In a BGP network, when 
the secondary link is activated be cause the primary link fails, the device will learn a route t o the 
monitored network through BGP. When the primary link recovers, the device will also learn a route to 
the monitored network through BGP. However, the route learned for the primary link might be less 
optimal than that learned for the secondary link. As a result, the following events occur: 
• The route learned for the secondary link remains active. 
• Dynamic route monitoring fails. 
• The switchover from secondary link to primary link fails. 

To solve this problem, configure the router to prefer the route learned for the primary link when the 
primary and secondary links are both active. 

Creating a dynamic route backup group 
A dynamic route backup group can define multiple networks to be monitored. When no valid route 
exists to any of the monitored networks, DDR creates a secondary link.  

To create a dynamic route backup group: 
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Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Create a dynamic route 
backup group, and add a 
network to be monitored to 
the group. 

standby routing-group 
group-number rule ip ip-address 
{ mask | mask-length } 
[ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 

By default, no dynamic route 
backup group is created. 

 

Assigning a dialup interface to a dynamic route backup group 
Before assigning a dialup interface to a dynamic route backup group, make sure DDR is enabled on 
the interface. A dialup interface can be assigned to multiple dynamic route backup groups. 

To assign a dialup interface to a dynamic route backup group: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter dialup interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Assign the interface to a 
dynamic route backup group. 

standby routing-group 
group-number 

By default, a dialup interface is not 
assigned to a dynamic route 
backup group. 

 

Setting the secondary link disconnection delay 
Typically, the secondary link will be disconnected when the primary link recovers. To ensure route 
stability, set the secondary link disconnection delay. 

To set the secondary link disconnection delay: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter the view of the backup 
interface. 

interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 

3. Set the secondary link 
disconnection delay. 

standby timer routing-disable 
delay The default setting is 20 seconds.

 

Setting the warm-up timer for dynamic route backup 
The warm-up timer introduces a delay for the dynamic route backup feature to operate after a system 
startup. Set this delay to prevent unnecessary link switchover at startup. 

Interfaces cannot come up until the device recovers the configuration during a reboot.  

Without a warm-up delay, the dynamic route backup feature dials the secondary link immediately 
after it detects that the primary interface is down. When the primary interface comes up, the feature 
dials the primary link. The secondary link, if dialed up successfully, is brought down shortly after it 
came up.  

With a warm-up delay, the dynamic route backup feature does not dial the se condary link until it 
detects that the primary interface is down when the delay expires. 
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To set the warm-up timer for dynamic route backup: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Set the warm-up time for 
dynamic route backup. dialer timer warmup delay 

The default setting is 30 seconds.
Use the default setting in normal 
cases. 

 

Disconnecting a dialup link 
Execute the dialer disconnect command in any view to disconnect a dialup link. 
 

Step Command 
Disconnect a dialup link. dialer disconnect [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 

 

Displaying and maintaining DDR 
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 

Task Command 
Display DDR information for a specified dialup 
interface or all dialup interfaces. 

display dialer [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 

Display information about dialer interfaces. display interface [ dialer [ interface-number ] ] [ brief 
[ description | down ] ] 

Clear the statistics on a dialer interface. reset counters interface [ dialer [ interface-number ] ] 
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Configuring IPoE 
IP over Ethernet (IPoE) enables a BRAS to connect and authenticate users over IPoE connections.  

Overview 
As shown in Figure 28, a BRAS connects hosts over IPoE connections, and provides AAA, security, 
and DHCP services for the hosts. This solution does not require the ho sts to install a ny client 
software. 

Figure 28 IPoE network diagram 

 
 

IPoE access modes 
IPoE supports Layer 2 and Layer 3 access modes. 
• Layer 2 access mode 

Hosts directly access the BRAS. The hosts connect to the BRAS directly or through Layer 2 
devices. The BRAS uses MAC addresses to identify the hosts. 

• Layer 3 access mode 
Hosts use routing to access the BRAS. The hosts connect to the BRAS directly or through 
Layer 3 devices. When a Layer 3 device resides between the hosts and the BRAS, the source 
MAC address of packets received by the BRAS is the MAC address of the Layer 3 device. 
Therefore, the BRAS uses IP addresses or VLAN IDs to identify hosts. 

IPoE users 
IPoE users include individual users and leased users. 

Individual users 
Individual users use independent IPoE services. The BRAS a uthenticates, authorizes, and bills 
individual users based on user location and packet information. Individual users include dynamic and 
static individual users. 
• Dynamic individual users 

IPoE defines the following dynamic individual users: 
 DHCP user—Sends DHCP packets to trigger IPoE session establishment. 
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 IPv6-ND-RS user—Sends IPv6 ND RS packets to trigger IPoE session establishment. 
 Unclassified-IP user—Sends packets other than DHCP and IPv6 ND RS packets to trigger 

IPoE session establishment. 
• Static individual users 

Static individual users trigger IPoE session establishment by sending IP packets. If an IP 
packet matches a manually configured IPoE session, the BRAS authenticates the user and 
establishes an IPoE session.  

Leased users 
Leased users include interface-leased users and subnet-leased users. 
• Interface-leased user—Represents hosts that rent the same interface. 
• Subnet-leased user—Represents hosts that rent a subnet of an interface. 

The BRAS use s the cred entials configured for a leased user to perform aut hentication upon 
receiving the first packet on the interface or subnet. After the authentication succeeds, the BRAS will 
not authenticate subsequent packets on the interface or subnet. 

IPoE session 
IPoE sessions include dynamic and static sessions. 

Dynamic IPoE session 
IPoE sessions established for dynamic individual users are dynamic IPoE sessions.  

The BRAS disconnects a dynamic IPoE session in one of the following cases: 
• The AAA-authorized service expires. 
• The AAA server logs out the user. 
• The user traffic is less than the authorized traffic during the idle-timeout time. 
• The BRAS cannot detect the user after the number of detection attempts reaches the 

maximum. 
• The IP address lease expires. 
• The IPoE session is restarted. 
• The access interface goes down.  

Static IPoE session 
IPoE sessions established for stati c individual users, interface-leased users, and subnet-leased 
users are static IPoE sessions. 

The BRAS creates a static IPoE session based on configured information after you enable IPoE on 
an interface. Once the interface receives an IP packet from a host, the BRAS uses the IP or MAC 
addresses in the packet to match the IPoE session. If a match i s found, the BRAS initiates a user 
authentication based on the configured username and password. 

Static IPoE sessions can only be deleted manually at the CLI. 

IPoE addressing 
IPoE addressing varies with user types. 
• DHCP users obtain IP addresses in the following sequence: 

 Obtain IP addresses from the AAA-authorized IP address pool. 
 Obtain IP addresses from the IP address pool configured in the ISP domain if the AAA 

server does not authorize any IP address pools. 
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 Obtain IP addresses in the same network segment as the interface IP address if no IP 
address pool is configured in the ISP domain.  

• IPv6-ND-RS users obtain the AAA-authorized IPv6 prefix from IPoE, and generate an IPv6 
address based on the prefix. If no AAA-authorized IPv6 prefix exists, the user adopts the first 
64-bit IPv6 prefix of the interface to generate an IPv6 address. 

• Other users adopt static IP addresses or obtain IP addresses from the DHCP server without 
using IPoE. 

IPoE access procedure 
IPoE access includes the following steps: 
1. The BRAS initiates authentication. 

The BRAS obtains information from user packets or IPoE sessions statically configured, and 
sends authentication requests. 

2. The AAA server authenticates users. 
The AAA server completes user authentication and sends the result to the BRAS. The security 
server, if configured, completes security authorization and sends the result to the BRAS.  

3. (Optional.) DHCP allocates IP addresses and IPoE allocates IPv6 prefixes. 
The DHCP server assigns an IP address to a DHCP user and the IPoE assigns an IPv6 prefix to 
an IPv6-ND-RS user. 

4. The BRAS performs access control. 
The BRAS permits the user to get online and performs access control and billing based on the 
authorized result. 

Access procedure for DHCP users 
This section uses a DHCPv4 user as an example to illustrate the access procedure for DHCP users. 
The BRAS operates as a DHCP relay.  
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Figure 29 Access procedure for a DHCPv4 user 

 
 

1. The DHCP client sends a DHCP-DISCOVER message to the BRAS. 
2. The BRAS inserts Option 82 in the DHCP-DISCOVER message, and creates an IPoE session.  
3. The BRAS sends the AAA server an access request that includes user information, such as the 

client ID and source MAC address. 
4. The AAA server returns an access accept that contains authorization information to the BRAS if 

the authentication succeeds. If the authentication fails, the AAA server returns a reject 
message.  

5. The BRAS marks the IPoE session state as success and forwards the DHCP-DISCOVER 
message to the DHCP server if the authentication succeeds. If the authentication fails, the 
BRAS marks the session as failure and discards the DHCP-DISCOVER message. 

6. The DHCP server sends a DHCP-OFFER message to the BRAS.  
7. The BRAS forwards the DHCP-OFFER message to the DHCP client. 
8. The DHCP client sends a DHCP-REQUEST message to the BRAS. 
9. The BRAS forwards the DHCP-REQUEST message to the specified DHCP sever. 
10. The DHCP server sends a DHCP-ACK message containing the assigned IP address to the 

BRAS.  
11. The BRAS performs the following: 

a. Obtains address information from the DHCP-ACK message. 
b. Assigns a user profile. 
c. Updates the IPoE session information. 
d. Forwards the DHCP-ACK message to the client. 

DHCP serverDHCP client BRAS
(DHCP relay) AAA server

(1) DHCP-DISCOVER

(3) Access Request

(4) Access Accept

(5) Updates the IPoE session
as an authorized session.

(6) DHCP-DISCOVER

(7) DHCP-OFFER

(8) DHCP-REQUEST

(9) DHCP-ACK

(10) Completes IPoE session
establishment.

(11) DHCP-ACK

(12) Accounting-Start

(2) Inserts Option82 and 
initiates an IPoE session.
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e. Marks the session state as online.  
If the authentication fails, the BRAS marks the session as failure and discards the 
DHCP-DISCOVER message.  

12. The DHCP client obtains configuration information from the DHCP-ACK message. 
13. The BRAS sends the AAA server a message to start accounting.  

Access procedure for IPv6-ND-RS users 
This example uses a Layer 2 device as the BRAS.  

Figure 30 Access procedure for IPv6-ND-RS users 

 
 

1. The host sends an IPv6 ND RS packet to the BRAS. 
2. The BRAS initiates an IPoE session and sends the AAA server an access request that contains 

user information, such as the source MAC address.  
3. The AAA server returns an access accept that contains authorization information to the BRAS if 

the authentication succeeds. If the authentication fails, the AAA server returns a reject 
message.  

4. The BRAS performs the following: 
a. Generates an IPv6 address based on the host's MAC address and the IPv6 prefix. 
b. Updates the IPoE session information. 
c. Marks the session as success.  
If the authentication fails, the BRAS marks the session as failure and discards the IPv6 ND RS 
packet.  

5. The BRAS assigns a user profile and sends the host an IPv6 ND RA packet containing the IPv6 
prefix. 

6. The host generates an IPv6 address based on the received IPv6 prefix. 
7. The BRAS sends the AAA server a message to start the service accounting.  
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Access procedure for unclassified-IP users 
Figure 31 Access procedure for unclassified-IP users 

 
 

1. The host sends an IP packet to the BRAS. 
2. The BRAS obtains user information from the IP packet, and matches the user information 

against existing IPoE sessions.  
 If no match is found, the BRAS initiates an IPoE session for the user. (This section uses this 

case as an example.) 
 If the information matches an authenticated session, the BRAS forwards the IP packet. 
 If the information matches an unauthenticated session, the BRAS discards the IP packet.  

3. The BRAS sends the AAA server an access request containing the obtained information, such 
as the source IP address or source MAC address.  

4. The AAA server returns an access accept that contains authorization information if the 
authentication succeeds. If the authentication fails, the AAA server returns a reject message.  

5. The BRAS assigns a user profile and marks the IPoE session state as online. 
6. The BRAS sends the AAA server a message to start the service accounting.  

Access procedure for static and leased users 
1. The user statically configures an IPoE session at the CLI on the BRAS.  
2. The user sends an IP packet to the BRAS. 
3. The BRAS obtains user information from the IP packet, and sends the AAA server an access 

request containing configured IPoE session information. 
4. The AAA server returns an access accept that contains authorization information if the 

authentication succeeds. If the authentication fails, the AAA server returns a reject message.  
5. The BRAS assigns the user profile and marks the IPoE session state as online. 
6. The host receives the user profile. 
7. The BRAS sends the AAA server a message to start the service accounting.  

Support for MPLS L3VPN 
IPoE supports MPLS L3VPN. It uses AAA to author ize VPNs for users. Before you bind a VPN 
instance to an interface, you must d elete existing IPoE sessions on the interface for the u sers to 
communicate in their authorized VPNs. 
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 NOTE: 
Leased users do not support AAA-authorized VPNs through ISP domains or AAA servers. For more
information about VPN authorization through ISP domains, see Security Configuration Guide. 
 

IPoE configuration task list 
Tasks at a glance Remarks 

(Required.) Enabling IPoE and setting the IPoE access 
mode N/A 

(Required.) Configure users: 
• Configuring dynamic individual users 
• Configuring static individual users 
• Configuring interface-leased users 
• Configuring subnet-leased users 

Individual users and leased users cannot be 
configured on the same interface. 
Dynamic and static individual users can be 
configured on the same interface. 
Interface-leased users and subnet-leased 
users cannot be configured on the same 
interface. 

(Optional.) Configuring service-specific ISP domains N/A 

(Optional.) Configuring the quiet timer for users N/A 

(Optional.) Configuring NAS-Port-Type for an interface N/A 

(Optional.) Configuring NAS-Port-ID formats N/A 
 

Configuration preparations 
Complete the following configuration as required: 
• Configure the DHCP server. 
• Enable the DHCP relay agent on the BRAS. 
• Configure the RADIUS server and client. For more information about how to configure a 

RADIUS client, see Security Configuration Guide. 
• Configure security policies on the HPE IMC security server and configure the security server's 

IP address on the BRAS. For more information about how to configure a security server, see 
Security Configuration Guide. 

• Configure local user accounts on the BRAS if local authentication is used. For more information 
about how to configure a local user account, see Security Configuration Guide.  

• Make sure the hosts, BRAS, and servers can reach each other. 

Enabling IPoE and setting the IPoE access mode 
You must enable IPoE for all IPoE configurations to take effect. 

To enable IPoE and set the IPoE access mode: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Enable IPoE and set 
the IPoE access 
mode. 

• Enable IPoE and set the IPoE 
access mode on an IPv4 
interface: 
ip subscriber { l2-connected | 
routed } enable 

• Enable IPoE and set the IPoE 
access mode on an IPv6 
interface: 
ipv6 subscriber { l2-connected | 
routed } enable 

By default, IPoE is disabled.  
To change the IPoE access mode, 
disable access IPoE, and then set 
the new IPoE mode when you 
enable IPoE. 

 

Configuring dynamic individual users 
Dynamic user configuration task list 

Tasks at a glance 
(Required.) Enabling dynamic individual users 

(Required.) Configuring authentication user naming conventions for dynamic individual users 

(Required.) Configuring passwords for dynamic individual users 

(Optional.) Configuring ISP domains for dynamic individual users 

(Optional.) Configuring the maximum number of dynamic IPoE sessions 

(Optional.) Configuring online detection for dynamic individual users 

(Optional.) Configuring trusted DHCP options for dynamic individual users 
 

Enabling dynamic individual users 
Dynamic individual users include the unclassified-IP user, IPv6-ND-RS user, and DHCP user. You 
can enable multiple dynamic individual users on an interface.  

Follow these guidelines when you enable dynamic individual users: 
• The IPv6-ND-RS user supports only hosts that use layer-2 access mode. It requires the BRAS 

to send IPv6 ND RA packets. The interval for sending IPv6 ND RA packets should be no less 
than 6 minutes. 

• As a best practice, configure both the unclassified-IP user and IPv6-ND-RS user for an IPv6 
interface. PCs running Windows generate IPv6 addresses randomly or using the EUI-64 
method. The unclassified-IP user supports packets with randomly-generated IPv6 addresses. 
The IPv6-ND-RS user supports packets with EUI-64-generated IPv6 addresses. 

To enable dynamic individual users: 
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Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Enable dynamic 
individual users. 

• Enable the IPv4 dynamic 
individual user: 
ip subscriber initiator { dhcp | 
unclassified-ip } enable 

• Enable the IPv6 dynamic 
individual user: 
ipv6 subscriber initiator { dhcp | 
ndrs | unclassified-ip } enable 

By default, no dynamic individual 
users are enabled.  

 

Configuring authentication user naming conventions for 
dynamic individual users 

Usernames configured for dynamic individual users must be the same as those configured on the 
AAA server.  

Configuring authentication user naming conventions for IPv4 dynamic individual users 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure 
authentication user 
naming conventions 
for IPv4 dynamic 
individual users.  

• Configure an authentication user 
naming convention for DHCP 
users: 
ip subscriber dhcp username 
include { circuit-id [ separator 
separator ] | client-id [ separator 
separator ] | nas-port-id 
[ separator separator ] | port 
[ separator separator ] | 
remote-id [ separator separator ] 
| second-vlan [ separator 
separator ] | slot [ separator 
separator ] | source-mac 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | subslot [ separator 
separator ] | sysname 
[ separator separator ] | 
vendor-class [ separator 
separator ] | separator 
vendor-specific [ separator 
separator ] | vlan [ separator 
separator ] } * 

• Configure an authentication user 
naming convention for 
unclassified-IP users: 
ip subscriber unclassified-ip 
username include { nas-port-id 
[ separator separator ] | port 
[ separator separator ] | 
second-vlan [ separator 
separator ] | slot [ separator 
separator ] | source-ip 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | source-mac 
[address- separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | subslot [ separator 
separator ] | sysname 
[ separator separator ] | vlan 
[ separator separator ] } * 

By default, usernames for DHCP 
users are source MAC addresses, 
and usernames for unclassified-IP 
users are source IP addresses.  

 

Configuring authentication user naming conventions for IPv6 dynamic individual users 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure 
authentication user 
naming conventions 
for IPv6 dynamic 
individual users.  

• Configure an authentication user 
naming convention for DHCPv6 
users: 
ipv6 subscriber dhcp username 
include { circuit-id [ separator 
separator ] | client-id [ separator 
separator ] | nas-port-id 
[ separator separator ] | port 
[ separator separator ] | 
remote-id [ separator separator ] 
| second-vlan [ separator 
separator] | slot [ separator 
separator] | source-mac 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | subslot [ separator 
separator ] | sysname 
[ separator separator ] | 
vendor-class [ separator 
separator ] | vendor-specific 
[ separator separator ] | vlan 
[ separator separator ] } * 

• Configure an authentication user 
naming convention for 
IPv6-ND-RS users: 
ipv6 subscriber ndrs username 
include { nas-port-id [ separator 
separator ] | port [ separator 
separator ] | second-vlan 
[ separator separator ] | slot 
[ separator separator ] | 
source-mac 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | subslot [ separator 
separator ] | sysname 
[ separator separator ] | vlan 
[ separator separator ] } * 

• Configure an authentication user 
naming convention for 
unclassified-IP users: 
ipv6 subscriber unclassified-ip 
username include { nas-port-id 
[ separator separator ] | port 
[ separator separator ] | 
second-vlan [ separator 
separator ] | slot [ separator 
separator ] | source-ip 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | source-mac 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | subslot [ separator 
separator ] | sysname 
[ separator separator ] | vlan 
[ separator separator ] } * 

By default, usernames for DHCPv6 
and IPv6-ND-RS users are source 
MAC addresses, and usernames 
for unclassified-IP users are source 
IP addresses.  
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Configuring passwords for dynamic individual users 
Passwords configured for dynamic individual users must be the same as those config ured on the 
AAA server.  

If you configure multiple passwords for an DHCP user, the passwords are used in the following order: 
1. Password specified in Option 60 or Option 16 if the BRAS trusts Option 60 or Option 16.  
2. Password specified the ip subscriber password or ipv6 subscriber password command. 
3. Default system password. 

To configure a password for a dynamic individual user: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure a password 
for dynamic individual 
users. 

• Configure a password for IPv4 
dynamic individual users: 
ip subscriber password 
{ ciphertext | plaintext } string 

• Configure a password for IPv6 
dynamic individual users: 
ipv6 subscriber password 
{ ciphertext | plaintext } string 

The default password for dynamic 
individual users is vlan. 

4. (Optional.) Specify a 
string from the DHCP 
option as the 
password for DHCP 
users. 

• Specify a string from the Option 
60 as the password for IPv4 
dynamic individual users: 
ip subscriber dhcp password 
option60 [ offset offset ] [ length 
length ] 

• Specify a string from the Option 
16 as the password for IPv6 
dynamic individual users: 
ip subscriber dhcp password 
option16 [ offset offset ] [ length 
length ] 

Configure DHCP Option 60 or 
Option 16 as the trusted DHCP 
options for the password specified 
by this command to take effect. 
By default, the BRAS does not use 
the password specified in Option 60 
or Option 16 for DHCP users. 

 

Configuring ISP domains for dynamic individual users 
The following table shows how the BRAS selects ISP domains for dynamic individual users. 
 

Dynamic individual 
users Order in selecting an ISP domain 

DHCP user 

• Option 60 in DHCPv4 packets or Option 16 in DHCPv6 packets if the BRAS 
trusts Option 60 or Option 16  

• Interface-specific domain  
• Default system domain 

IPv6-ND-RS user 
• Interface-specific domain  
• Default system domain 
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Dynamic individual 
users Order in selecting an ISP domain 

Unclassified-IP user 
• Service-specific domain  
• Interface-specific domain  
• Default system domain 

 

For more information about how to configure trusted DHCP options, see "Configuring trusted DHCP 
options for d ynamic individual users." For mo re information about how to co nfigure the d efault 
system domain, see Security Configuration Guide. For more info rmation about how to configure  
service-specific ISP domains, see "Configuring service-specific ISP domains." 

To configure an interface-specific ISP domain for dynamic individual users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure an ISP 
domain for dynamic 
individual users. 

• Configure an ISP domain for IPv4 
dynamic individual users: 
ip subscriber { dhcp | 
unclassified-ip } domain 
domain-name 

• Configure an ISP domain for IPv6 
dynamic individual users: 
ipv6 subscriber { dhcp | ndrs | 
unclassified-ip } domain 
domain-name 

By default, dynamic individual 
users use the default system 
domains. 

 

Configuring the maximum number of dynamic IPoE sessions 
This feature limits the total number of dynamic IPoE sessions on an interface.  

If the number of dynamic IPoE sessions reaches the upper limit on an interface or reaches the upper 
limit supported by the device, you cannot establish any additional IPoE sessions on the interface or 
on the device. 

When you configure this feature, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 
• You can set a smaller value than the number of existing dynamic IPoE sessions on an interface. 

In this scenario, the existing dynamic IPoE sessions are not affected. 
• Make sure the total maximum number of dynamic IPoE sessions for all interfaces on the device 

is less than the upper limit of the device.  
The maximum number of dynamic IPoE sessions supported by a device varies by license and 
device model. You can install a license that supports less dynamic IPoE sessions than the 
existing dynamic IPoE sessions. In this scenario, the existing dynamic IPoE sessions are not 
affected. 

To configure the maximum number of dynamic IPoE sessions: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure the 
maximum number of 
dynamic IPoE 
sessions. 

• Configure the maximum number 
of IPv4 IPoE sessions: 
ip subscriber { dhcp | 
unclassified-ip } max-session 
max-number 

• Configure the maximum number 
of IPv6 IPoE sessions: 
ipv6 subscriber { dhcp | ndrs | 
unclassified-ip } max-session 
max-number 

By default, the maximum number of 
dynamic IPoE sessions is not 
configured. 

 

Configuring online detection for dynamic individual users 
Online detection enables the BRAS to periodically detect the status of a user. It uses ARP and ICMP 
requests to detect IPv4 users, and uses ND NS and ICMPv6 requests to detect IPv6 users. 

After you configure online detection, the BRAS starts a detection timer to detect online users. If the 
BRAS does not receive user packets from a user when the det ection timer expires, it se nds a 
detection packet to the user and performs the following operations:  
• If the BRAS receives user packets within the maximum number of detection attempts, the 

BRAS assumes that the user is online. It resets the detection timer, and starts the next detection 
attempt. 

• If the BRAS does not receive user packets within the maximum number of detection attempts, 
the BRAS assumes that the user is offline and deletes the user session.  

To configure online detection for dynamic individual users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure online 
detection for 
dynamic individual 
users. 

• Configure online detection for IPv4 
dynamic individual users: 
ip subscriber user-detect { arp | 
icmp } retry retries interval interval

• Configure online detection for IPv6 
dynamic individual users: 
ipv6 subscriber user-detect 
{ icmpv6 | nd } retry retries interval 
interval 

By default, the online detection 
feature is disabled.  
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Configuring trusted DHCP options for dynamic individual 
users 

This feature enables a BRAS to obtain user access information from trusted DHCP options when the 
BRAS acts as a DHCP relay. The B RAS includes the obtained user access information in the 
RADIUS attributes sent to the RADIUS server based on the following matrix.  
 

RADIUS attributes Associated DHCP options 

NAS-PORT-ID 
• DHCPv4 Option 82 Suboption Circuit-ID 
• DHCPv6 Option 18 

DSL_AGENT_CIRCUIT_ID 
• DHCPv4 Option 82 Suboption Circuit-ID 
• DHCPv6 Option 18 

DSL_AGENT_REMOTE_ID 
• DHCPv4 Option 82 Suboption Remote-ID 
• DHCPv6 Option 37 

 

If the BRAS trusts DHCPv4 Option 60 and DHCPv6  Option 16, the DHCPv4 use rs and DHCPv6 
users use the ISP domains specified in DHCPv4 Option 60 and DHCPv6 Option 16, respectively. 

To configure trusted DHCP options for dynamic individual users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure trusted 
DHCP options for 
dynamic individual 
users. 

• Configure trusted DHCP options 
for IPv4 dynamic individual users:
ip subscriber trust { option60 | 
option82 } 

• Configure trusted DHCP options 
for IPv6 dynamic individual users:
ipv6 subscriber trust { option16 
| option18 | option37 } 

By default, the BRAS does not trust 
options. 

 

Configuring static individual users 
Static individual user configuration task list 

Tasks at a glance 
(Required.) Enabling static individual users 

(Required.) Configuring static IPoE sessions 

(Required.) Configuring authentication user naming conventions for static individual users 

(Required.) Configuring passwords for static individual users 

(Optional.) Configuring ISP domains for static individual users 
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Tasks at a glance 
(Optional.) Configuring online detection for static individual users 

 

Enabling static individual users 
This feature enables configured static IPoE sessions information to match IP packets.  

To enable static individual users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Enable static 
individual users. 

• Enable IPv4 static individual 
users: 
ip subscriber initiator 
unclassified-ip enable 

• Enable IPv6 static individual 
users: 
ipv6 subscriber initiator 
unclassified-ip enable 

By default, no static individual user 
is enabled.  

 

Configuring static IPoE sessions 
After the configured session information matches a user, the BRAS establishes a static IPoE session 
for the user. 

To configure a static IPoE session:  
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the 
following Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface 

and subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure a static 
IPoE session. 

• Configure a static IPv4 IPoE 
session: 
ip subscriber session static ip 
ip-address [ mac mac-address ] 
[ vlan vlan-id [ second-vlan 
vlan-id ] ] [ domain domain-name ]

• Configure a static IPv6 IPoE 
session: 
ipv6 subscriber session static 
ipv6 ipv6-address [ mac 
mac-address ] [ vlan vlan-id 
[ second-vlan vlan-id ] ] [ domain 
domain-name ] 

By default, no static IPoE session 
is configured. 
Only subinterfaces support 
parameters vlan and 
second-vlan. 

 

Configuring authentication user naming conventions for static 
individual users 

Usernames configured for static individual users must be the same as those configured on the AAA 
server. 

To configure authentication user naming conventions for static individual users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure 
authentication user 
naming conventions 
for static individual 
users. 

• Configure an authentication user 
naming convention for IPv4 static 
individual users: 
ip subscriber unclassified-ip 
username include { nas-port-id 
[ separator separator ] | port 
[ separator separator ] | 
second-vlan [ separator 
separator ] | slot [ separator 
separator ] | source-ip 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | source-mac 
[address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | subslot [ separator 
separator ] | sysname [ separator 
separator ] | vlan [ separator 
separator ] } * 

• Configure an authentication user 
naming convention for IPv6 static 
individual users: 
ipv6 subscriber unclassified-ip 
username include { nas-port-id 
[ separator separator ] | port 
[ separator separator ] | 
second-vlan [ separator 
separator ] | slot [ separator 
separator ] | source-ip 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | source-mac 
[ address-separator 
address-separator ] [ separator 
separator ] | subslot [ separator 
separator ] | sysname [ separator 
separator ] | vlan [ separator 
separator ] } * 

The default username is the source 
IP address of packets sent by 
users. 

 

Configuring passwords for static individual users 
Passwords configured for static individual users must be the same as those configured on the AAA 
server.  

To configure passwords for static individual users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure passwords 
for static individual 
users. 

• Configure a password for IPv4 
static individual users: 
ip subscriber password 
{ ciphertext | plaintext } string 

• Configure a password for IPv6 
static individual users: 
ipv6 subscriber password 
{ ciphertext | plaintext } string 

The default password for a static 
individual user is vlan. 

 

Configuring ISP domains for static individual users 
The BRAS selects ISP domains for static individual users in the following order: 
• Domain configured in the static IPoE session 
• Service-specific domain 
• Interface-specific domain 
• Default system domain 

For more information about how to configure a domain in the static IPoE session, see "Configuring 
static IPoE sessions." For more inform ation about how to configure service-specific ISP domains, 
see "Configuring service-specific ISP domains." For more information about how to configure the 
default system domain, see Security Configuration Guide. 

To configure an interface-specific ISP domain for static individual users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure an ISP 
domain for static 
individual users. 

• Configure an ISP domain for static 
IPv4 individual users: 
ip subscriber unclassified-ip 
domain domain-name 

• Configure an ISP domain for static 
IPv6 individual users: 
ipv6 subscriber unclassified-ip 
domain domain-name 

By default, static individual users 
use the default system domain.  

 

Configuring online detection for static individual users 
Online detection enables the BRAS to periodically detect the status of a user. It uses ARP and ICMP 
requests to detect IPv4 users, and uses ND NS and ICMPv6 requests to detect IPv6 users. 

After you configure online detection, the BRAS starts a detection timer to detect online users. If the 
BRAS does not receive user packets from a user before the detection timer expires, it sends a 
detection packet to the user and performs the following operations: 
• If the BRAS receives user packets within the maximum number of detection attempts, the 

BRAS assumes that the user is online. It resets the detection timer, and starts the next detection 
attempt. 
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• If the BRAS does not receive user packets within the maximum number of detection attempts, 
the BRAS assumes that the user is offline and deletes the user session.  

To configure online detection for static individual users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure online 
detection for static 
individual users. 

• Configure online detection for IPv4 
dynamic individual users: 
ip subscriber user-detect { arp | 
icmp } retry retries interval interval

• Configure online detection for IPv6 
dynamic individual users: 
ipv6 subscriber user-detect 
{ icmpv6 | nd } retry retries interval 
interval 

By default, the online detection 
feature is disabled.  

 

Configuring leased users 
Leased user configuration task list 

Tasks at a glance Remarks 
(Required.) Configuring leased users: 
• Configuring interface-leased users 
• Configuring subnet-leased users 

Interface-leased users and 
subnet-leased users cannot be 
configured on the same interface. 

(Optional.) Configuring ISP domains for leased users N/A 
 

Configuring interface-leased users 
You can configure up to one IPv4 interface-l eased user and one IPv6 interface-leased user on an 
interface. 

To configure interface-leased users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the 
following Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface 

and subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 
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Step Command Remarks 

3. Configure 
interface-leased 
users. 

• Configure an IPv4 interface-leased 
user: 
ip subscriber interface-leased 
username name password 
{ ciphertext | plaintext } string 
[ domain domain-name ] 

• Configure an IPv6 interface-leased 
user: 
ipv6 subscriber interface-leased 
username name password 
{ ciphertext | plaintext } string 
[ domain domain-name ] 

By default, no interface-leased 
user is configured.  

 

Configuring subnet-leased users 
You can configure multiple subnet-leased users on an interface. Different subnets must have the 
same mask length. Each subnet can be bound to only one subnet-leased user. 

To configure subnet-leased users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the 
following Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface 

and subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure 
subnet-leased users. 

• Configure an IPv4 subnet-leased 
user: 
ip subscriber subnet-leased ip 
ip-address { mask | mask-length } 
username name password 
{ ciphertext | plaintext } string 
[ domain domain-name ] 

• Configure an IPv6 subnet-leased 
user: 
ipv6 subscriber subnet-leased 
ipv6 ipv6-address prefix-length 
username name password 
{ ciphertext | plaintext } string 
[ domain domain-name ] 

By default, no subnet-leased user 
is configured.  

 

Configuring ISP domains for leased users 
The BRAS selects ISP domains for leased users in the following order: 
• Domains configured for each interface-leased user and each subnet-leased user 
• Service-specific domain 
• Domain configured for leased users 
• Default system domain 

For more information about domains configured for each interface-l eased user an d each 
subnet-leased user, see "Configuring interface-leased users" and " Configuring subnet-leased 
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users," respectively. For more information about how to configure service-specific ISP domains, see 
"Configuring service-specific ISP domains." For more information about how to configure the default 
system domain, see Security Configuration Guide.  

To configure ISP domains for leased users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure ISP 
domains for leased 
users. 

• Configure a domain collectively 
for IPv4 leased users: 
ip subscriber unclassified-ip 
domain domain-name 

• Configure a domain collectively 
for IPv6 leased users: 
ipv6 subscriber unclassified-ip 
domain domain-name 

By default, leased users use the 
default system ISP domain. 

 

Configuring service-specific ISP domains 
This task enables you to assign ISP domains to users based on services. You can classify services 
by VLAN ID, 802.1P, and DSCP carried in packets from users.  

You must specify an identifier for a service before you bind an ISP domain to the service. Otherwise, 
the binding does not take effect. 

To configure service-specific ISP domains for IPv4 users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure a service 
identifier. 

• ip subscriber service-identify 
{ 8021p { second-vlan | vlan } | 
dscp | second-vlan | vlan } 

By default, no service identifier is 
configured.  
Only subinterfaces support 
parameters 8021p, second-vlan 
and vlan. 
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Step Command Remarks 

4. Configure 
service-specific ISP 
domains for IPv4 
users. 

• Bind an ISP domain to a VLAN 
list: 
ip subscriber vlan vlan-list 
domain domain-name 

• Bind an ISP domain to an 802.1p 
list: 
ip subscriber 8021p 8021p-list 
domain domain-name 

• Bind an ISP domain to a DSCP 
list: 
ip subscriber dscp 
dscp-value-list domain 
domain-name 

By default, no service-specific ISP 
domains are configured.  
Only subinterfaces support 
commands ip subscriber vlan and 
ip subscriber 8021p. 

 

To configure service-specific ISP domains for IPv6 users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure a service 
identifier. 

• ipv6 subscriber 
service-identify { 8021p 
{ second-vlan | vlan } | dscp | 
second-vlan | vlan } 

By default, no service identifier is 
configured.  
Only subinterfaces support 
parameters 8021p, second-vlan 
and vlan. 

4. Configure 
service-specific ISP 
domains for IPv6 
users. 

• Bind an ISP domain to a VLAN 
list: 
ipv6 subscriber vlan vlan-list 
domain domain-name 

• Bind an ISP domain to an 802.1p 
list: 
ipv6 subscriber 8021p 
8021p-list domain domain-name

• Bind an ISP domain to a DSCP 
list: 
ipv6 subscriber dscp 
dscp-value-list domain 
domain-name 

By default, no service-specific ISP 
domains are configured.  
Only subinterfaces support 
commands ipv6 subscriber vlan 
and ipv6 subscriber 8021p. 

 

Configuring the quiet timer for users 
IPoE starts the quiet timer after a user fails authentication. It discards packets from the user during 
the quiet time. After the quiet timer expires, IPoE performs authentication upon receiving a packet 
from the user.  

To configure the quiet timer for users: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure the quiet 
timer for users. 

• Configure the quiet timer for IPv4 
users: 
ip subscriber timer quiet time 

• Configure the quiet timer for IPv6 
users: 
ipv6 subscriber timer quiet time

By default, no quite timer is 
configured.  

 

Configuring NAS-Port-Type for an interface 
The NAS-Port-Type attribute carries information about the access interface. The BRAS includes the 
configured NAS-Port-Type in RADIUS requests sent to the RADIUS server.  

To configure NAS-Port-Type for an interface: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type interface-number 

This feature supports 
the following Layer 3 
interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet 

interface and 
subinterface. 

• Layer 3 aggregate 
interface and 
subinterface. 

3. Configure 
NAS-Port-Type. 

• Configure the IPv4 NAS-Port-Type:: 
ip subscriber nas-port-type { 802.11 | 
adsl-cap | adsl-dmt | async | cable | 
ethernet | g.3-fax | hdlc | idsl | 
isdn-async-v110 | isdn-async-v120 | 
isdn-sync | piafs | sdsl | sync | virtual | 
wireless-other | x.25 | x.75 | xdsl } 

• Configure the IPv6 NAS-Port-Type: 
ipv6 subscriber nas-port-type { 802.11 | 
adsl-cap | adsl-dmt | async | cable | 
ethernet | g.3-fax | hdlc | idsl | 
isdn-async-v110 | isdn-async-v120 | 
isdn-sync | piafs | sdsl | sync | virtual | 
wireless-other | x.25 | x.75 | xdsl } 

The default 
NAS-Port-Type is 
Ethernet.  

 

Configuring NAS-Port-ID formats 
The NAS-Port-ID RADIUS attribute specifies access location of a  user. The BRAS suppo rts the 
following formats for NAS-Port-ID: 
• version 1.0—Format for China Telecom. 
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• version 2.0—Format specified in YDT 2275-2011 Subscriber Access Loop (Port) Identification 
in Broadband Access Networks. 

You can configure the following settings if version 2.0 is used when the BRAS acts as a DHCP relay: 
• Configure DHCPv4 Option 82 or DHCPv6 Option 18 as a trusted DHCP option and obtain 

information from the trusted option. 
• Include the NAS information and obtained option information in NAS-Port-ID. 

To configure NAS-Port-ID formats: 
 

Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 

2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 

This feature supports the following 
Layer 3 interfaces: 
• Layer 3 Ethernet interface and 

subinterface. 
• Layer 3 aggregate interface 

and subinterface. 

3. Configure 
NAS-Port-ID formats. 

• Configure the NAS-Port-ID format 
for IPv4 users: 
ip subscriber nas-port-id 
format cn-telecom { version1.0 
| version2.0 } 

• Configure the NAS-Port-ID format 
for IPv6 users: 
ipv6 subscriber nas-port-id 
format cn-telecom { version1.0 
| version2.0 } 

The default format is version1.0. 

4. (Optional.) Configure 
trusted DHCP options. 

• Configure a trusted DHCP option 
for IPv4 users: 
ip subscriber trust option82 

• Configure a trusted DHCP option 
for IPv6 users: 
ipv6 subscriber trust option18 

By default, the BRAS does not trust 
Option 82 or Option 18. 

5. (Optional.) Include the 
NAS information and 
DHCP option 
information in 
NAS-Port-ID. 

• For IPv4 users: 
ip subscriber nas-port-id 
nasinfo-insert 

• For IPv6 users: 
ipv6 subscriber nas-port-id 
nasinfo-insert 

By default, the BRAS includes only 
information obtained from the 
trusted option in NAS-Port-ID. 

 

Displaying and maintaining IPoE 
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
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Task Command 

Display IPoE session information for 
individual users (in standalone mode). 

• For IPv4 individual users: 
display ip subscriber session [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ domain 
domain-name | ip ip-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] | mac mac-address | static | 
username name ] [ verbose ] 

• For IPv6 individual users: 
display ipv6 subscriber session [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ domain 
domain-name | ipv6 ipv6-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] | mac mac-address | static | 
username name ] [ verbose ] 

Display IPoE session information for 
individual users (in IRF mode). 

• For IPv4 individual users: 
display ip subscriber session [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ domain 
domain-name | ip ip-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] | mac mac-address | static | 
username name ] [ slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 

• For IPv6 individual users: 
display ipv6 subscriber session [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ domain 
domain-name | ipv6 ipv6-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] | mac mac-address | static | 
username name ] [ slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 

Display IPoE session information for 
interface-leased users (in standalone 
mode). 

• For IPv4 interface-leased users: 
display ip subscriber interface-leased [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

• For IPv6 interface-leased users: 
display ipv6 subscriber interface-leased [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

Display IPoE session information for 
interface-leased users (in IRF mode). 

• For IPv4 interface-leased users: 
display ip subscriber interface-leased [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ slot slot-number ] 

• For IPv6 interface-leased users: 
display ipv6 subscriber interface-leased [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ slot slot-number ] 

Display IPoE session information for 
subnet-leased users (in standalone mode).

• For IPv4 subnet-leased users: 
display ip subscriber subnet-leased [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

• For IPv6 subnet-leased users: 
display ipv6 subscriber subnet-leased [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

Display IPoE session information for 
subnet-leased users (in IRF mode). 

• For IPv4 subnet-leased users: 
display ip subscriber subnet-leased [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ slot slot-number ] 

• For IPv6 subnet-leased users: 
display ipv6 subscriber subnet-leased [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ slot slot-number ] 

Display IPoE session statistics for individual 
users (in standalone mode). 

• For IPv4 individual users: 
display ip subscriber session statistics 
[ session-type { dhcp | static | unclassified-ip } ] 
[ interface interface-type interface-number 

• For IPv6 individual users: 
display ipv6 subscriber session statistics 
[ session-type { dhcp | ndrs | static | 
unclassified-ip } ] [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 
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Task Command 

Display IPoE session statistics for individual 
users (in IRF mode). 

• For IPv4 individual users: 
display ip subscriber session statistics 
[ session-type { dhcp | static | unclassified-ip } ] 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] [ slot 
slot-number ] 

• For IPv6 individual users: 
display ipv6 subscriber session statistics 
[ session-type { dhcp | ndrs | static | 
unclassified-ip } ] [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] [slot slot-number ] 

Display IPoE session statistics for 
interface-leased users (in standalone 
mode). 

• For IPv4 interface-leased users: 
display ip subscriber interface-leased statistics 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] 

• For IPv6 interface-leased users: 
display ipv6 subscriber interface-leased statistics 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] 

Display IPoE session statistics for 
interface-leased users (in IRF mode). 

• For IPv4 interface-leased users: 
display ip subscriber interface-leased statistics 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] [ slot 
slot-number ] 

• For IPv6 interface-leased users: 
display ipv6 subscriber interface-leased statistics 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] [ slot 
slot-number ] 

Display IPoE session statistics for 
subnet-leased users (in standalone mode).

• For IPv4 subnet-leased users: 
display ip subscriber subnet-leased statistics 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] 

• For IPv6 subnet-leased users: 
display ipv6 subscriber subnet-leased statistics 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] 

Display IPoE session statistics for 
subnet-leased users (in IRF mode). 

• For IPv4 subnet-leased users: 
display ip subscriber subnet-leased statistics 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] [ slot 
slot-number ] 

• For IPv6 subnet-leased users: 
display ipv6 subscriber subnet-leased statistics 
[ interface interface-type interface-number ] [ slot 
slot-number ] 

Display offline statistics for users. 

• For IPv4 users: 
display ip subscriber offline statistics [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

• For IPv6 users: 
display ipv6 subscriber offline statistics [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

Delete dynamic IPoE sessions.  

• For IPv4 sessions: 
reset ip subscriber session [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] [ domain domain-name | ip 
ip-address [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] | mac 
mac-address | username name ] 

• For IPv6 sessions: 
reset ipv6 subscriber session [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] [ domain 
domain-name | ipv6 ipv6-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] | mac mac-address | username 
name ] 
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Task Command 

Delete offline statistics for users. 

• For IPv4 users: 
reset ip subscriber offline statistics [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

• For IPv6 users: 
reset ipv6 subscriber offline statistics [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 

 

IPoE configuration examples 
Unclassified-IP user configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 32, the host accesses the BRAS as an unclassified-IP user. The BRAS performs 
AAA for the host through the RADIUS server.  

Figure 32 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the RADIUS server: (This section uses the Linux Free RADIUS server as an 

example.) 
# Add BRAS IP address 4.4.4.2 and secret radius to the clients.conf file. 
client 4.4.4.2/32 { 

ipaddr = 4.4.4.2 

netmask=32 

secret=radius 

} 

# Add the username and password to the users user information file. The username is the host 
IP address, and the password is radius. 
2.2.2.2   Cleartext-Password :="radius" 

2. Configure the BRAS: 
a. Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
b. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 

# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Device> system-view 

[Device] radius scheme rs1 

# Configure primary servers and keys for authentication and accounting. 
[Device-radius-rs1] primary authentication 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] primary accounting 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 

[Device-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 

# Exclude the ISP name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.  
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[Device-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 

[Device-radius-rs1] quit 

c. Configure the ISP domain: 
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Device] domain dm1 

# Configure dm1 to use RADIUS scheme rs1. 
[Device-isp-dm1] authentication ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] authorization ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] accounting ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] quit 

d. Configure IPoE: 
# Enable IPoE and configure Layer 3 access mode on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2.  
[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber routed enable 

# Enable the unclassified-IP user. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber initiator unclassified-ip enable 

# Specify dm1 as the ISP domain. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber unclassified-ip domain dm1 

# Configure plaintext password radius for authentication. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber password plaintext radius 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display IPoE session information to verify that the host has come online. 
[Device] display ip subscriber session 

  Type: D-DHCP   S-Static     U-Unclassified-IP 

Interface            IP address                MAC address    Type  State  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

GE1/0/2              2.2.2.2                   000c-29a6-b656 U     Online 

DHCP user configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 33, the host ac cesses the BR AS as a DHCP  user. It obtains c onfiguration 
information from the DHCP server. The BRAS pe rforms AAA for the h ost through th e RADIUS 
server. 

Figure 33 Network diagram 
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Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the RADIUS server: (This section uses the Linux Free RADIUS server as an 

example.) 
# Add BRAS IP address 4.4.4.2 and secret radius to the clients.conf file. 
client 4.4.4.2/32 { 

ipaddr = 4.4.4.2 

netmask=32 

secret=radius 

} 

# Add the username and password to the users user information file. The username is the host 
MAC address and the password is radius. 
000c29a6b656  Cleartext-Password :="radius" 

2. Configure the DHCP server:  
# Enable DHCP. 
<DHCP-server> system-view 

[DHCP-server] dhcp enable 

# Create an IP address pool named pool1 and enter its view. 
[DHCP-server] dhcp server ip-pool pool1 

# Configure network segment 3.3.3.0/24 to the pool, and configure IP address 3.3.3.1 as 
unavailable. 
[DHCP-server-pool-pool1] network 3.3.3.0 24 

[DHCP-server-pool-pool1] forbidden-ip 3.3.3.1 

[DHCP-server-pool-pool1] quit 

3. Configure the BRAS: 
a. Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
b. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 

# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Device> system-view 

[Device] radius scheme rs1 

# Configure primary servers and keys for authentication and accounting. 
[Device-radius-rs1] primary authentication 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] primary accounting 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 

[Device-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 

# Exclude the ISP name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.  
[Device-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 

[Device-radius-rs1] quit 

c. Configure the ISP domain: (This example assumes that the DHCP packets do not contain 
option 60.) 
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Device] domain dm1 

# Configure dm1 to use RADIUS scheme rs1. 
[Device-isp-dm1] authentication ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] authorization ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] accounting ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] quit 

d. Configure the DHCP relay: 
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# Enable DHCP. 
[Device] dhcp enable 

# Enable the DHCP relay and specify the DHCP server 4.4.4.3 on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] dhcp select relay 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] dhcp relay server-address 4.4.4.3 

e. Configure IPoE: 
# Enable IPoE and configure Layer 2 access mode on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber l2-connected enable 

# Enable the DHCP user. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber initiator dhcp enable 

# Specify dm1 as the ISP domain. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber dhcp domain dm1 

# Configure plaintext password radius for authentication. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber password plaintext radius 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display IPoE session information to verify that the host has come online. 
[Device] display ip subscriber session 

  Type: D-DHCP   S-Static     U-Unclassified-IP 

Interface            IP address                MAC address    Type  State 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

GE1/0/2              3.3.3.2                   000c-29a6-b656 D     Online 

IPv6-ND-RS user configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 34, the host accesses the BRAS as an IPv6-ND-RS user. The BRAS performs 
AAA for the host through the RADIUS server. 

Figure 34 Network diagram 

  
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the RADIUS server: (This section uses the Linux Free RADIUS server as an 

example.) 
# Add BRAS IP address 4.4.4.2 and secret radius to the clients.conf file. 
client 4.4.4.2/32 { 

ipaddr = 4.4.4.2 

netmask=32 

secret=radius 

} 
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# Add the username, password, and authorized IPv6 prefix to the users user information file. 
The username is the host MAC address, the password is radius, and the IPv6 prefix is 
10::10/64. 
000c29a6b656  Cleartext-Password :="radius" 

Framed-IPv6-Prefix =10::10/64 

2. Configure the BRAS: 
a. Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
b. Enable GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 to support IPv6-ND-RA messages. 

<Device> system-view 

[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

c. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
[Device] radius scheme rs1 

# Configure primary servers and keys for authentication and accounting. 
[Device-radius-rs1] primary authentication 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] primary accounting 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 

[Device-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 

# Exclude the ISP name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.  
[Device-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 

[Device-radius-rs1] quit 

d. Configure the ISP domain:  
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Device] domain dm1 

# Configure dm1 to use RADIUS scheme rs1. 
[Device-isp-dm1] authentication ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] authorization ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] accounting ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] quit 

e. Configure IPoE: 
# Enable IPoE and configure Layer 2 access mode on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ipv6 subscriber l2-connected enable 

# Enable the IPv6-ND-RS user. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ipv6 subscriber initiator ndrs enable 

# Specify dm1 as the ISP domain. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ipv6 subscriber ndrs domain dm1 

# Configure plaintext password radius for authentication. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ipv6 subscriber password plaintext radius 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display IPoE session information to verify that the host has come online. 
[Device] display ipv6 subscriber session 

  Type: D-DHCP   S-Static     U-Unclassified-IP   N-NDRS 

Interface            IP address                MAC address    Type  State 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

GE1/0/2              10::2c:29ff:fea6:b656     000c-29a6-b656 N     Online 

Subnet-leased user configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 35, three hosts access the BRAS as subnet-leased users. The BRAS performs 
AAA for the hosts through the RADIUS server.  

Figure 35 Network diagram 

  
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the RADIUS server: (This section uses the Linux Free RADIUS server as an 

example.) 
# Add BRAS IP address 4.4.4.2 and secret radius to the clients.conf file. 
client 4.4.4.2/32 { 

ipaddr = 4.4.4.2 

netmask=32 

secret=radius 

} 

# Add usernames and passwords to the users user information file. Usernames for the three 
subnet user groups are us1, us2, and us3. Passwords for the three subnet user groups are 
pw1, pw2, and pw3. 
us1  Cleartext-Password :="pw1" 

us2  Cleartext-Password :="pw2" 

us3  Cleartext-Password :="pw3" 

2. Configure the BRAS: 
a. Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
b. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 

# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Device> system-view 

[Device] radius scheme rs1 

# Configure primary servers and keys for authentication and accounting. 
[Device-radius-rs1] primary authentication 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] primary accounting 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 

[Device-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 

# Exclude the ISP name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.  
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[Device-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 

[Device-radius-rs1] quit 

c. Configure the ISP domain:  
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Device] domain dm1 

# Configure dm1 to use RADIUS scheme rs1. 
[Device-isp-dm1] authentication ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] authorization ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] accounting ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] quit 

d. Configure IPoE: 
# Enable IPoE and configure Layer 2 access mode on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber l2-connected enable 

# Configure three subnet-leased users and specify their usernames, passwords, and ISP 
domains. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber subnet-leased ip 5.5.5.0 24 username 
us1 password plaintext pw1 domain dm1 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber subnet-leased ip 6.6.6.0 24 username 
us2 password plaintext pw2 domain dm1 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber subnet-leased ip 7.7.7.0 24 username 
us3 password plaintext pw3 domain dm1 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display IPoE session information to verify that the host has come online. 
[Device] display ip subscriber subnet-leased 

Basic: 

  Access interface           : GE1/0/2 

  VPN instance               : N/A 

  Username                   : us1 

  Network                    : 5.5.5.0/24 

  User ID                    : 0x38020000 

  State                      : Online 

  Service node               : Slot 1 

  Domain                     : dm1 

  Login time                 : May 14 20:08:35 2014 

  Online time (hh:mm:ss)     : 00:16:37 

 

AAA: 

  IP pool                    : N/A 

  Session idle time          : N/A 

  Session duration           : N/A, remaining: N/A 

  Remaining traffic          : N/A 

  Max multicast addresses    : 4 

  Multicast address list     : N/A 

 

QoS: 

  User profile               : N/A 
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  Session group profile      : N/A 

  Inbound CAR                : N/A 

  Outbound CAR               : N/A 

 

Flow statistic: 

  Uplink   packets/bytes     : 223423/28598144 

  DownLink packets/bytes     : 5802626/742736000 

 

Basic: 

  Access interface           : GE1/0/2 

  VPN instance               : N/A 

  Username                   : us2 

  Network                    : 6.6.6.0/24 

  User ID                    : 0x38020001 

  State                      : Online 

  Service node               : Slot 1 

  Domain                     : dm1 

  Login time                 : May 14 20:08:35 2014 

  Online time (hh:mm:ss)     : 00:10:37 

 

AAA: 

  IP pool                    : N/A 

  Session idle time          : N/A 

  Session duration           : N/A, remaining: N/A 

  Remaining traffic          : N/A 

  Max multicast addresses    : 4 

  Multicast address list     : N/A 

 

QoS: 

  User profile               : N/A 

  Session group profile      : N/A 

  Inbound CAR                : N/A 

  Outbound CAR               : N/A 

 

Flow statistic: 

  Uplink   packets/bytes     : 223423/28598144 

  DownLink packets/bytes     : 5802626/742736000 

 

Basic: 

  Access interface           : GE1/0/2 

  VPN instance               : N/A 

  Username                   : us3 

  Network                    : 7.7.7.0/24 

  User ID                    : 0x38020002 

  State                      : Online 

  Service node               : Slot 1 

  Domain                     : dm1 

  Login time                 : May 14 20:08:35 2014 
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  Online time (hh:mm:ss)     : 00:16:03 

 

AAA: 

  IP pool                    : N/A 

  Session idle time          : N/A 

  Session duration           : N/A, remaining: N/A 

  Remaining traffic          : N/A 

  Max multicast addresses    : 4 

  Multicast address list     : N/A 

 

QoS: 

  User profile               : N/A 

  Session group profile      : N/A 

  Inbound CAR                : N/A 

  Outbound CAR               : N/A 

 

Flow statistic: 

  Uplink   packets/bytes     : 223423/28598144 

  DownLink packets/bytes     : 5802626/742736000 

Interface-leased user configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 36, three hosts access the BRAS as on e interface-leased user. The BRAS 
performs AAA for the hosts through the RADIUS server. 

Figure 36 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the RADIUS server: (This section uses the Linux Free RADIUS server as an 

example.) 
# Add BRAS IP address 4.4.4.2 and secret radius to the clients.conf file. 
client 4.4.4.2/32 { 

ipaddr = 4.4.4.2 

netmask=32 

secret=radius 

} 

# Add host username and password to the users user information file. The username is us1 
and the password is pw1. 
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us1  Cleartext-Password :="pw1" 

2. Configure the BRAS: 
a. Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
b. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 

# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Device> system-view 

[Device] radius scheme rs1 

# Configure primary servers and keys for authentication and accounting. 
[Device-radius-rs1] primary authentication 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] primary accounting 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 

[Device-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 

# Exclude the ISP name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.  
[Device-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 

[Device-radius-rs1] quit 

c. Configure the ISP domain: 
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Device] domain dm1 

# Configure dm1 to use RADIUS scheme rs1. 
[Device-isp-dm1] authentication ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] authorization ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] accounting ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] quit 

d. Configure IPoE: 
# Enable IPoE and configure Layer 3 access mode on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber routed enable 

# Configure the interface-leased user and specify its username, password, and ISP domain. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber interface-leased username us1 
password plaintext pw1 domain dm1 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display IPoE session information to verify that the host has come online.  
[Device] display ip subscriber interface-leased 

Basic: 

  Access interface           : GE1/0/2 

  VPN instance               : N/A 

  Username                   : us1 

  User ID                    : 0x30000000 

  State                      : Online 

  Service node               : Slot 1 

  Domain                     : dm1 

  Login time                 : May 14 20:04:42 2014 

  Online time (hh:mm:ss)     : 00:16:37 

 

AAA: 

  IP pool                    : N/A 
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  Session idle time          : N/A 

  Session duration           : N/A, remaining: N/A 

  Remaining traffic          : N/A 

  Max multicast addresses    : 4 

  Multicast address list     : N/A 

 

QoS: 

  User profile               : N/A 

  Session group profile      : N/A 

  Inbound CAR                : N/A 

  Outbound CAR               : N/A 

 

Flow statistic: 

  Uplink   packets/bytes     : 16734145/2141970560 

  DownLink packets/bytes     : 22314327/2856233728 

VPN DHCP user configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 37, the host in a VPN accesses the BRAS as a DHCP user. The BRAS performs 
AAA for the host through the RADIUS server.  

Figure 37 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the RADIUS server: (This section uses the Linux Free RADIUS server as an 

example.) 
# Add BRAS IP address 4.4.4.2 and secret radius to the clients.conf file. 
client 4.4.4.2/32 { 

ipaddr = 4.4.4.2 

netmask=32 

secret=radius 

} 

# Add host username, password, VPN, and address pool to the users user information file. The 
username is the host MAC address, the password is radius, the VPN is vpn1, and the address 
pool is pool1. 
000c29a6b656  Cleartext-Password :="radius" 

Huawei-VPN-Instance :="vpn1", 

Framed-Pool := " pool1" 

2. Configure the DHCP server: 
# Enable DHCP. 

vpn1

（DHCP relay）Host
DHCP client

Switch

GE1/0/2
GE1/0/1
4.4.4.2/24

Device

RADIUS server
4.4.4.1/24

DHCP server
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<DHCP-server> system-view 

[DHCP-server] dhcp enable 

# Create an IP address pool named pool1 and enter its view.  
[DHCP-server] dhcp server ip-pool pool1 

# Configure network segment 3.3.3.0/24 to the pool.  
[DHCP-server-pool-pool1] network 3.3.3.0 24 

# Configure IP address 3.3.3.1 as unavailable. 
[DHCP-server-pool-pool1] forbidden-ip 3.3.3.1 

[DHCP-server-pool-pool1] quit 

# Configure a static IP address to specify the next hop for destination IP address 3.3.3.0. 
[DHCP-server] ip route-static 3.3.3.0 24 4.4.4.2 

3. Configure the BRAS: 
a.  Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
b. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 

# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Device> system-view 

[Device] radius scheme rs1 

# Configure primary servers and keys for authentication and accounting. 
[Device-radius-rs1] primary authentication 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] primary accounting 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 

[Device-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 

# Exclude the ISP name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.  
[Device-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 

[Device-radius-rs1] quit 

c. Configure the ISP domain:  
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Device] domain dm1 

# Configure dm1 to use RADIUS scheme rs1. 
[Device-isp-dm1] authentication ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] authorization ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] accounting ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] quit 

d. Configure the DHCP relay: 
# Enable DHCP. 
[Device] dhcp enable 

[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

# Enable the DHCP relay on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] dhcp select relay 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

# Create an address pool named pool1 and assign pool1 to vpn1. 
[Device] dhcp server ip-pool pool1 

[Device-dhcp-pool-pool1] vpn-instance vpn1 

# Configure a gateway IP address for the host and enable route exporting. Route exporting 
automatically adds the gateway IP address and related static IP address to the routing table 
of vpn1. 
[Device-dhcp-pool-pool1] gateway-list 3.3.3.1 export-route 
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# Configure an IP address for the DHCP sever 
[Device-dhcp-pool-pool1] remote-server 4.4.4.3 

e. Configure IPoE: 
# Enable IPoE and configure Layer 2 access mode on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber l2-connected enable 

# Enable the DHCP user. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber initiator dhcp enable 

# Specify dm1 as the ISP domain. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber dhcp domain dm1 

# Configure plaintext password radius for authentication. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber password plaintext radius 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

f. Configure a static route to direct the DHCP request from vpn1 to the DHCP server.  
[Device] ip route-static vpn-instance vpn1 4.4.4.0 24 4.4.4.3 public 

g. Configure a policy-based route to direct the traffic from the DHCP server to vpn1: 
# Configure a policy named to_vpn1 with a node number of 0 and match mode of permit, 
and specify packets to be transmitted in vpn1.  
[Device] policy-based-route to_vpn1 permit node 0  

[Device-pbr-to_vpn1-0] apply access-vpn vpn-instance vpn1 

[Device-pbr-to_vpn1-0] quit 

# Apply to_vpn1 to GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ip policy-based-route to_vpn1 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
# Display IPoE session information to verify the configuration.  
[Device] display ip subscriber session verbose 

Basic: 

  Username                   : 000c29a6b656 

  Domain                     : dm1 

  VPN instance               : vpn1 

  IP address                 : 3.3.3.2 

  MAC address                : 000c-29a6-b656 

  Service-VLAN/Customer-VLAN : -/- 

  Access interface           : GE1/0/2 

  User ID                    : 0x380800b5 

  VPI/VCI(for ATM)           : -/- 

  DHCP lease                 : 86400 sec 

  DHCP remain lease          : 18400 sec 

  Login time                 : May  9 08:56:29 2014 

  Online time (hh:mm:ss)     : 00:16:37 

  Service node               : Slot 1 

  Type                       : DHCP 

  State                      : Online 

 

AAA: 
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  IP pool                    : pool1 

  Session idle time          : N/A 

  Session duration           : N/A, remaining: N/A 

  Remaining traffic          : N/A 

  Max multicast addresses    : 4 

  Multicast address list     : N/A 

 

QoS: 

  User profile               : N/A 

  Session group profile      : N/A 

  Inbound CAR                : N/A 

  Outbound CAR               : N/A 

 

Flow statistic: 

  Uplink   packets/bytes     : 594341/76075648 

  DownLink packets/bytes     : 0/0 

Online detection configuration example 
Network requirements 

As shown in Figure 38, three hosts access the BRAS as unclassified-IP users. The BRAS performs 
AAA for the host through the RADIUS server.  

Figure 38 Network diagram 

 
 

Configuration procedure 
1. Configure the RADIUS server: (This section uses the Linux Free RADIUS server as an 

example.) 
# Add BRAS IP address 4.4.4.2 and secret radius to the clients.conf file. 
client 4.4.4.2/32 { 

ipaddr = 4.4.4.2 

netmask=32 

secret=radius 

} 

# Add the usernames and passwords to the users user information file. The usernames are the 
host IP addresses and the plaintext password is radius. 
2.2.2.2  Cleartext-Password :="radius" 

2.2.2.3  Cleartext-Password :="radius" 

2.2.2.4  Cleartext-Password :="radius" 
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2. Configure the BRAS: 
a. Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.) 
b. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 

# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Device> system-view 

[Device] radius scheme rs1 

# Configure primary servers and keys for authentication and accounting. 
[Device-radius-rs1] primary authentication 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] primary accounting 4.4.4.1 

[Device-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 

[Device-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 

# Exclude the ISP name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.  
[Device-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 

[Device-radius-rs1] quit 

c. Configure the ISP domain:  
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Device] domain dm1 

# Configure dm1 to use RADIUS scheme rs1. 
[Device-isp-dm1] authentication ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] authorization ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] accounting ipoe radius-scheme rs1 

[Device-isp-dm1] quit 

d. Configure IPoE: 
# Enable IPoE and configure Layer 3 access mode on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[Device] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber routed enable 

# Enable the unclassified-IP user. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber initiator unclassified-ip enable 

# Specify dm1 as the ISP domain. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber unclassified-ip domain dm1 

# Configure plaintext password radius for authentication. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber password plaintext radius 

# Configure online detection: 
− Use ICMP detection mode. 
− Set the maximum number of detection attempts to 2. 
− Set the detection interval to 30 seconds. 
[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ip subscriber user-detect icmp retry 2 interval 30 

[Device–GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 

Verifying the configuration 
Use the display ip subscriber session command to verify that the BRAS deletes the IPoE session 
after the user goes offline. 
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Troubleshooting IPoE 
DHCP clients failed to come online 
Symptom 

DHCP clients cannot come online, although network connections and interface IPoE configurations 
are correct. 

Analysis 
By default, DHCPv4 and DH CPv6 clients use ISP domains specified in Option 60 and Option 16, 
respectively. If the DHCP packets do not carry the options, the DHCP client uses the ISP domain 
specified in the IPoE configuration on the interface. If the specified ISP domain does not exist on the 
BRAS, the DHCP client cannot come online. 

Solution 
To solve the problem: 
1. Use debug commands or a packet analyzer to check DHCP packets from the DHCP client.  
2. If the DHCPv4 packet carries Option 60 or the DHCPv6 packet carries Option 16, verify that the 

ISP domain in the option exists on the BRAS.  
3. If the DHCP packet does not carry Option 60 or Option 16, verify that the ISP domain specified 

on the interface exists on the BRAS. 
4. If the problem persists, contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support. 

Inter-card traffic statistics failure on an aggregate interface 
Symptom 

Network connections and interface IPoE configu rations are co rrect and traf fic statistics can be  
performed correctly for an aggregate interface with member ports on different cards. Traffic statistics 
fails after the member port on t he initially accessed card goes down and the user accesses the 
member port on another card.  

Analysis 
Traffic statistics is performed on the card that the user initially accessed. When a member port on the 
initially accessed card becomes down, the user traffic is redirected to the member port on another 
card. If no traffic exists on the initially accesses card, traffic statistics cannot be performed.  

Solution 
Use the service command to specify a service card for traf fic statistics. Traffic will be forwarded to 
the specified service card for statistics.  

To avoid interrupting traffic statistics, make sure the specified service card is present.  
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Document conventions and icons 

Conventions 
This section describes the conventions used in the documentation. 

Command conventions 

Convention Description 
Boldface Bold text represents commands and keywords that you enter literally as shown. 

Italic Italic text represents arguments that you replace with actual values. 

[ ] Square brackets enclose syntax choices (keywords or arguments) that are optional. 

{ x | y | ... } Braces enclose a set of required syntax choices separated by vertical bars, from which 
you select one.  

[ x | y | ... ] Square brackets enclose a set of optional syntax choices separated by vertical bars, 
from which you select one or none.  

{ x | y | ... } * Asterisk marked braces enclose a set of required syntax choices separated by vertical 
bars, from which you select at least one. 

[ x | y | ... ] * Asterisk marked square brackets enclose optional syntax choices separated by vertical 
bars, from which you select one choice, multiple choices, or none.  

&<1-n> The argument or keyword and argument combination before the ampersand (&) sign 
can be entered 1 to n times. 

# A line that starts with a pound (#) sign is comments. 
 

GUI conventions 

Convention Description 

Boldface Window names, button names, field names, and menu items are in Boldface. For 
example, the New User window opens; click OK. 

> Multi-level menus are separated by angle brackets. For example, File > Create > 
Folder. 

 

Symbols 

Convention Description 

 WARNING! 
An alert that calls attention to important information that if not understood or followed 
can result in personal injury. 

 CAUTION: 
An alert that calls attention to important information that if not understood or followed 
can result in data loss, data corruption, or damage to hardware or software.  

 IMPORTANT: An alert that calls attention to essential information. 

NOTE: An alert that contains additional or supplementary information. 

 TIP: An alert that provides helpful information. 
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Network topology icons 
Convention Description 

 
Represents a generic network device, such as a router, switch, or firewall. 

 
Represents a routing-capable device, such as a router or Layer 3 switch.  

 
Represents a generic switch, such as a Layer 2 or Layer 3 switch, or a router that 
supports Layer 2 forwarding and other Layer 2 features. 

 
Represents an access controller, a unified wired-WLAN module, or the access 
controller engine on a unified wired-WLAN switch. 

 
Represents an access point. 

 
Represents a wireless terminator unit. 

 
Represents a wireless terminator. 

 
Represents a mesh access point. 

 
Represents omnidirectional signals. 

 Represents directional signals. 

 
Represents a security product, such as a firewall, UTM, multiservice security 
gateway, or load balancing device. 

 
Represents a security module, such as a firewall, load balancing, NetStream, SSL 
VPN, IPS, or ACG module. 

 

Examples provided in this document 
Examples in this document might use devices that differ from your d evice in hardware model, 
configuration, or software version. It is normal that the port numbers, sample output, screenshots, 
and other information in the examples differ from what you have on your device. 

 

TT

TT
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Support and other resources 

Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support 
• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website: 

www.hpe.com/assistance  
• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support 

Center website: 
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc  

Information to collect 
• Technical support registration number (if applicable) 
• Product name, model or version, and serial number 
• Operating system name and version 
• Firmware version 
• Error messages 
• Product-specific reports and logs 
• Add-on products or components 
• Third-party products or components 

Accessing updates 
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the 

product interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software 
update method. 

• To download product updates, go to either of the following: 
 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center Get connected with updates page: 

www.hpe.com/support/e-updates  
 Software Depot website: 

www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot  
• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts, Care Packs, and warranties 

with your profile, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center More Information on 
Access to Support Materials page: 
www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials  

 

 IMPORTANT: 
Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed through the Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HP Passport set up with relevant 
entitlements. 
 

http://www.hpe.com/assistance�
http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc�
http://www.hpe.com/support/e-updates�
http://www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot�
http://www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials�
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Websites 

Website Link 
Networking websites  

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library for 
Networking www.hpe.com/networking/resourcefinder 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Networking website www.hpe.com/info/networking 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise My Networking website www.hpe.com/networking/support 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise My Networking Portal www.hpe.com/networking/mynetworking 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Networking Warranty www.hpe.com/networking/warranty 

General websites  

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library  www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docs 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center www.hpe.com/support/hpesc 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Services Central ssc.hpe.com/portal/site/ssc/ 

Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide www.hpe.com/assistance 

Subscription Service/Support Alerts www.hpe.com/support/e-updates 

Software Depot www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot 

Customer Self Repair (not applicable to all devices) www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair 

Insight Remote Support  (not applicable to all devices) www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs 
 

Customer self repair 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product. If 
a CSR part needs to be replaced, it will be shi pped directly to you so that y ou can install it at your 
convenience. Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized 
service provider will determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR. 

For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website: 

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair  

Remote support 
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty, Care Pack Service, or 
contractual support agreement. It provides inte lligent event diagno sis, and automatic, secure 
submission of hardware event notifications to Hewl ett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast 
and accurate resolution based on your product’s service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly 
recommends that you register your device for remote support. 

For more information and device support details, go to the following website: 

www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs 

Documentation feedback 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help 
us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comme nts to Documentation 
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document title, 

http://www.hpe.com/networking/resourcefinder�
http://www.hpe.com/info/networking�
http://www.hpe.com/networking/support�
http://www.hpe.com/networking/mynetworking�
http://www.hpe.com/networking/warranty�
http://www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docs�
http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc�
http://ssc.hpe.com/portal/site/ssc/�
http://www.hpe.com/assistance�
http://www.hpe.com/support/e-updates�
http://www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot�
http://www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair�
http://www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs�
http://www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair�
http://www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs�
mailto:docsfeedback@hpe.com�
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part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For online help 
content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date located on the 
legal notices page. 
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IPoE access procedure, 81 
L2TP LAC AAA authentication, 56 
L2TP LNS AAA authentication, 60 
L2TP-based EAD, 63 
PPP authentication, 2 
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MS-CHAP-V2), 7 
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ACFC 
PPP negotiation, 14 

ACL 
DDR dial rule+interface association, 73 
L2TP-based EAD, 52 

aggregate interface 
troubleshooting inter-card traffic statistics 
failure, 121 

assigning 
DDR dial-up interface to dynamic route 
backup group, 77 
L2TP VPN tunnel peer, 63 

associating 
DDR dial rule+interface, 73 

authenticating 
IPoE configuration, 79, 85, 106 
IPoE DHCP user configuration, 107 
IPoE interface-leased user configuration, 114 
IPoE IPv6-ND-RS user configuration, 109 
IPoE online detection configuration, 119 
IPoE subnet-leased user configuration, 111 
IPoE unclassified-IP user configuration, 106 
IPoE VPN DHCP user configuration, 116 
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L2TP LNS LCP renegotiation, 60 
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authentication, 59 
L2TP LNS user authentication, 59 
L2TP tunnel authentication, 61 
L2TP-based EAD, 52 
PPP authentication, 4 
PPP authentication methods, 2 

PPP RADIUS NAS-Port-Type attribute, 17 
auto 

DDR (auto-dial), 72 
DDR configuration (auto-dial), 76 
L2TP LAC automatic tunnel establishment, 56 
L2TP LAC-auto-initiated tunneling, 49 
L2TP tunnel configuration (LAC-auto-initiated), 68 

auto-dial DDR 
configuration, 72, 73 

AVP data transfer in hidden mode (L2TP), 55 

B 

backing up 
DDR dial-up interface assignment to dynamic 
route backup group, 77 
DDR dynamic route backup, 76 
DDR dynamic route backup group, 76 
DDR dynamic route backup warm-up timer, 77 

blocking 
PPPoE blocking tables, 27 

BRAS 
IPoE access procedure, 81 
IPoE configuration, 79, 85, 106 
IPoE DHCP user configuration, 107 
IPoE interface-leased user configuration, 114 
IPoE IPv6-ND-RS user configuration, 109 
IPoE online detection configuration, 119 
IPoE subnet-leased user configuration, 111 
IPoE unclassified-IP user configuration, 106 
IPoE VPN DHCP user configuration, 116 

bundle DDR 
basic configuration, 73 
configuration, 74 
DDR dialup interface attribute configuration, 74 

C 

Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol. 
Use CHAP 
CHAP 

L2TP LNS mandatory CHAP authentication, 59 
L2TP LNS mandatory CHAP user 
authentication, 59 
MP configuration, 1, 18 
PPP authentication, 2 
PPP authentication configuration (MS-CHAP, 
MS-CHAP-V2), 7 
PPP configuration, 1, 4, 4 
PPPoE configuration, 24, 32 
PPPoE server configuration, 32 

clearing 
PPPoE session, 29 

client 
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L2TP tunnel configuration (client-initiated), 67 
PPPoE client configuration (diagnostic 
mode), 44 
PPPoE client configuration (on-demand 
mode), 43 
PPPoE client configuration (permanent 
mode), 42 
PPPoE session configuration, 31 

configuring 
bundle DDR, 74 
DDR, 72, 72 
DDR (auto-dial), 73, 76 
DDR (packet-triggered), 72 
DDR (route-triggered), 73 
DDR basics, 73 
DDR dialup interface attribute, 74 
DDR dynamic route backup, 76 
IPoE, 79, 85, 106 
IPoE DHCP user, 107 
IPoE dynamic individual user, 86 
IPoE dynamic individual user ISP domain, 90 
IPoE dynamic individual user naming 
conventions (IPv4), 87 
IPoE dynamic individual user naming 
conventions (IPv6), 88 
IPoE dynamic individual user online 
detection, 92 
IPoE dynamic individual user password, 90 
IPoE dynamic individual user session max, 91 
IPoE dynamic individual user trusted DHCP 
options, 93 
IPoE interface-leased user, 114 
IPoE IPv6-ND-RS user, 109 
IPoE ISP domain (service-specific), 100 
IPoE leased user, 98 
IPoE leased user (interface-leased), 98 
IPoE leased user (subnet-leased), 99 
IPoE leased user ISP domain, 99 
IPoE NAS-Port-ID format, 102 
IPoE NAS-Port-Type, 102 
IPoE online detection, 119 
IPoE static individual user, 93 
IPoE static individual user ISP domain, 97 
IPoE static individual user naming 
conventions, 95 
IPoE static individual user online detection, 97 
IPoE static individual user password, 96 
IPoE static individual user session, 94 
IPoE subnet-leased user, 111 
IPoE unclassified-IP user, 106 
IPoE user quiet timer, 101 

IPoE VPN DHCP user, 116 
L2TP, 46, 52, 65 
L2TP basics, 53 
L2TP IMSI/SN binding authentication, 60 
L2TP LAC, 54 
L2TP LAC AAA authentication, 56 
L2TP LAC automatic tunnel establishment, 56 
L2TP LAC source IP address, 55 
L2TP LAC tunnel request initiation, 54 
L2TP LNS, 57 
L2TP LNS AAA authentication, 60 
L2TP LNS LAC tunneling request acceptance, 58 
L2TP LNS LCP renegotiation, 60 
L2TP LNS mandatory CHAP authentication, 59 
L2TP LNS user authentication, 59 
L2TP optional parameters, 61 
L2TP tunnel (client-initiated), 67 
L2TP tunnel (LAC-auto-initiated), 68 
L2TP tunnel (NAS-initiated), 65 
L2TP tunnel authentication, 61 
L2TP VA pool, 58 
MP, 1, 17, 18 
MP (VT interface), 18 
MP endpoint descriptor negotiation, 22 
MP LFI, 22 
MP short sequence number header format 
negotiation, 21 
PPP, 1, 4, 4 
PPP authentication, 4 
PPP authentication (MS-CHAP, MS-CHAP-V2), 7 
PPP CHAP authentication, 5 
PPP IP address negotiation, 9 
PPP negotiation, 9 
PPP negotiation (ACFC), 14 
PPP negotiation (DNS server IP address), 13 
PPP negotiation (PFC), 15 
PPP negotiation timeout time, 9 
PPP PAP authentication, 4 
PPP polling, 8 
PPPoE, 24, 32 
PPPoE access rate limit, 27 
PPPoE client, 29 
PPPoE client (diagnostic mode), 44 
PPPoE client (on-demand mode), 43 
PPPoE client (permanent mode), 42 
PPPoE client DDR dialer interface, 30 
PPPoE client session, 31 
PPPoE RADIUS NAS-Port-ID attribute, 28 
PPPoE server, 25, 32 
PPPoE server IP address assignment (local 
DHCP server), 34 
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PPPoE server IP address assignment 
(RADIUS-based), 40 
PPPoE server IP address assignment (remote 
DHCP server), 35 
PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment 
(DHCPv6 prefix delegation), 39 
PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment 
(DHCPv6), 37 
PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment 
(ND+IPv6CP negotiation), 36 
PPPoE session, 25 
PPPoE VA pool, 28 
RADIUS NAS-Port-Type attribute, 17 

connecting 
IPoE configuration, 79, 85, 106 
IPoE DHCP user configuration, 107 
IPoE interface-leased user configuration, 114 
IPoE IPv6-ND-RS user configuration, 109 
IPoE online detection configuration, 119 
IPoE subnet-leased user configuration, 111 
IPoE unclassified-IP user configuration, 106 
IPoE VPN DHCP user configuration, 116 

controlling 
L2TP control message type, 46 
L2TP session flow control, 62, 62 

creating 
DDR dynamic route backup group, 76 
L2TP LNS VT interface, 57 

D 

data 
L2TP AVP data transfer in hidden mode, 55 
L2TP data message type, 46 

DDR 
auto-dial, 72 
auto-dial configuration, 76 
basic configuration, 73 
bundle DDR configuration, 74 
configuration, 72, 72 
dial rule+interface association, 73 
dial-up interface assignment to dynamic route 
backup group, 77 
dialup interface attribute configuration, 74 
dial-up link disconnect, 78 
display, 78 
dynamic route backup, 76 
dynamic route backup group creation, 76 
dynamic route backup warm-up timer, 77 
interface, 72 
maintain, 78 
packet-triggered, 72 
PPPoE client dialer interface configuration, 30 

PPPoE client session reset, 31 
PPPoE dialer interface configuration, 30 
route-triggered, 72 
secondary link disconnect delay, 77 
type, 72 

delaying 
DDR secondary link disconnect delay, 77 

detecting 
IPoE dynamic individual user online detection, 92 
IPoE online detection configuration, 119 
IPoE static individual user online detection, 97 

device 
bundle DDR configuration, 74 
DDR basic configuration, 73 
DDR configuration, 72, 72 
DDR configuration (auto-dial), 73, 76 
DDR configuration (packet-triggered), 72 
DDR configuration (route-triggered), 73 
DDR dial rule+interface association, 73 
DDR dial-up interface assignment to dynamic 
route backup group, 77 
DDR dialup interface attribute, 74 
DDR dynamic route backup, 76 
DDR dynamic route backup group, 76 
DDR dynamic route backup warm-up timer, 77 
DDR secondary link disconnect delay, 77 
MP configuration, 1, 18 
PPP authentication configuration, 4 
PPP configuration, 1 
PPPoE access rate limit, 27 
PPPoE client configuration, 29 
PPPoE client configuration (diagnostic mode), 44 
PPPoE client configuration (on-demand 
mode), 43 
PPPoE client configuration (permanent mode), 42 
PPPoE client DDR session reset, 31 
PPPoE client session configuration, 31 
PPPoE configuration, 24, 32 
PPPoE DDR dialer interface configuration, 30 
PPPoE RADIUS NAS-Port-ID attribute, 28 
PPPoE server configuration, 25, 32 
PPPoE session clear, 29 
PPPoE session configuration, 25 
PPPoE session max, 26 

DHCP 
IPoE access procedure, 81, 81 
IPoE addressing, 80 
IPoE DHCP user configuration, 107 
IPoE dynamic individual user trusted DHCP 
options, 93 
IPoE VPN DHCP user configuration, 116 
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PPP IPCPv6 negotiation (IPv6), 3 
PPPoE server IP address assignment (local 
DHCP server), 34 
PPPoE server IP address assignment (remote 
DHCP server), 35 
troubleshooting IPoE client authentication 
failure, 121 

DHCPv6 
PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment 
(DHCPv6 prefix delegation), 39 
PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment 
(DHCPv6), 37 

dial-on-demand routing. Use DDR 
dial-up 

DDR dialer interface, 72 
disconnecting 

DDR dial-up link, 78 
DDR secondary link disconnect delay, 77 

displaying 
DDR, 78 
IPoE, 103 
L2TP, 64 
MP, 23 
PPP, 23 
PPPoE, 32 
PPPoE client, 32 
PPPoE server, 32 

DNS 
PPP IPCP negotiation (IPv4), 2 
PPP IPCPv6 negotiation (IPv6), 3 
PPP negotiation, 9 
PPP negotiation (DNS server IP address), 13 

domain 
IPoE dynamic individual user ISP domain, 90 
IPoE ISP domain configuration 
(service-specific), 100 
IPoE leased user ISP domain, 99 
IPoE static individual user ISP domain, 97 

DSCP 
L2TP packet DSCP value, 62 

dynamic 
DDR dial-up interface assignment to dynamic 
route backup group, 77 
DDR dynamic route backup, 76 
DDR dynamic route backup group, 76 
DDR dynamic route backup warm-up timer, 77 
DDR secondary link disconnect delay, 77 
IPoE dynamic individual user trusted DHCP 
options, 93 
IPoE individual user configuration, 86 
IPoE individual user enable, 86 

IPoE individual user ISP domain, 90 
IPoE individual user naming conventions, 87 
IPoE individual user password, 90 
IPoE individual user session max, 91 

E 

EAD 
L2TP-based EAD, 52 
L2TP-based EAD enable, 63 

enabling 
IPoE, 85 
IPoE dynamic individual user, 86 
IPoE static individual user, 94 
L2TP AVP data transfer in hidden mode, 55 
L2TP session flow control, 62 
L2TP-based EAD, 63 
PPP accounting, 17 
PPP IPCP IP segment match, 13 
PPP link quality monitoring, 16 

encapsulating 
L2TP encapsulation structure, 46 

endpoint descriptor negotiation (MP), 22 
establishing 

L2TP LAC automatic tunnel establishment, 56 
L2TP tunnel establishment, 47 

Ethernet 
IPoE configuration, 79, 85, 106 
IPoE DHCP user configuration, 107 
IPoE interface-leased user configuration, 114 
IPoE IPv6-ND-RS user configuration, 109 
IPoE online detection configuration, 119 
IPoE subnet-leased user configuration, 111 
IPoE unclassified-IP user configuration, 106 
IPoE VPN DHCP user configuration, 116 
PPPoE configuration, 24, 32 
PPPoE server configuration, 32 

F 

firewall 
L2TP-based EAD, 63 

flow 
L2TP session flow control, 62 

format 
IPoE NAS-Port-ID format configuration, 102 

G 

group 
DDR dynamic route backup group, 76 

H 

hello 
L2TP hello interval, 62 
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I 

ID 
L2TP LTS TSA ID setting, 63 

initiating 
L2TP LAC tunnel request initiation, 54 

interface 
IPoE interface-leased user configuration, 114 
IPoE leased user (interface-leased), 98 

Internet 
PPPoE configuration, 24, 32 
PPPoE server configuration, 32 

interval 
L2TP hello, 62 

IP 
IPoE unclassified-IP users access 
procedure, 84 
over Ethernet. Use IPoE 

IP addressing 
L2TP IP address specification, 55 
L2TP LAC source IP address configuration, 55 
L2TP-based EAD, 52 
PPP IP address negotiation, 9 
PPP IPCP IP segment match enable, 13 
PPP negotiation, 9 
PPP negotiation (DNS server IP address), 13 
PPPoE configuration, 24, 32 
PPPoE server configuration, 32 
PPPoE server IP address assignment (local 
DHCP server), 34 
PPPoE server IP address assignment 
(RADIUS-based), 40 
PPPoE server IP address assignment (remote 
DHCP server), 35 
PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment 
(DHCPv6 prefix delegation), 39 
PPPoE server IPv6 address assignment 
(ND+IPv6CP negotiation), 36 

IPCP 
PPP IP segment match enable, 13 
PPPoE server IP address assignment 
(RADIUS-based), 40 

IPoE 
access mode, 79 
access mode set, 85 
access procedure, 81 
addressing, 80 
configuration, 79, 85, 106 
DHCP user configuration, 107 
display, 103 
dynamic individual user, 79 
dynamic individual user configuration, 86 

dynamic individual user enable, 86 
dynamic individual user ISP domain, 90 
dynamic individual user naming conventions, 87 
dynamic individual user online detection, 92 
dynamic individual user password, 90 
dynamic individual user session max, 91 
dynamic individual user trusted DHCP options, 93 
dynamic IPoE session, 80 
enable, 85 
individual user, 79 
interface-leased user, 80 
interface-leased user configuration, 114 
IPv6-ND-RS user configuration, 109 
ISP domain configuration (service-specific), 100 
leased user, 80 
leased user configuration, 98 
leased user configuration (interface-leased), 98 
leased user configuration (subnet-leased), 99 
leased user ISP domain, 99 
maintain, 103 
MPLS L3VPN support, 84 
NAS-Port-ID format configuration, 102 
NAS-Port-Type configuration, 102 
online detection configuration, 119 
session, 80 
static individual user configuration, 93 
static individual user enable, 94 
static individual user ISP domain, 97 
static individual user naming, 95 
static individual user online detection, 97 
static individual user password, 96 
static individual user session, 94 
static IPoE session, 80 
static user, 79 
subnet-leased user, 80 
subnet-leased user configuration, 111 
troubleshoot, 121 
troubleshoot DHCP client authentication 
failure, 121 
troubleshoot inter-card traffic statistics failure on 
aggregate interface, 121 
unclassified-IP user configuration, 106 
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